__________________________________________________

CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MUNICIPAL CENTER COUNCIL CHAMBERS
1616 HUMBOLDT AVENUE, WEST ST. PAUL, MN 55118
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2021
6:30PM
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Pledge of Allegiance
4. Introduction of New Officer
5. Adopt the Agenda
6. OCWS Briefing
7. Citizen Comments - In Person
Individuals may address the City Council about any item not included on the regular
agenda. Speakers are requested to come to the podium and state their name and
address for the Clerk's record. Generally, the City Council will not take official action on
items discussed at this time but may, typically, refer the matter to Staff for a future report
or direct that the matter be scheduled on an upcoming agenda.
8. Citizen Comments - Phone Line
Individuals may address the City Council about any item not included on the regular
agenda. Speakers are requested to state their name and address for the Clerk's record.
Generally, the City Council will not take official action on items discussed at this time but
may, typically, refer the matter to Staff for a future report or direct that the matter be
scheduled on an upcoming agenda.
9. Council Comments
10. Proclamations, Presentations and Recognitions
A. Proclamation Declaring Dec 3, 2021 International Day of Persons with Disabilities
Documents:
11.22.21 INTERNATIONAL DAY PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES.PDF
B. Donations to the City
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - DONATIONS TO THE CITY.PDF
RESOLUTION - DONATIONS TO THE CITY.PDF
11. Consent Agenda
A. Approve City Council Meeting Minutes of November 8, 2021
Documents:
11.08.21 COUNCIL MINUTES.PDF

11. Consent Agenda
A. Approve City Council Meeting Minutes of November 8, 2021
Documents:
11.08.21 COUNCIL MINUTES.PDF
B. List of Claims for November 22, 2021
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - LIST OF CLAIMS.PDF
C. City Licensing
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - CITY LICENSING 11.22.21.PDF
D. Rental Licensing
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - RENTAL LICENSING.PDF
E. Prosecution and Legal Services Contracts
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - CONTRACTS FOR LEGAL SERVICES.PDF
PROSECUTION SERVICES AGREEMENT - KELLY LEMMONS CLEAN 1111-21.PDF
FIRST AMENDMENT TO LEGAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 11-11-21.PDF
WEST ST PAUL PROSECUTING ATTY MASTER JPA.PDF
WEST ST PAUL PROSECUTING ATTY COURT AMENDMENT.PDF
F. Wal-Mart Police Services - Updated Contract
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - AMENDMENT TO WAL-MART POLICE SERVICES
CONTRACT.PDF
AMENDMENT TO WAL-MART POLICE SERVICES CONTRACT.PDF
G. Thompson Oaks Redevelopment Phase II - Termination of the Existing Development
Agreement and Approval of a New Development Agreement
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - THOMPSON OAKS REDEVELOPMENT PHASE II.PDF
EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (TO BE TERMINATED).PDF
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (TO BE APPROVED).PDF
PHASE II SITE PLAN 10.25.21.PDF
COUNCIL RESOLUTION TERMINATING DA.PDF
COUNCIL RESOLUTION APPROVING DA.PDF
H. Strategic Plan Approval
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - STRATEGIC PLAN APPROVAL.PDF
12. Public Hearing
A. Business Subsidy Policy
Documents:

COUNCIL REPORT - STRATEGIC PLAN APPROVAL.PDF
12. Public Hearing
A. Business Subsidy Policy
Documents:
CC MEMO APPROVAL 11.22.21.PDF
FINAL DRAFT POLICY 11-22-21 CLEAN.PDF
EXISTING POLICY.PDF
B. Conditional Use Permit to Allow a Drive-Through at 1375 Robert Street – Hawaii Poke
Bowl
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR A DRIVE-THROUGH
AT 1375 ROBERT ST S.PDF
ATTACHMENT - CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR A DRIVE-THROUGH AT
1375 ROBERT ST S.PDF
ATTACHMENT - STAFF PRESENTATION FOR CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
FOR A DRIVE-THROUGH AT 1375 ROBERT ST S.PDF
RESOLUTION - CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR A DRIVE-THROUGH AT
1375 ROBERT ST S.PDF
C. Conditional Use Permit to Allow a Drive-Through at 1907 Robert Street – Sasco
Investments
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR A DRIVE-THROUGH
AT 1907 ROBERT ST S.PDF
ATTACHMENT - CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR A DRIVE-THROUGH AT
1907 ROBERT ST S.PDF
ATTACHMENT - STAFF PRESENTATION FOR CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
FOR A DRIVE-THROUGH AT 1907 ROBERT ST S.PDF
RESOLUTION - CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT FOR A DRIVE-THROUGH AT
1907 ROBERT ST S.PDF
D. Final Reading of an Ordinance Amending Sections 153.433 – 153.434 Regarding
Temporary Signs in Residential Districts – City of West St. Paul
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - FINAL READING OF AN ORDINANCE AMENDMENT
REGARDING TEMP SIGNS IN R DISTRICTS.PDF
ORDINANCE - FINAL READING OF AN ORDINANCE AMENDMENT
REGARDING TEMP SIGNS IN R DISTRICTS.PDF
CITY MANAGER SUPPLEMENTARY MEMO - SIGN CODE.PDF
E. Final Reading - Ordinance Increasing the Size of the Planning Commission and
Requiring Ward Representation
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 31.01 EXANDING
THE PLANNING COMMISSION SIZE AND A WARD REPRESENTATION
POLICY.PDF
ORDINANCE - AMENDING SECTION 31.01 EXPANDING THE PLANNING
COMMISSION AND A WARD REPRESENTATION POLICY.PDF
13. New Business
A. Credit Card Policy
Documents:

COMMISSION AND A WARD REPRESENTATION POLICY.PDF
13. New Business
A. Credit Card Policy
Documents:
CREDIT CARD POLICY POWER POINT.PDF
CREDIT CARD POLICY REVISED.PDF
CARDHOLDER USER AGREEMENT.PDF
B. Order to Raze and Remove a Hazardous Building - 927 Charlton Street
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - HAZARDOUS BUILDING 927 CHARLTON STREET.PDF
RESOLUTION AND ORDER RAZE AND REMOVE 927 CHARLTON
STREET.PDF
ATTACHMENTS - 927 CHARLTON.PDF
927 CHARLTON PPT.PDF
14. Old Business
15. Recess for Economic Development Authority Meeting
16. Reconvene City Council Meeting
17. Closed Session - City Manager Performance Review
Documents:
COUNCIL REPORT - CLOSED SESSION CITY MANAGER PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION.PDF
18. Adjourn

If you need an accommodation to participate in the meeting, please contact the ADA Coordinator at
651 -552 -4108 or email ADA@wspmn.gov at least 5 business days prior to the meeting
www.wspmn.gov
EOE/AA

PROCLAMATION DECLARING
DECEMBER 3, 2021
INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WHEREAS, the annual celebration of people with disabilities focuses on spreading
awareness and understanding of disabilities that are not immediately apparent, such as mental
illness, chronic pain or fatigue, sight or hearing impairments, diabetes, brain injuries, neurological
disorders, learning differences and cognitive dysfunctions, among others; and
WHEREAS, according to the WHO World Report on Disability, 15% of the world’s
population, which is more than 1 billion people, are living with a disability. Of this number, it is
estimated 450 million are living with a mental or neurological condition and two-thirds of these
persons will not seek professional medical help, largely due to stigma, discrimination and/or
neglect; and
WHEREAS, another 69 million individuals are estimated to sustain Traumatic Brain
Injuries each year worldwide, while one in 160 children are identified as on the autism spectrum;
and
WHEREAS, these are just some examples of the millions of people currently living with
a disability that is not immediately apparent, emphasizing the importance of removing barriers for
all people living with disability, both visible and invisible; and
WHEREAS, especially throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, isolation, disrupted routines
and diminished services have greatly impacted the lives and mental well-being of people with
disabilities. Spreading awareness of invisible disabilities, as well as impacts to mental health, is
crucial as the nation continues to deal with this virus; and
WHEREAS, Strategic Initiatives of the West St. Paul City Council includes as a top
priority, furtherance of improvements in areas of accessibility, diversity and inclusion.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of West St.
Paul that December 3, 2021 International Day of Persons with Disabilities is hereby recognized
and affirmed within the City of West St. Paul.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the City
of West St Paul, Minnesota, to be affixed on this 22nd day of November 2021.
____________________________________________
David J. Napier, Mayor

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

From:

City Staff

Date:

November 22, 2021

Donations to the City
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The following individuals, organizations and/or businesses made donations to the City of West St Paul:
AmVets Post #1 donated $1,500.00 to the Police Department for the Heroes and Helpers program (aka
Holiday Shop with a Firefighter / Police Officer) that will be taking place in December.
Multiple donors through a Go-Fund-Me campaign, organized by Carolyn Swiszcz and Kevin Hendricks,
have donated $500 to the Parks and Recreation Department to fund a unique Little Free Library, that
was recently installed in the Art Park.

FISCAL IMPACT:
Amount
Fund:
Department:
Account:

various

$2,000.00

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Publically thank the above listed individuals and organization for their generous donations and authorize
the appropriate budget adjustments by adopting the attached resolution.

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION NO. 21RESOLUTION ACCEPTING DONATIONS TO THE CITY
WHEREAS, the below listed individuals and/or businesses have donated funds or items
to the City:
AmVets Post #1 donated $1,500.00 to the Police Department for the Heroes and Helpers
program (aka Holiday Shop with a Firefighter / Police Officer) that will be taking place
in December.
Multiple donors through a GoFundMe campaign, organized by Carolyn Swiszcz and
Kevin Hendricks, have donated $500 to the Parks and Recreation Department to fund a
unique Little Free Library that was recently installed in the Art Park; and
WHEREAS, the donated funds will be used by the Departments for endeavors; and
WHEREAS, the Mayor and City Council acknowledge the generosity of the businesses
and community members, and extend their appreciation to them for their consideration and
generous donations; and
WHEREAS, the City Council authorizes budget adjustments in the 2021 budget year to
reflect the donations to the various accounts.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the West St. Paul Mayor and City
Council accept these donations on behalf of the City and authorize City Staff to expend these
funds and make the necessary budgetary adjustments in the manner described therein.
Adopted by the City Council of the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota, this 22nd day of November
2021.
Attest:

David J. Napier, Mayor

Nicole Tillander, City Clerk

City of West St. Paul
City Council Meeting Minutes
November 8, 2021
1. Call to Order
Mayor Napier called the meeting to order at 6:32 p.m.
2. Roll Call
Present:

Mayor Dave Napier
Councilmembers Wendy Berry, Julie Eastman, Lisa Eng-Sarne, Robyn
Gulley and John Justen
Dick Vitelli – Councilmember Vitelli is attending this meeting virtually
from the Desert Shadows RV Resort Library, 6980 Ramon Rd,
Cathedral City, CA 92234. This space is open and accessible to the
public.

Absent:

None

Others Present:

City Manager Nate Burkett
City Attorney Kori Land
Police Chief Brian Sturgeon
Community Development Director Ben Boike
Public Works & Parks Director / City Engineer Ross Beckwith
Finance Director Char Stark
Human Resources Director Debra Gieseke
Marketing & Communications Manager Dan Nowicki
City Clerk Nicole Tillander

3. Pledge of Allegiance
4. Adopt the Agenda
City Manager Nate Burkett proposed moving item 9. Proclamations, Presentations and
Recognitions to 5B. With this amendment, motion was made by Councilmember Justen and
seconded by Councilmember Eng-Sarne to adopt the agenda as presented.
Vote:

Berry – aye
Eastman – aye
Eng-Sarne – aye
Gulley – aye
Justen – aye
Vitelli – aye
6 ayes
Motion carried.
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5. OCWS Briefing / Oath of Office for New Police Officer
A. Council discussed the following items during the Open Council Work Session of
November 8th:
1. Stop Sign Evaluation and the Arion/Gorman Intersection
2. 2022 Employee Benefit Renewal
B. Introduction of New Employees and Oath of Office for New Police Officer
Chief Sturgeon and Mayor Napier swore in new police officer Antonio Cortez. Many
friends and family members were present in the council chambers. Thank you for choosing
West St. Paul, Officer Cortez!
6. Citizen Comments – In Person
•

Patrick Hill – concerns regarding Sperl St and Butler Ave intersection

7. Citizen Comments – Phone Line
•
•
•
•

David Long – 410 Butler Ave E, concerns regarding intersection
Gorman Ave – support for safer playground area on Gorman/Arion
Jamie – safety concerns for playground area on Gorman/Arion
Jamie Gulley – safety concerns and desire for stop sign on Gorman/Arion

8. Council Comments
Mayor and Councilmembers addressed the public on various topics.
9. Proclamations, Presentations and Recognitions
A. Donations to the City
Chief Sturgeon presented donations from the community and businesses:
• Dunham’s Food and Drink, Inc. donated $693.00 to the Police Department to
offset costs associated with the Police versus Fire charity hockey game that took
place this past month.
Motion was made by Councilmember Eastman and seconded by Councilmember Berry to
adopt Resolution No. 21-086 Donations to the City.
Vote:

Eastman – aye
Berry – aye
Eng-Sarne – aye
Gulley – aye
Justen – aye
Vitelli – aye
6 ayes
Motion carried.
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10. Consent Agenda
Motion was made by Councilmember Eastman and seconded by Councilmember Berry to
approve the following items on the Consent Agenda, as presented:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Approve City Council Meeting Minutes of October 25, 2021
11/8/21 List of Claims
City Licensing
Rental Licensing
• 931 & 933 Livingston Avenue (Duplex - Renewal)
• 226 Annapolis Street W (Apartment - Renewal)
• 234 Annapolis Street W (Apartment - Renewal)
• 1568 Charlton Street (Apartment - Renewal)
• 183 Annapolis Street W (Apartment - Renewal)
• 969 Smith Avenue S (Apartment - Renewal)
• 800 Dodd Road (Apartment - Renewal)
• 884 Bidwell Street (Apartment - Renewal)
• 903 Oakdale Avenue (Apartment - Renewal)
• 845 Dodd Road (Apartment - Renewal)
• 848 Dodd Road (Apartment - Renewal)
• 153 Emerson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 1275 Kruse Street (Apartment - Renewal)
• 1313 Kruse Street (Apartment - Renewal)
• 1323 Kruse Street (Apartment - Renewal)
• 1333 Kruse Street (Apartment - Renewal)
• 171 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 173 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 175 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 177 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 179 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 181 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 183 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 185 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 187 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 189 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 191 Thompson Avenue E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 834 Allen Avenue (Apartment - Renewal)
• 1252 Allen Avenue (Apartment - Renewal)
• 1520 Charlton Street (Apartment - Renewal)
• 1550 Charlton Street (Apartment - Renewal)
• 1552 Charlton Street (Apartment - Renewal)
• 435 Arion Street E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 445 Arion Street E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 455 Arion Street E (Apartment - Renewal)
• 237 Bernard Street W (Apartment - Renewal)
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• 156 Westchester Drive (Single Family - Renewal)
• 140 Haskell Street E (Apartments - Renewal)
• 902 Dodd Road (Single Family - Renewal)
• Total Amount – $9,136.00
E. Joint Powers Agreement for Employee Benefits and Other Financial and Risk
Management Services
F. Public Purpose Expenditure Policy
Vote:

Eastman – aye
Berry – aye
Eng-Sarne – aye
Gulley – aye
Justen – aye
Vitelli – aye
6 ayes
Motion carried.

11. Public Hearing
A. Final Reading – An Ordinance Amending Section 113, Defining Specialty
Tobacco Retailers and Limiting the Number of Licenses
City Manager Nate Burkett presented two options for the Council to consider. Both options
define and create a new tobacco license – Specialty Tobacco Retailer. Option one limits
the number of licenses to two. Option two limits the number of licenses to two and requires
that the business have been open and operating for six month prior to adoption of the
ordinance. A public hearing was held and no one came forward or called in to address the
Council.
Motion was made by Councilmember Justen and seconded by Councilmember Eastman to
adopt the option two version of Ordinance 21-015 amending section 113 of city code
defining specialty tobacco retailers and limiting the number of licenses to two and requiring
that a specialty tobacco retailer has been open and operating for six months prior to
adoption of the ordinance.
Vote:

Justen – aye
Eastman – aye
Berry – aye
Eng-Sarne – aye
Gulley – aye
Vitelli – aye
6 ayes
Motion carried.
B. Final Reading of an Ordinance Amending Sections 153.032, 153.346, and
153.348 of the West St. Paul City Code Regarding Building Setbacks, Parking
Street Frontage, and Required Minimum Parking
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Community Development Director Ben Boike presented the final reading. A public hearing
was held and no one came forward or called in to address the Council.
Motion was made by Councilmember Vitelli and seconded by Councilmember Justen to
adopt Ordinance 21-014 as presented.
Vote:

Vitelli – aye
Justen – aye
Berry – aye
Eastman – aye
Eng-Sarne – aye
Gulley – aye
6 ayes
Motion carried.

12. New Business
A. First Reading - Ordinance Amending City Code Sections 153.433 and 153.434
Regarding Temporary Signs in Residential Districts
City Manager Nate Burkett presented the first reading of the ordinance amendment
regarding temporary signs and aligning the definition with the historical interpretation by
code enforcement.
Motion was made by Councilmember Eng-Sarne and seconded by Councilmember Gulley
to approve first reading as presented. Public hearing and final reading will be at the next
meeting.
Vote:

Eng-Sarne – aye
Gulley – aye
Berry – aye
Eastman – aye
Justen – aye
Vitelli – aye
6 ayes
Motion carried.
B. First Reading - Ordinance Increasing the Size of the Planning Commission
and Requiring Ward Representation

City Manager Nate Burkett presented the first reading of the ordinance increasing the size
of the planning commission to nine members and requiring ward representation. Full
ordinance will be in effect once all members are seated.
Motion was made by Councilmember Gulley and seconded by Councilmember Berry to
approve first reading as presented. Public hearing and final reading will be at the next
meeting.
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Vote:

Gulley – aye
Berry – aye
Eastman – aye
Eng-Sarne – aye
Justen – aye
Vitelli – aye
6 ayes
Motion carried.

13. Old Business
A. Street Reconstruction Assessments for Properties at the Charlton
Street/Moreland Avenue Intersection City Project 21-1
City Engineer Ross Beckwith presented information. Four properties were reevaluated
after the October 25th City Council meeting. Based on their corner locations, these
properties were affected by multiple assessments; the 2018 Mill/Overlay project for all
properties on Charlton and the current Moreland Avenue assessments which are capped at
$7,400. Staff offered the option of decreasing the current assessments on these four
properties by the 2018 Mill & Overlay charge.
Council will look into using a formula in future years to maintain consistency throughout
assessment projects.
Motion was made by Councilmember Justen and seconded by Councilmember Eng-Sarne
to approve the assessment through option two with the subtraction amount.
Vote:

Justen – aye
Eng-Sarne – aye
Berry – aye
Eastman – aye
Gulley – aye
Vitelli – aye
6 ayes
Motion carried.

14. Adjourn
Motion was made by Councilmember Eastman and seconded by Councilmember Gulley to
adjourn the meeting at 7:53 p.m.
Vote:

Eastman – aye
Gulley – aye
Berry – aye
Eng-Sarne – aye
Justen – aye
Vitelli – aye
6 ayes
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Motion carried.
Meeting adjourned.

David J. Napier
Mayor
City of West St. Paul
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City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

From:

Char Stark, Finance Director

Date:

November 22, 2021

List of Claims
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Invoices to be paid
FISCAL IMPACT:
$1,894,752.32
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approve payment of the attached

CITY OF WEST ST PAUL
Summary of List of Claims
Council Meeting of November 22, 2021
PAYROLL CHECK REGISTER:
Payroll Period
Date Paid
Direct Deposit

11/1/21 - 11/14/21
11/19/2021
$172,581.43

Payroll Period
Date Paid
Direct Deposit
TOTAL NET PAYROLL

$172,581.43

DISBURSEMENT CHECK REGISTER:
Checks
EFTS

135742 - 135830
1503 - 1521

TOTAL DISBURSEMENT CHECKS

$1,722,170.89

TOTAL PAYROLL, DISBURSEMENTS, ACH AND WIRE TRANSFERS

11/18/2021

$1,445,104.65
$277,066.24

Finance Dept.

$1,894,752.32

LIST OF CLAIMS

City of W.S.P.

Payment Register
From Payment Date: 11/9/2021 - To Payment Date: 11/22/2021
Number

Date

Transaction
Amount

Payee Name

AP-1 - Accounts Payable
Check
135742

11/18/2021

CHLIC-BLOOMFIELD EASC

135743

11/18/2021

DAKOTA COUNTY ATTORNEYS

$205.75

135744

11/18/2021

DAKOTA COUNTY ATTORNEYS

$33.15

135745

11/18/2021

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA

135746

11/18/2021

MINNESOTA MANAGEMENT & BUDGET

135747

11/18/2021

SUN LIFE FINANCIAL

$2,733.56

135748

11/22/2021

A T & T MOBILITY

$1,088.09

135749

11/22/2021

A T & T MOBILITY

$859.47

135750

11/22/2021

AMAZON BUSINESS

$201.06

135751

11/22/2021

ASPEN WASTE SYSTEMS

$1,904.33

135752

11/22/2021

AXON ENTERPRISE, INC

$5,514.61

135753

11/22/2021

BAUER BUILT INC

135754

11/22/2021

BENEFIT EXTRAS, INC

135755

11/22/2021

BOLTON & MENK INC

135756

11/22/2021

CAR WASH PARTNERS, INC

135757

11/22/2021

CARGILL INCORPORATED

135758

11/22/2021

CENTURYLINK

$582.30

135759

11/22/2021

CINTAS CORPORATION

$106.97

135760

11/22/2021

COMCAST

$220.51

135761

11/22/2021

CORNWELL TOOLS

$110.00

135762

11/22/2021

CORPORATE MARK INC

$39.00

135763

11/22/2021

CROWN TROPHY

$30.00

135764

11/22/2021

CUB FOODS - WEST ST PAUL

135765

11/22/2021

DAKOTA COMMUNICATIONS CENTER

135766

11/22/2021

DAKOTA COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL

135767

11/22/2021

DAKOTA COUNTY FINANCIAL SERV

135768

11/22/2021

DAKOTA COUNTY PROPERTY RECORDS

$460.00

135769

11/22/2021

DAKOTA COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEG

$500.00

135770

11/22/2021

DALCO

135771

11/22/2021

DIRKS BROS, LLC

$820.01

135772

11/22/2021

DRAIN BUSTERS

$200.00

135773

11/22/2021

EHLERS & ASSOCIATES

$1,067.50

135774

11/22/2021

ELLIE FAMILY SERIVCES

$3,050.00

135775

11/22/2021

ESS BROTHERS & SONS INC

$8,120.00

135776

11/22/2021

FLEETPRIDE

135777

11/22/2021

GARTNER REFRIGERATION

135778

11/22/2021

GARY L FISCHLER & ASSOCIATES, PA

$650.00

135779

11/22/2021

GERTENS GREENHOUSE

$320.00

135780

11/22/2021

GOLDCOM VOICE & DATA SUPPLY

135781

11/22/2021

GUARDIAN SUPPLY LLC

135782

11/22/2021

HOLIDAY STATION STORES

$40.00

135783

11/22/2021

I STATE TRUCK CENTER

$75.04

user: Penny Okane

$3,478.70

$444.84
$16.57

$400.00
$85.00
$30,333.00
$166.40
$5,720.44

$133.04
$48,377.00
$84.00
$45.90

$1,242.12

$42.18
$3,788.47

$48.02
$3.01
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Thursday, November 18, 2021

City of W.S.P.

Payment Register
From Payment Date: 11/9/2021 - To Payment Date: 11/22/2021
135784

11/22/2021

INVER GROVE FORD

135785

11/22/2021

LEVANDER, GILLEN & MILLER

135786

11/22/2021

LOGIS

$6,185.90

135787

11/22/2021

M J MOSER

$7,320.00

135788

11/22/2021

MACQUEEN EQUIPMENT INC

135789

11/22/2021

MADISON ENERGY INVESTMENTS I LLC

$15,494.59

135790

11/22/2021

MADISON ENERGY INVESTMENTS III LLC

$1,487.65

135791

11/22/2021

MARCO TECHNOLOGIES LLC- LEASE PAYMENT

$1,477.24

135792

11/22/2021

MARVEL SEWER & DRAIN

$7,018.00

135793

11/22/2021

MCMULLEN INSPECTIONS, INC

$2,344.00

135794

11/22/2021

MED-COMPASS

$625.00

135795

11/22/2021

MENARDS

$326.43

135796

11/22/2021

MENDOTA HEIGHTS/CITY OF

135797

11/22/2021

METROPOLITAN COUNCIL

135798

11/22/2021

MID-NORTHERN SERVICES

$927.64

135799

11/22/2021

MIKE BROTHERS LLC

$120.87

135800

11/22/2021

MINNESOTA EMBROIDERY & PROMOTIONS

135801

11/22/2021

MN DEPT OF LABOR & IND-CODE/IN

135802

11/22/2021

MN DEPT OF LABOR & IND-FIN

135803

11/22/2021

135804

11/22/2021

MN DEPT OF MOTOR VEHICLE, DRIVER & VEHICLE
SERV
MN LOCKS

135805

11/22/2021

NUSS TRUCK & EQUPMENT

$250,269.25

135806

11/22/2021

O'REILLY AUTOMOTIVE, INC

$532.52

135807

11/22/2021

OFFICE OF MNIT SERIVICES

135808

11/22/2021

PIONEER SECURESHRED

135809

11/22/2021

QUADIENT

$139.73

135810

11/22/2021

RAAAMM AKA THAT COOKING SCHOOL

$250.00

135811

11/22/2021

RASCHER PLUMBING

$177.60

135812

11/22/2021

RED WING BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT

135813

11/22/2021

SFDMG, LLC

135814

11/22/2021

SHORT ELLIOTT HENDRICKSON, INC

135815

11/22/2021

SKADRON ANIMAL HOSPITAL P A

135816

11/22/2021

SOUTH METRO FIRE DEPT

135817

11/22/2021

SOUTH METRO SWAT

135818

11/22/2021

SPRWS

$2,347.04

135819

11/22/2021

STREICHER'S

$1,219.80

135820

11/22/2021

SUNRAM CONSTRUCTION

135821

11/22/2021

TACTICAL SOLUTIONS

135822

11/22/2021

THELL, ART

135823

11/22/2021

THOMAS TESTING INC

135824

11/22/2021

TWIN CITY JANITOR SUPPLY

135825

11/22/2021

UNITED RENTALS

135826

11/22/2021

WASTE MANAGEMENT

135827

11/22/2021

WOLD ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS

135828

11/22/2021

XCEL ENERGY

$7,827.63

135829

11/22/2021

XTREME TREE TEAM, INC

$2,150.00

user: Penny Okane

$419.76
$30,670.49

$34.44

$612.12
$181,201.78

$89.00
$24,247.00
$10.00
$1,063.41
$114.00

$310.00
$1,600.00

$184.49
$7,996.04
$41,586.63
$344.54
$687,034.00
$292.62

$15,847.23
$422.00
$1,394.40
$900.00
$1,352.84
$526.30
$1,175.75
$13,784.41
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City of W.S.P.

Payment Register
From Payment Date: 11/9/2021 - To Payment Date: 11/22/2021
135830

11/22/2021

ZEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY

$310.47

Type Check Totals:

$1,445,104.65

EFT
1503

11/10/2021

FURTHER

$5,200.00

1504

11/10/2021

ICMA

$150.00

1505

11/10/2021

I C M A RETIREMENT TRUST - ROTH

$517.64

1506

11/10/2021

I C M A RETIREMENT TRUST-457

1507

11/10/2021

IRS - PR TAXES

$52,117.93

1508

11/10/2021

MII LIFE --- VEBA

$3,041.48

1509

11/10/2021

MN CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENT CENTR

1510

11/10/2021

MN DEPT OF REVENUE - PR TAXES

1511

11/10/2021

MSRS HCSP

1512

11/10/2021

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIRMNT ASSN

1513

11/10/2021

MSRS - 457

1514

11/10/2021

DEARBORN NATIONAL

1515

11/22/2021

AUTHNET GATEWAY

$38.70

1516

11/22/2021

CLOVER

$42.94

1517

11/22/2021

FURTHER

1518

11/22/2021

MN STATE TREASURER

1519

11/22/2021

BOND TRUST SERVICES

1520

11/22/2021

HIGHER STANDARDS INC

$1,043.30

1521

11/22/2021

US BANK CARDMEMBER SERVICES

$8,255.44

$8,000.80

$2,940.90
$57,211.80
$4,981.17
$709.11

$208.34
$768.00
$118,700.00

Type EFT Totals:

$277,066.24

Total Checks & EFTS

user: Penny Okane

$264.00
$12,874.69

$1,722,170.89
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City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

From:

Nicole Tillander, City Clerk/Licensing Dept.

Date:

November 22, 2021

City Business and Liquor Licenses
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Licensing Staff have reviewed the following business and liquor license applications and all
requirements have been met.
All license holders must comply with all conditions placed on the property pursuant to any zoning
approval.
2022 Liquor License Renewals:
2022 On-Sale Liquor Licenses
5-8 Grill & Tap, On-Sale Liquor
Applebee’s Neighborhood Grill & Bar, On-Sale Liquor
Beirut Restaurant & Deli, On-Sale Liquor
Blvd Tavern, On-Sale Liquor
Carbone’s Pizzeria, On-Sale Liquor
Dunham’s Food & Drink, Inc, On-Sale Liquor
El Nuevo Morelos Mexican Restaurant, On-Sale Liquor
Fireside Lounge, On-Sale Liquor
FoodSmith, On-Sale Liquor
Gallagher’s, On-Sale Liquor
Jameson’s Irish Bar, On-Sale Liquor
Southview Country Club, On-Sale Liquor, Tobacco
Tapper’s Pub, On-Sale Liquor
The North Forty Tavern, On-Sale Liquor
2022 On-Sale Wine & Beer
El Cubano, On-Sale Wine & Beer
El Taquito Taco Shop, On-Sale Wine & Beer
Tokyo Sushi All You Can Eat, On-Sale Wine & Beer

2022 Off-Sale Liquor Licenses
Cub Liquor, Off-Sale Liquor, Tobacco
MGM Wine & Spirits, Off-Sale Liquor, Tobacco
R&B Liquor, Off-Sale Liquor, Tobacco
Smith Liquor, Off-Sale Liquor, Tobacco
Target Corporation T-2046, Off-Sale Liquor, Fireworks
2022 3.2 Off-Sale Liquor Licenses
Cub Foods, 3.2 Off-Sale Liquor, Tobacco, Fireworks
Walmart #3364, 3.2 Off-Sale, Tobacco, Fireworks
2022 Business License Renewals:
2022 Business Licenses – No Background
Aspen Waste Systems of MN, Rubbish-Commercial
Dem-Con Dumpsters, Rubbish-Commercial
Dicks’s Sanitation, Rubbish-Commercial
Highland Sanitation & Recycling Inc, Rubbish-Commercial & Residential
Hometown Tire & Service, MV Related
Keith Krupenny & Son Disposal Service Inc, Rubbish-Commercial
Lightning Disposal Inc, Rubbish-Commercial
Lloyds Construction Services Inc, Rubbish-Commercial
Nitti Sanitation Inc, Rubbish-Commercial
Renaissance Fireworks, Fireworks
Republic Services/Allied Waste Services, Rubbish-Commercial/Residential
Romero Auto Repair, MV Related
Signal Garage, MV Related
Tennis Roll Off, LLC, Rubbish-Commercial
TNT Fireworks, Fireworks
Triangle Rubbish, Rubbish-Commercial & Residential
Twin City Magic & Costume, Fireworks
Twin City Refuse, Rubbish-Commercial
Veit Disposal System, Rubbish-Commercial
Walter’s Recycling and Refuse, Inc., Rubbish-Commercial
2022 Business Licenses – Background Required
Bobby & Steve’s Auto World LLC, Tobacco, MV Related
Holiday #3554, Tobacco, MV Related
Marathon Gas, Tobacco, MV Related
Pawn America, Pawnbroker, Precious Metals Dealer
Stephanie Lankford, Remedial Luxe Therapeutic Spa, Massage Business & Personal
Steven’s Tobacco, Specialty Tobacco Retailer
West St. Paul Marathon, Tobacco, MV Related

FISCAL IMPACT:
Action
Liquor License Fee
Other License Fee
Background Fee

Fund
101
101
101

Department
30000
30000
30000

Account
Amount
32110
100,266.00
32199
30,034.00
34208
3,000.00
Total: $133,300.00

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
In processing these applications, staff found no notable concerns or issues. Staff does not foresee any
special or reasonable conditions. Council should consider the applications for approval.

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

From:

Eldon Rameaux - Rental Housing Coordinator

Date:

November 22, 2021

Rental Licensing
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Rental license(s) for 2021 - background required.
According to the rental dwelling ordinance, the city requires a background investigation for each new
rental property owner/applicant. In addition, the Police Department and Community Development each
review calls for service to the properties to help identify potential problem properties.
The Community Development Department reviewed the applications, inspection reports, rental density,
and code compliance requirements.
The background investigations, inspection reports, and code compliance reviews on the properties listed
below did not identify any incidents that would result in a denial of the rental license.
APPLICATION(S) FOR APPROVAL:
1094 Waterloo Avenue
(Apartment - New)
85 Emerson Ave E
(Apartment - Renewal)
1339 Robert Street S
(Apartment - Renewal)
1045 Smith Avenue S
(Single Family - New)
1762 Oakdale Avenue
(Apartment - Renewal)
1772 Oakdale Avenue
(Apartment - Renewal)
1802 Oakdale Avenue
(Apartment - Rental)
1812 Oakdale Avenue
(Apartment - Renewal)
996 Charlton Street
(Apartment - Renewal)
1173 Macarthur Avenue
(Single Family - Renewal)
100 Thompson Avenue W
(Apartment - Renewal)
110 Thompson Avenue W
(Apartment - Renewal)
120 Thompson Avenue W
(Apartment - Renewal)
105 Carmel Avenue
(Apartment - Renewal)
966 Smith Avenue S
(Apartment - Renewal)
90 Imperial Drive W
(Apartment - Renewal)

FISCAL IMPACT:
Amount collected this period:

$9,323.00

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends City Council approve the rental license application(s).

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nathan Burkett, City Manager

From:

Brian Sturgeon, Chief of Police

Date:

November 22, 2021

Contracts for Legal Services
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Levander, Gillen & Miller (noted hereinafter as Levander) has been providing both civil representation
and prosecution services to the City of West St Paul for approximately 25 years. As prosecutors, they
are responsible for reviewing and prosecuting all petty misdemeanor, misdemeanor and most gross
misdemeanor criminal cases for the City. As civil representation for the City, they provide attorney
services for the Council, Planning Commission, EDA and other civil facets of the business for the City.
On October 7, 2021 we were notified by Levander that they will cease prosecution services to their
clients on or about December 15, 2021 to focus more of their resources to their governmental civil
clients.
Staff drafted a targeted Request for Proposal (RFP) and sent those to four law firms that provide
prosecution services to local entities in the east metropolitan area. A targeted RFP is allowed in this
case due to the low number of qualified law firms that provide these services in our market.
All four law firms responded with proposals and they are outlined below:
Law Firm
Eckberg
Lammers

Year 1
$233,465

Campbell
Knutson

$285,000
(base)

Year 2
$238,134

Year 3
$242,897

Year 4
$247,755

Year 5
$252,710

Not Included
Forfeitures,
delivery
fees,
binding
services,
process
server fees
Base plus
Year two
Year three
Year four
Appeals,
annual
costs plus
costs plus
costs plus
forfeitures
increase the annual
annual
annual
research
City
increase the increase the increase the data base,
provides to City
City
City
postage,
non-union
provides to provides to provides to copies,
employees non-union
non-union
non-union
filling fees,
employees employees employees subpoenas,
process

Dougherty
Molenda
Kelly &
Lemmons

$240,000

$247,200

$254,616

$262,254

$270,122

$216,000

$216,000

$216,000

$220,320

$224,724

server fees
Forfeitures
and appeals
N/A

The annual costs listed above are maximum out of pocket expenses the City may incur. Based on
previous years of prosecution time and expenses, the City is expected to meet each of the capped costs
listed above.
Staff met with representatives from Kelly & Lemmons and confirmed their proposed fees. The costs
include all expenses related to prosecution services; the other firms have additional fees associated with
those services. Kelly & Lemmons also proposes to have office hours one day a week at the Police
Department which will be beneficial to our staff to encourage communication and build trust. Staff can
ask questions of the prosecutor in a timely manner and have more of an open dialog to discuss cases.
Kelly & Lemmons will provide annual trainings to our officers which is included as well. They are a
Minnesota Board of Peace Officer Standards and Training certified training entity.
They can also provide a diversion program where first time misdemeanor theft and shoplifting violators
will be held accountable, but yet keep the offense off their record if they successfully complete the
program. This program is administered by Diversion Solutions, the same entity the State of Minnesota
contracts with for their Driver Diversion Program. As some of you may recall, we were the first
department in the State of Minnesota to enter into a partnership with the State of Minnesota and
Diversion Solutions to assist those individuals who were cited for driving without a valid driver’s
license to get their license back while enrolled in and successfully complete the program. This pilot
program was so successful in West St. Paul, the program was expanded state wide a few years ago.
There are no costs to the City with these types of diversion programs.
In our previous contract, the City of West St Paul paid additional fees for representation for code
enforcement. Kelly & Lemmons has proposed to include code enforcement representation with this
service contract that is covered in the capped annual fee.
Kelly & Lemmons provides prosecution services to the cities of Little Canada, North Oaks, Shoreview,
Arden Hills, Maplewood, Stillwater, and Lakeland Shores.
The costs that Kelly & Lemmons are proposing is already budgeted in the 2022 proposed annual budget
that you will be approving next month. There will be no additional costs that are not already in our
current and proposed budgets.
Staff is recommending moving forward with Kelly & Lemmons to provide prosecution services to the
City of West St. Paul. The City does have a 60 day termination clause in the contract if there are issues
that would warrant termination. If approved, the contract with Kelly & Lemmons will be effective
December 3, 2021.
Additionally, before you tonight is a proposed amendment to the City of West St. Paul Legal Services
Agreement between the City of West St. Paul and Levander, removing the criminal prosecution services
and maintaining the civil representation services from the original approved contract.
Lastly, we need to amend a Joint Powers Agreement and a Subscriber Agreement with the State of
Minnesota that allows for the searching, transferring, and other data sharing activities between the City

of West St. Paul, Kelly & Lemmons, and the State of Minnesota in regards to court activities. The
amendments just removes Levander and replaces them with Kelly & Lemmons.

FISCAL IMPACT:
Amount
Fund:
Department:
Account:

None

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approve the attached five year contract for prosecution services with Kelly & Lemmons and approve
the attached amendment to the legal services contract with Levander, Gillen & Miller eliminating
prosecution services. Additionally approve the amended Court Data Services Subscriber Amendment to
CJDN Subscriber Agreement and the Joint Powers Agreement with the State of Minnesota regarding
criminal justice data.

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
PROSECUTION LEGAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
This Prosecution Legal Services Agreement (“Agreement”) made this 22nd day of November
2021,by and between the City of West St. Paul (“City”), a Minnesota municipal corporation, and
Kelly & Lemmons, P.A. (“Kelly & Lemmons”), a Minnesota professional association.
RECITALS

I.

A.

The City has selected Kelly & Lemmons to serve as the law firm to provide legal
representation for those matters involving the enforcement of laws of the State of
Minnesota or the ordinances of the City through the use of the criminal justice
system (“Criminal Prosecution Services”).

B.

The City and Kelly & Lemmons desire to memorialize their understanding in this
Agreement regarding the scope of work and fee arrangements for the legal
representation.

SERVICES PROVIDED
Kelly & Lemmons shall provide Criminal Prosecution Services on behalf of the City during
the term of this Agreement. Criminal Prosecution Services specifically includes:








All services required of the City’s prosecuting attorney under Minn. Stat. Sec.
484.87, subd. 3, including the prosecution of all petty misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and gross misdemeanor cases required to be prosecuted by the
City’s prosecuting attorney
All appellate work related to criminal cases
All civil forfeiture work
The Principal Prosecuting Attorney or another prosecuting attorney shall maintain
in-person office hours at the West St. Paul Police Department at least once a
month for not less than two (2) hours
In-person training for all sworn officers shall be provided not less than twice a
year on topic(s) requested by the Police Chief
Code enforcement criminal prosecution or administrative hearings, upon request.

Rebecca Duren will be the principal responsible attorney for allmatters, assisted by Kevin Beck and
Joseph Kelly. Any of the shareholders, associates, legal assistants or staff will also be available.
II.

FILES AND RECORDS
Kelly & Lemmons will keep complete files and records for all matters handled for the City. An updated
index of such files will be provided to the City upon request. Previous files that are no longer active may
be archived, stored electronically, returned to the City or destroyed if permitted by the City’s Data
Retention Schedule. All data collected pursuant to this Agreement shall be subject to the Minnesota

Government Data Practices Act, Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 13. All data, including all Criminal
Justice Information, shall be maintained securely, in compliance with all applicable state and
federal regulations and requirements.
1

III.

FEES, CHARGES AND BILLING
A.

Kelly & Lemmons will bill the City in increments of one-tenth (.1) of an hour at
the hourly rate of $120 for attorneys and $90 for law clerks and paralegals up to a
capped amount per month during the term of the contract, as described below. This
amount includes all prosecution fees and expenses, including process server fees,
transcript fees, court filing fees, postage, copies and printing costs, online legal
research, mileage, advice, training, consultation, office hours, training, court
appearances, code enforcement (to include administrative hearings), appeals, and
forfeitures. The monthly and annual capped amounts shall be as follows:
Year
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
5-year Maximum

IV.

Monthly Max
$18,000
$18,000
$18,000
$18,360
$18,727

Yearly Max
$216,000
$216,000
$216,000
$220,320
$224,724
$1,093,044

TERM
This Agreement shall commence on December 3, 2021 and shall terminate on December
31, 2026. This Agreement may be renewed thereafter upon mutual agreement of the parties.
The City may terminate this Agreement upon sixty (60) days written notice to Kelly &
Lemmons.

V.

MISCELLANEOUS
A.

Attorney will maintain legal malpractice insurance.

B.

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of Minnesota.

C.

This Agreement shall not be assignable and cannot be modified or amended

without the approval in writing of the West St. Paul City Council.
CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
By:

David J. Napier, Mayor

By:
Nathan Burkett, City Manager
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KELLY & LEMMONS, P.A.
By:
Rebecca L. Duren, Shareholder

By:
Joseph A. Kelly, Shareholder
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FIRST AMENDMENT TO CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
LEGAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
This First Amendment to Legal Services Agreement (“Agreement”) made this 22nd day of
November, 2021, by and between the City of West St. Paul (“City”), a Minnesota municipal
corporation, and LeVander, Gillen & Miller, P.A. (“LeVander”), a Minnesota professional
association.
RECITALS
A.

The City and LeVander entered into a Legal Services Agreement on July 8, 2019
for LeVander to serve as the law firm to provide legal representation for Civil,
Criminal, Economic Development Authority (“EDA”) matters, non-insurance
Litigation, and Developer Pass-Through matters.

B.

The City and LeVander desire to amend the Agreement regarding the scope of work
to remove Criminal Prosecution from its legal representation services.

1. Recital A is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced as follows:
A.

The City has selected LeVander to serve as the law firm to provide legal
representation for Civil, Economic Development Authority (“EDA”)
matters, non-insurance Litigation and Developer Pass-Through matters.

2. Section I Definitions is hereby amended by deleting the definition of “Criminal
Prosecution” and the remainder of this Section I remains unchanged.
3. Section II is hereby amended by deleting this section in its entirety and replacing it with
the following:
LeVander shall provide Civil Legal Representation, Litigation, EDA
Representation and Developer Pass-Through Representation on behalf of the City
during the term of this Agreement. Korine Land will be the principal responsible
attorney for all matters, assisted by Amanda Johnson. Any of the shareholders,
associates, legal assistants or staff will also be available.
4. Section IV B. Fees, Charges and Billing for Criminal Prosecution is hereby deleted in its
entirety.
5. Section IV D. Fees, Charges and Billing for Other Services is hereby deleted in its entirety
and replaced as follows:
D.

Other Services billed outside of the Retainer, Hourly Services, Litigation, or
Pass-Through:
1. Photocopying

$.20/page

2. Westlaw Legal Research
3. Mileage Reimbursement1
4. Other out-of-pocket costs2

Actual Cost (not to exceed
$500/month)
Applicable IRS approved rate
Actual Cost

6. Section V Term is hereby deleted and replaced in its entirety as follows:
This First Amendment shall commence on December 4, 2021 and shall terminate
on December 31, 2024. This Agreement may be renewed thereafter upon mutual
agreement of the parties. The City may terminate this Agreement upon sixty (60)
days written notice to LeVander.
7. Recitals. The recitals set forth above are incorporated into this Amendment by reference.

[remainder of page intentionally blank]

1

No mileage will be charged to and from City Hall.
There are also various categories of advances and charges that LeVander will periodically incur on behalf of the
City, e.g. filing fees, expert witness fees, court reporter fees, survey fees, which will be billed in addition to the above
fees and charges. Advanced approval of such fees will be obtained when possible.
2

2

The following authorized representatives of the parties hereby execute this First Amendment as of
the date stated above:

LEVANDER, GILLEN & MILLER, P.A.

By:
Korine L. Land
Vice President

By:
Timothy J. Kuntz
President

3

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL

By:
David J. Napier
Mayor

By:
Nate Burkett
City Manager

4
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State of Minnesota
Joint Powers Agreement
This Agreement is between the State of Minnesota, acting through its Department of Public Safety on behalf of the
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension ("BCA"), and the City of West St Paul of behalf of its Prosecuting Attorney
("Governmental Unit"). The BCA and the Governmental Unit may be referred to jointly as “Parties.”
Recitals
Under Minn. Stat. § 471.59, the BCA and the Governmental Unit are empowered to engage in agreements that are
necessary to exercise their powers. Under Minn. Stat. § 299C.46, the BCA must provide a criminal justice data
communications network to benefit political subdivisions as defined under Minn. Stat. § 299C.46, subd. 2 and subd. 2(a).
The Governmental Unit is authorized by law to utilize the criminal justice data communications network pursuant to the
terms set out in this Agreement. In addition, BCA either maintains repositories of data or has access to repositories of
data that benefit authorized political subdivisions in performing their duties. The Governmental Unit wants to access
data in support of its official duties.
The purpose of this Agreement is to create a method by which the Governmental Unit has access to those systems and
tools for which it has eligibility, and to memorialize the requirements to obtain access and the limitations on the access.

1

2

Agreement
Term of Agreement
1.1 Effective Date. This Agreement is effective on the date the BCA obtains all required signatures under Minn.
Stat. § 16C.05, subdivision 2.
1.2 Expiration Date. This Agreement expires five years from the date it is effective.
Agreement Between the Parties
2.1 General Access. BCA agrees to provide Governmental Unit with access to the Minnesota Criminal Justice
Data Communications Network (CJDN) and those systems and tools which the Governmental Unit is
authorized by law to access via the CJDN for the purposes outlined in Minn. Stat. § 299C.46.
2.2 Methods of Access.
The BCA offers three (3) methods of access to its systems and tools. The methods of access are:
A.
Direct access occurs when individual users at the Governmental Unit use the Governmental Unit’s
equipment to access the BCA’s systems and tools. This is generally accomplished by an individual user
entering a query into one of BCA’s systems or tools.
B.
Indirect Access occurs when individual users at the Governmental Unit go to another Governmental
Unit to obtain data and information from BCA’s systems and tools. This method of access generally
results in the Governmental Unit with indirect access obtaining the needed data and information in a
physical format like a paper report.
C.
Computer-to-Computer System Interface occurs when the Governmental Unit’s computer exchanges
data and information with BCA’s computer systems and tools using an interface. Without limitation,
interface types include: state message switch, web services, enterprise service bus and message
queuing.
For purposes of this Agreement, Governmental Unit employees or contractors may use any of these
methods to use BCA’s systems and tools as described in this Agreement. Governmental Unit will select a
1
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method of access and can change the methodology following the process in Clause 2.10.
2.3 Federal Systems Access. In addition, pursuant to 28 CFR §20.30-38 and Minn. Stat. §299C.58, BCA may
provide Governmental Unit with access to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) National Crime
Information Center.
2.4 Governmental Unit Policies. Both the BCA and the FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Systems (FBI-CJIS) have
policies, regulations and laws on access, use, audit, dissemination, hit confirmation, logging, quality
assurance, screening (pre-employment), security, timeliness, training, use of the system, and validation.
Governmental Unit has created its own policies to ensure that Governmental Unit’s employees and
contractors comply with all applicable requirements. Governmental Unit ensures this compliance through
appropriate enforcement. These BCA and FBI-CJIS policies and regulations, as amended and updated from
time to time, are incorporated into this Agreement by reference. The policies are available at
https://bcanextest.x.state.mn.us/launchpad/.
2.5 Governmental Unit Resources. To assist Governmental Unit in complying with the federal and state
requirements on access to and use of the various systems and tools, information is available at
https://sps.x.state.mn.us/sites/bcaservicecatalog/default.aspx. Additional information on appropriate use is
found in the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension Policy on Appropriate Use of Systems and Data
available at https://bcanextest.x.state.mn.us/launchpad/cjisdocs/docs.cgi?cmd=FS&ID=795&TYPE=DOCS.
2.6 Access Granted.
A.
Governmental Unit is granted permission to use all current and future BCA systems and tools for
which Governmental Unit is eligible. Eligibility is dependent on Governmental Unit (i) satisfying all
applicable federal or state statutory requirements; (ii) complying with the terms of this Agreement;
and (iii) acceptance by BCA of Governmental Unit’s written request for use of a specific system or tool.
B.
To facilitate changes in systems and tools, Governmental Unit grants its Authorized Representative
authority to make written requests for those systems and tools provided by BCA that the
Governmental Unit needs to meet its criminal justice obligations and for which Governmental Unit is
eligible.
2.7 Future Access. On written request from the Governmental Unit, BCA also may provide Governmental Unit
with access to those systems or tools which may become available after the signing of this Agreement, to
the extent that the access is authorized by applicable state and federal law. Governmental Unit agrees to be
bound by the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement that when utilizing new systems or tools
provided under this Agreement.
2.8 Limitations on Access. BCA agrees that it will comply with applicable state and federal laws when making
information accessible. Governmental Unit agrees that it will comply with applicable state and federal laws
when accessing, entering, using, disseminating, and storing data. Each party is responsible for its own
compliance with the most current applicable state and federal laws.
2.9 Supersedes Prior Agreements. This Agreement supersedes any and all prior agreements between the BCA
and the Governmental Unit regarding access to and use of systems and tools provided by BCA.
2.10 Requirement to Update Information. The parties agree that if there is a change to any of the information
whether required by law or this Agreement, the party will send the new information to the other party in
writing within 30 days of the change. This clause does not apply to changes in systems or tools provided
under this Agreement.
This requirement to give notice additionally applies to changes in the individual or organization serving the
Governmental Unit as its prosecutor. Any change in performance of the prosecutorial function must be
provided to the BCA in writing by giving notice to the Service Desk, BCA.ServiceDesk@state.mn.us.
2.11 Transaction Record. The BCA creates and maintains a transaction record for each exchange of data utilizing
its systems and tools. In order to meet FBI-CJIS requirements and to perform the audits described in Clause
7, there must be a method of identifying which individual users at the Governmental Unit conducted a
2
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particular transaction.
If Governmental Unit uses either direct access as described in Clause 2.2A or indirect access as described in
Clause 2.2B, BCA’s transaction record meets FBI-CJIS requirements.
When Governmental Unit’s method of access is a computer-to-computer interface as described in Clause
2.2C, the Governmental Unit must keep a transaction record sufficient to satisfy FBI-CJIS requirements and
permit the audits described in Clause 7 to occur.
If a Governmental Unit accesses data from the Driver and Vehicle Services Division in the Minnesota
Department of Public Safety and keeps a copy of the data, Governmental Unit must have a transaction
record of all subsequent access to the data that are kept by the Governmental Unit. The transaction record
must include the individual user who requested access, and the date, time and content of the request. The
transaction record must also include the date, time and content of the response along with the destination
to which the data were sent. The transaction record must be maintained for a minimum of six (6) years
from the date the transaction occurred and must be made available to the BCA within one (1) business day
of the BCA’s request.
2.12 Court Information Access. Certain BCA systems and tools that include access to and/or submission of Court
Records may only be utilized by the Governmental Unit if the Governmental Unit completes the Court Data
Services Subscriber Amendment, which upon execution will be incorporated into this Agreement by
reference. These BCA systems and tools are identified in the written request made by the Governmental
Unit under Clause 2.6 above. The Court Data Services Subscriber Amendment provides important additional
terms, including but not limited to privacy (see Clause 8.2, below), fees (see Clause 3 below), and transaction
records or logs, that govern Governmental Unit’s access to and/or submission of the Court Records
delivered through the BCA systems and tools.
2.13 Vendor Personnel Screening. The BCA will conduct all vendor personnel screening on behalf of
Governmental Unit as is required by the FBI CJIS Security Policy. The BCA will maintain records of the
federal, fingerprint-based background check on each vendor employee as well as records of the completion
of the security awareness training that may be relied on by the Governmental Unit.
3

Payment
The Governmental Unit currently accesses the criminal justice data communications network described in Minn.
Stat. §299C.46. At the time this Agreement is signed, BCA understands that a third party will be responsible for
the cost of access.
The Governmental Unit will identify the third party and provide the BCA with the contact information and its
contact person for billing purposes so that billing can be established. The Governmental Unit will provide updated
information to BCA’s Authorized Representative within ten business days when this information changes.
If Governmental Unit chooses to execute the Court Data Services Subscriber Amendment referred to in Clause
2.12 in order to access and/or submit Court Records via BCA’s systems, additional fees, if any, are addressed in
that amendment.

4

Authorized Representatives
The BCA’s Authorized Representative is the person below, or her successor:
Name:
Dana Gotz, Deputy Superintendent
Address:
Minnesota Department of Public Safety; Bureau of Criminal Apprehension
1430 Maryland Avenue
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Telephone:
Email Address:

Saint Paul, MN 55106
651.793.2007
Dana.Gotz@state.mn.us

The Governmental Unit’s Authorized Representative is the person below, or his/her successor:
Name:
Rebecca Duren, Attorney
Address:
2350 Wycliff St, Ste 200
St Paul, MN 55114
Telephone:
612.236.5224
Email Address:
rduren@kellyandlemmons.com
5

Assignment, Amendments, Waiver, and Agreement Complete
5.1 Assignment. Neither party may assign nor transfer any rights or obligations under this Agreement.
5.2 Amendments. Any amendment to this Agreement, except those described in Clauses 2.6 and 2.7 above
must be in writing and will not be effective until it has been signed and approved by the same parties who
signed and approved the original agreement, their successors in office, or another individual duly
authorized.
5.3 Waiver. If either party fails to enforce any provision of this Agreement, that failure does not waive the
provision or the right to enforce it.
5.4 Agreement Complete. This Agreement contains all negotiations and agreements between the BCA and the
Governmental Unit. No other understanding regarding this Agreement, whether written or oral, may be
used to bind either party.

6

Liability
Each party will be responsible for its own acts and behavior and the results thereof and shall not be responsible or
liable for the other party’s actions and consequences of those actions. The Minnesota Torts Claims Act, Minn. Stat.
§ 3.736 and other applicable laws govern the BCA’s liability. The Minnesota Municipal Tort Claims Act, Minn. Stat.
Ch. 466 and other applicable laws, governs the Governmental Unit’s liability.

7

Audits
7.1 Under Minn. Stat. § 16C.05, subd. 5, the Governmental Unit’s books, records, documents, internal policies
and accounting procedures and practices relevant to this Agreement are subject to examination by the BCA,
the State Auditor or Legislative Auditor, as appropriate, for a minimum of six years from the end of this
Agreement.

7.2
7.3

7.4

Under Minn. Stat. § 6.551, the State Auditor may examine the books, records, documents, and accounting
procedures and practices of BCA. The examination shall be limited to the books, records, documents, and
accounting procedures and practices that are relevant to this Agreement.
Under applicable state and federal law, the Governmental Unit’s records are subject to examination by the
BCA to ensure compliance with laws, regulations and policies about access, use, and dissemination of data.
If the Governmental Unit accesses federal databases, the Governmental Unit’s records are subject to
examination by the FBI and BCA; the Governmental Unit will cooperate with FBI and BCA auditors and make
any requested data available for review and audit.
If the Governmental Unit accesses state databases, the Governmental Unit’s records are subject to
examination by the BCA: the Governmental Unit will cooperate with the BCA auditors and make any
requested data available for review and audit.
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7.5

To facilitate the audits required by state and federal law, Governmental Unit is required to have an
inventory of the equipment used to access the data covered by this Agreement and the physical location of
each.

8

Government Data Practices
8.1 BCA and Governmental Unit. The Governmental Unit and BCA must comply with the Minnesota
Government Data Practices Act, Minn. Stat. Ch. 13, as it applies to all data accessible under this Agreement,
and as it applies to all data created, collected, received, stored, used, maintained, or disseminated by the
Governmental Unit under this Agreement. The remedies of Minn. Stat. §§ 13.08 and 13.09 apply to the
release of the data referred to in this clause by either the Governmental Unit or the BCA.
8.2 Court Records. If Governmental Unit chooses to execute the Court Data Services Subscriber Amendment
referred to in Clause 2.12 in order to access and/or submit Court Records via BCA’s systems, the following
provisions regarding data practices also apply. The Court is not subject to Minn. Stat. Ch. 13 but is subject to
the Rules of Public Access to Records of the Judicial Branch promulgated by the Minnesota Supreme Court.
All parties acknowledge and agree that Minn. Stat. § 13.03, subdivision 4(e) requires that the BCA and the
Governmental Unit comply with the Rules of Public Access for those data received from Court under the
Court Data Services Subscriber Amendment. All parties also acknowledge and agree that the use of, access
to or submission of Court Records, as that term is defined in the Court Data Services Subscriber Amendment,
may be restricted by rules promulgated by the Minnesota Supreme Court, applicable state statute or federal
law. All parties acknowledge and agree that these applicable restrictions must be followed in the
appropriate circumstances.

9

Investigation of Alleged Violations; Sanctions
For purposes of this clause, “Individual User” means an employee or contractor of Governmental Unit.
9.1 Investigation. The Governmental Unit and BCA agree to cooperate in the investigation and possible
prosecution of suspected violations of federal and state law referenced in this Agreement. Governmental
Unit and BCA agree to cooperate in the investigation of suspected violations of the policies and procedures
referenced in this Agreement. When BCA becomes aware that a violation may have occurred, BCA will
inform Governmental Unit of the suspected violation, subject to any restrictions in applicable law. When
Governmental Unit becomes aware that a violation has occurred, Governmental Unit will inform BCA
subject to any restrictions in applicable law.
9.2 Sanctions Involving Only BCA Systems and Tools.
The following provisions apply to BCA systems and tools not covered by the Court Data Services Subscriber
Amendment. None of these provisions alter the Governmental Unit internal discipline processes, including
those governed by a collective bargaining agreement.
9.2.1 For BCA systems and tools that are not covered by the Court Data Services Subscriber Amendment,
Governmental Unit must determine if and when an involved Individual User’s access to systems or
tools is to be temporarily or permanently eliminated. The decision to suspend or terminate access
may be made as soon as alleged violation is discovered, after notice of an alleged violation is
received, or after an investigation has occurred. Governmental Unit must report the status of the
Individual User’s access to BCA without delay. BCA reserves the right to make a different
determination concerning an Individual User’s access to systems or tools than that made by
Governmental Unit and BCA’s determination controls.
9.2.2 If BCA determines that Governmental Unit has jeopardized the integrity of the systems or tools
covered in this Clause 9.2, BCA may temporarily stop providing some or all the systems or tools
under this Agreement until the failure is remedied to the BCA’s satisfaction. If Governmental Unit’s
failure is continuing or repeated, Clause 11.1 does not apply and BCA may terminate this Agreement
immediately.
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9.3

Sanctions Involving Only Court Data Services
The following provisions apply to those systems and tools covered by the Court Data Services Subscriber
Amendment, if it has been signed by Governmental Unit. As part of the agreement between the Court and
the BCA for the delivery of the systems and tools that are covered by the Court Data Services Subscriber
Amendment, BCA is required to suspend or terminate access to or use of the systems and tools either on its
own initiative or when directed by the Court. The decision to suspend or terminate access may be made as
soon as an alleged violation is discovered, after notice of an alleged violation is received, or after an
investigation has occurred. The decision to suspend or terminate may also be made based on a request
from the Authorized Representative of Governmental Unit. The agreement further provides that only the
Court has the authority to reinstate access and use.
9.3.1 Governmental Unit understands that if it has signed the Court Data Services Subscriber Amendment
and if Governmental Unit’s Individual Users violate the provisions of that Amendment, access and
use will be suspended by BCA or Court. Governmental Unit also understands that reinstatement is
only at the direction of the Court.
9.3.2 Governmental Unit further agrees that if Governmental Unit believes that one or more of its
Individual Users have violated the terms of the Amendment, it will notify BCA and Court so that an
investigation as described in Clause 9.1 may occur.

10

Venue
Venue for all legal proceedings involving this Agreement, or its breach, must be in the appropriate state or federal
court with competent jurisdiction in Ramsey County, Minnesota.

11

Termination
11.1 Termination. The BCA or the Governmental Unit may terminate this Agreement at any time, with or without
cause, upon 30 days’ written notice to the other party’s Authorized Representative.
11.2 Termination for Insufficient Funding. Either party may immediately terminate this Agreement if it does not
obtain funding from the Minnesota Legislature, or other funding source; or if funding cannot be continued
at a level sufficient to allow for the payment of the services covered here. Termination must be by written
notice to the other party’s authorized representative. The Governmental Unit is not obligated to pay for any
services that are provided after notice and effective date of termination. However, the BCA will be entitled
to payment, determined on a pro rata basis, for services satisfactorily performed to the extent that funds
are available. Neither party will be assessed any penalty if the agreement is terminated because of the
decision of the Minnesota Legislature, or other funding source, not to appropriate funds. Notice of the lack
of funding must be provided within a reasonable time of the affected party receiving that notice.

12 Continuing Obligations
The following clauses survive the expiration or cancellation of this Agreement: Liability; Audits; Government Data
Practices; 9. Investigation of Alleged Violations; Sanctions; and Venue.

THE BALANCE OF THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
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The Parties indicate their agreement and authority to execute this Agreement by signing below.

1. GOVERNMENTAL UNIT

2. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY, BUREAU OF CRIMINAL APPREHENSION

Name: _____________________________________________
(PRINTED)

Name: _____________________________________________
(PRINTED)

Signed: ____________________________________________

Signed: ____________________________________________

Title: ______________________________________________
(with delegated authority)

Title: ______________________________________________
(with delegated authority)

Date: ______________________________________________

Date: ______________________________________________

3. COMMISSIONER OF ADMINISTRATION
As delegated to the Office of State Procurement
Name: _____________________________________________
(PRINTED)

By: ______________________________________________
Date: _____________________________________________

Signed: ____________________________________________

Title: ______________________________________________
(with delegated authority)
Date: ______________________________________________
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COURT DATA SERVICES SUBSCRIBER AMENDMENT TO
CJDN SUBSCRIBER AGREEMENT
This Court Data Services Subscriber Amendment (“Subscriber Amendment”) is entered into by the
State of Minnesota, acting through its Department of Public Safety, Bureau of Criminal
Apprehension, (“BCA”) and the City of West St Paul on behalf of its Prosecuting Attorney
(“Agency”), and by and for the benefit of the State of Minnesota acting through its State Court
Administrator’s Office (“Court”) who shall be entitled to enforce any provisions hereof through any
legal action against any party.
Recitals
This Subscriber Amendment modifies and supplements the Agreement between the BCA and
Agency, SWIFT Contract number 204118, of even or prior date, for Agency use of BCA systems
and tools (referred to herein as “the CJDN Subscriber Agreement”). Certain BCA systems and
tools that include access to and/or submission of Court Records may only be utilized by the Agency
if the Agency completes this Subscriber Amendment. The Agency desires to use one or more BCA
systems and tools to access and/or submit Court Records to assist the Agency in the efficient
performance of its duties as required or authorized by law or court rule. Court desires to permit
such access and/or submission. This Subscriber Amendment is intended to add Court as a party to
the CJDN Subscriber Agreement and to create obligations by the Agency to the Court that can be
enforced by the Court. It is also understood that, pursuant to the Master Joint Powers Agreement for
Delivery of Court Data Services to CJDN Subscribers (“Master Authorization Agreement”)
between the Court and the BCA, the BCA is authorized to sign this Subscriber Amendment on
behalf of Court. Upon execution the Subscriber Amendment will be incorporated into the CJDN
Subscriber Agreement by reference. The BCA, the Agency and the Court desire to amend the
CJDN Subscriber Agreement as stated below.
The CJDN Subscriber Agreement is amended by the addition of the following provisions:
1.
TERM; TERMINATION; ONGOING OBLIGATIONS.
This Subscriber
Amendment shall be effective on the date finally executed by all parties and shall remain in effect
until expiration or termination of the CJDN Subscriber Agreement unless terminated earlier as
provided in this Subscriber Amendment. Any party may terminate this Subscriber Amendment
with or without cause by giving written notice to all other parties. The effective date of the
termination shall be thirty days after the other party's receipt of the notice of termination, unless a
later date is specified in the notice. The provisions of sections 5 through 9, 12.b., 12.c., and 15
through 24 shall survive any termination of this Subscriber Amendment as shall any other
provisions which by their nature are intended or expected to survive such termination. Upon
termination, the Subscriber shall perform the responsibilities set forth in paragraph 7(f) hereof.
2.
Definitions. Unless otherwise specifically defined, each term used herein shall have
the meaning assigned to such term in the CJDN Subscriber Agreement.
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a.
“Authorized Court Data Services” means Court Data Services that have
been authorized for delivery to CJDN Subscribers via BCA systems and tools pursuant to an
Authorization Amendment to the Joint Powers Agreement for Delivery of Court Data
Services to CJDN Subscribers (“Master Authorization Agreement”) between the Court and
the BCA.
b.
“Court Data Services” means one or more of the services set forth on the
Justice Agency Resource webpage of the Minnesota Judicial Branch website (for which the
current address is www.courts.state.mn.us) or other location designated by the Court, as the
same may be amended from time to time by the Court.
c.
“Court Records” means all information in any form made available by the
Court to Subscriber through the BCA for the purposes of carrying out this Subscriber
Amendment, including:
i. “Court Case Information” means any information in the Court Records
that conveys information about a particular case or controversy, including
without limitation Court Confidential Case Information, as defined
herein.
ii. “Court Confidential Case Information” means any information in the
Court Records that is inaccessible to the public pursuant to the Rules of
Public Access and that conveys information about a particular case or
controversy.
iii. “Court Confidential Security and Activation Information” means any
information in the Court Records that is inaccessible to the public
pursuant to the Rules of Public Access and that explains how to use or
gain access to Court Data Services, including but not limited to login
account names, passwords, TCP/IP addresses, Court Data Services user
manuals, Court Data Services Programs, Court Data Services Databases,
and other technical information.
iv. “Court Confidential Information” means any information in the Court
Records that is inaccessible to the public pursuant to the Rules of Public
Access, including without limitation both i) Court Confidential Case
Information;
and ii) Court Confidential Security and Activation
Information.
d.
“DCA” shall mean the district courts of the state of Minnesota and their
respective staff.
e.
“Policies & Notices” means the policies and notices published by the Court
in connection with each of its Court Data Services, on a website or other location designated
by the Court, as the same may be amended from time to time by the Court. Policies &
Notices for each Authorized Court Data Service identified in an approved request form
under section 3, below, are hereby made part of this Subscriber Amendment by this
reference and provide additional terms and conditions that govern Subscriber’s use of Court
Records accessed through such services, including but not limited to provisions on access
and use limitations.
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f.
“Rules of Public Access” means the Rules of Public Access to Records of
the Judicial Branch promulgated by the Minnesota Supreme Court, as the same may be
amended from time to time, including without limitation lists or tables published from time
to time by the Court entitled Limits on Public Access to Case Records or Limits on Public
Access to Administrative Records, all of which by this reference are made a part of this
Subscriber Amendment. It is the obligation of Subscriber to check from time to time for
updated rules, lists, and tables and be familiar with the contents thereof. It is contemplated
that such rules, lists, and tables will be posted on the Minnesota Judicial Branch website, for
which the current address is www.courts.state.mn.us.
Office.

g.

“Court” shall mean the State of Minnesota, State Court Administrator's

h.

“Subscriber” shall mean the Agency.

i.
“Subscriber Records” means any information in any form made available
by the Subscriber to the Court for the purposes of carrying out this Subscriber Amendment.
3.
REQUESTS FOR AUTHORIZED COURT DATA SERVICES. Following
execution of this Subscriber Amendment by all parties, Subscriber may submit to the BCA one or
more separate requests for Authorized Court Data Services. The BCA is authorized in the Master
Authorization Agreement to process, credential and approve such requests on behalf of Court and
all such requests approved by the BCA are adopted and incorporated herein by this reference the
same as if set forth verbatim herein.
a.
Activation. Activation of the requested Authorized Court Data Service(s)
shall occur promptly following approval.
b.
Rejection. Requests may be rejected for any reason, at the discretion of the
BCA and/or the Court.
c.
Requests for Termination of One or More Authorized Court Data
Services. The Subscriber may request the termination of an Authorized Court Data Services
previously requested by submitting a notice to Court with a copy to the BCA. Promptly
upon receipt of a request for termination of an Authorized Court Data Service, the BCA will
deactivate the service requested. The termination of one or more Authorized Court Data
Services does not terminate this Subscriber Amendment. Provisions for termination of this
Subscriber Amendment are set forth in section 1. Upon termination of Authorized Court
Data Services, the Subscriber shall perform the responsibilities set forth in paragraph 7(f)
hereof.
4.
SCOPE OF ACCESS TO COURT RECORDS LIMITED. Subscriber’s access to
and/or submission of the Court Records shall be limited to Authorized Court Data Services
identified in an approved request form under section 3, above, and other Court Records necessary
for Subscriber to use Authorized Court Data Services. Authorized Court Data Services shall only be
used according to the instructions provided in corresponding Policies & Notices or other materials
and only as necessary to assist Subscriber in the efficient performance of Subscriber’s duties
3

required or authorized by law or court rule in connection with any civil, criminal, administrative, or
arbitral proceeding in any Federal, State, or local court or agency or before any self-regulatory
body. Subscriber’s access to the Court Records for personal or non-official use is prohibited.
Subscriber will not use or attempt to use Authorized Court Data Services in any manner not set
forth in this Subscriber Amendment, Policies & Notices, or other Authorized Court Data Services
documentation, and upon any such unauthorized use or attempted use the Court may immediately
terminate this Subscriber Amendment without prior notice to Subscriber.
5.

GUARANTEES OF CONFIDENTIALITY. Subscriber agrees:

a.
To not disclose Court Confidential Information to any third party except
where necessary to carry out the Subscriber’s duties as required or authorized by law or
court rule in connection with any civil, criminal, administrative, or arbitral proceeding in
any Federal, State, or local court or agency or before any self-regulatory body.
b.
To take all appropriate action, whether by instruction, agreement, or
otherwise, to insure the protection, confidentiality and security of Court Confidential
Information and to satisfy Subscriber’s obligations under this Subscriber Amendment.
c.
To limit the use of and access to Court Confidential Information to
Subscriber’s bona fide personnel whose use or access is necessary to effect the purposes of
this Subscriber Amendment, and to advise each individual who is permitted use of and/or
access to any Court Confidential Information of the restrictions upon disclosure and use
contained in this Subscriber Amendment, requiring each individual who is permitted use of
and/or access to Court Confidential Information to acknowledge in writing that the
individual has read and understands such restrictions. Subscriber shall keep such
acknowledgements on file for one year following termination of the Subscriber Amendment
and/or CJDN Subscriber Agreement, whichever is longer, and shall provide the Court with
access to, and copies of, such acknowledgements upon request. For purposes of this
Subscriber Amendment, Subscriber’s bona fide personnel shall mean individuals who are
employees of Subscriber or provide services to Subscriber either on a voluntary basis or as
independent contractors with Subscriber.
d.
That, without limiting section 1 of this Subscriber Amendment, the
obligations of Subscriber and its bona fide personnel with respect to the confidentiality and
security of Court Confidential Information shall survive the termination of this Subscriber
Amendment and the CJDN Subscriber Agreement and the termination of their relationship
with Subscriber.
e.
That, notwithstanding any federal or state law applicable to the nondisclosure
obligations of Subscriber and Subscriber’s bona fide personnel under this Subscriber
Amendment, such obligations of Subscriber and Subscriber's bona fide personnel are
founded independently on the provisions of this Subscriber Amendment.
6.
APPLICABILITY TO PREVIOUSLY DISCLOSED COURT RECORDS.
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that all Authorized Court Data Services and related Court
Records disclosed to Subscriber prior to the effective date of this Subscriber Amendment shall be
subject to the provisions of this Subscriber Amendment.
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7.
LICENSE AND PROTECTION OF PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. During the
term of this Subscriber Amendment, subject to the terms and conditions hereof, the Court hereby
grants to Subscriber a nonexclusive, nontransferable, limited license to use Court Data Services
Programs and Court Data Services Databases to access or receive the Authorized Court Data
Services identified in an approved request form under section 3, above, and related Court Records.
Court reserves the right to make modifications to the Authorized Court Data Services, Court Data
Services Programs, and Court Data Services Databases, and related materials without notice to
Subscriber. These modifications shall be treated in all respects as their previous counterparts.
a.
Court Data Services Programs. Court is the copyright owner and licensor
of the Court Data Services Programs. The combination of ideas, procedures, processes,
systems, logic, coherence and methods of operation embodied within the Court Data
Services Programs, and all information contained in documentation pertaining to the Court
Data Services Programs, including but not limited to manuals, user documentation, and
passwords, are trade secret information of Court and its licensors.
b.
Court Data Services Databases. Court is the copyright owner and licensor
of the Court Data Services Databases and of all copyrightable aspects and components
thereof. All specifications and information pertaining to the Court Data Services Databases
and their structure, sequence and organization, including without limitation data schemas
such as the Court XML Schema, are trade secret information of Court and its licensors.
c.
Marks. Subscriber shall neither have nor claim any right, title, or interest in
or use of any trademark used in connection with Authorized Court Data Services, including
but not limited to the marks “MNCIS” and “Odyssey.”
d.
Restrictions on Duplication, Disclosure, and Use. Trade secret information
of Court and its licensors will be treated by Subscriber in the same manner as Court
Confidential Information. In addition, Subscriber will not copy any part of the Court Data
Services Programs or Court Data Services Databases, or reverse engineer or otherwise
attempt to discern the source code of the Court Data Services Programs or Court Data
Services Databases, or use any trademark of Court or its licensors, in any way or for any
purpose not specifically and expressly authorized by this Subscriber Amendment. As used
herein, "trade secret information of Court and its licensors" means any information
possessed by Court which derives independent economic value from not being generally
known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can
obtain economic value from its disclosure or use. "Trade secret information of Court and its
licensors" does not, however, include information which was known to Subscriber prior to
Subscriber’s receipt thereof, either directly or indirectly, from Court or its licensors,
information which is independently developed by Subscriber without reference to or use of
information received from Court or its licensors, or information which would not qualify as
a trade secret under Minnesota law. It will not be a violation of this section 7, sub-section d,
for Subscriber to make up to one copy of training materials and configuration
documentation, if any, for each individual authorized to access, use, or configure Authorized
Court Data Services, solely for its own use in connection with this Subscriber Amendment.
Subscriber will take all steps reasonably necessary to protect the copyright, trade secret, and
trademark rights of Court and its licensors and Subscriber will advise its bona fide personnel
who are permitted access to any of the Court Data Services Programs and Court Data
Services Databases, and trade secret information of Court and its licensors, of the
restrictions upon duplication, disclosure and use contained in this Subscriber Amendment.
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e.
Proprietary Notices. Subscriber will not remove any copyright or
proprietary notices included in and/or on the Court Data Services Programs or Court Data
Services Databases, related documentation, or trade secret information of Court and its
licensors, or any part thereof, made available by Court directly or through the BCA, if any,
and Subscriber will include in and/or on any copy of the Court Data Services Programs or
Court Data Services Databases, or trade secret information of Court and its licensors and any
documents pertaining thereto, the same copyright and other proprietary notices as appear on
the copies made available to Subscriber by Court directly or through the BCA, except that
copyright notices shall be updated and other proprietary notices added as may be
appropriate.
f.
Title; Return. The Court Data Services Programs and Court Data Services
Databases, and related documentation, including but not limited to training and
configuration material, if any, and logon account information and passwords, if any, made
available by the Court to Subscriber directly or through the BCA and all copies, including
partial copies, thereof are and remain the property of the respective licensor. Except as
expressly provided in section 12.b., within ten days of the effective date of termination of
this Subscriber Amendment or the CJDN Subscriber Agreement or within ten days of a
request for termination of Authorized Court Data Service as described in section 4,
Subscriber shall either: (i) uninstall and return any and all copies of the applicable Court
Data Services Programs and Court Data Services Databases, and related documentation,
including but not limited to training and configuration materials, if any, and logon account
information, if any; or (2) destroy the same and certify in writing to the Court that the same
have been destroyed.
8.
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. Subscriber acknowledges that the Court, Court’s
licensors, and DCA will be irreparably harmed if Subscriber’s obligations under this Subscriber
Amendment are not specifically enforced and that the Court, Court’s licensors, and DCA would not
have an adequate remedy at law in the event of an actual or threatened violation by Subscriber of its
obligations. Therefore, Subscriber agrees that the Court, Court’s licensors, and DCA shall be
entitled to an injunction or any appropriate decree of specific performance for any actual or
threatened violations or breaches by Subscriber or its bona fide personnel without the necessity of
the Court, Court’s licensors, or DCA showing actual damages or that monetary damages would not
afford an adequate remedy. Unless Subscriber is an office, officer, agency, department, division, or
bureau of the state of Minnesota, Subscriber shall be liable to the Court, Court’s licensors, and DCA
for reasonable attorneys fees incurred by the Court, Court’s licensors, and DCA in obtaining any
relief pursuant to this Subscriber Amendment.
9.
LIABILITY. Subscriber and the Court agree that, except as otherwise expressly
provided herein, each party will be responsible for its own acts and the results thereof to the extent
authorized by law and shall not be responsible for the acts of any others and the results thereof.
Liability shall be governed by applicable law. Without limiting the foregoing, liability of the Court
and any Subscriber that is an office, officer, agency, department, division, or bureau of the state of
Minnesota shall be governed by the provisions of the Minnesota Tort Claims Act, Minnesota
Statutes, section 3.376, and other applicable law. Without limiting the foregoing, if Subscriber is a
political subdivision of the state of Minnesota, liability of the Subscriber shall be governed by the
provisions of Minn. Stat. Ch. 466 (Tort Liability, Political Subdivisions) or other applicable law.
Subscriber and Court further acknowledge that the liability, if any, of the BCA is governed by a
separate agreement between the Court and the BCA dated December 13, 2010 with DPS-M -0958.
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10.
AVAILABILITY. Specific terms of availability shall be established by the Court
and communicated to Subscriber by the Court and/or the BCA. The Court reserves the right to
terminate this Subscriber Amendment immediately and/or temporarily suspend Subscriber’s
Authorized Court Data Services in the event the capacity of any host computer system or legislative
appropriation of funds is determined solely by the Court to be insufficient to meet the computer
needs of the courts served by the host computer system.
11.

[reserved]

12.
ADDITIONAL USER OBLIGATIONS. The obligations of the Subscriber set
forth in this section are in addition to the other obligations of the Subscriber set forth elsewhere in
this Subscriber Amendment.
a.
Judicial Policy Statement. Subscriber agrees to comply with all policies
identified in Policies & Notices applicable to Court Records accessed by Subscriber using
Authorized Court Data Services. Upon failure of the Subscriber to comply with such
policies, the Court shall have the option of immediately suspending the Subscriber’s
Authorized Court Data Services on a temporary basis and/or immediately terminating this
Subscriber Amendment.
b.
Access and Use; Log. Subscriber shall be responsible for all access to and
use of Authorized Court Data Services and Court Records by Subscriber’s bona fide
personnel or by means of Subscriber’s equipment or passwords, whether or not Subscriber
has knowledge of or authorizes such access and use. Subscriber shall also maintain a log
identifying all persons to whom Subscriber has disclosed its Court Confidential Security and
Activation Information, such as user ID(s) and password(s), including the date of such
disclosure. Subscriber shall maintain such logs for a minimum period of six years from the
date of disclosure, and shall provide the Court with access to, and copies of, such logs upon
request. The Court may conduct audits of Subscriber’s logs and use of Authorized Court
Data Services and Court Records from time to time. Upon Subscriber’s failure to maintain
such logs, to maintain accurate logs, or to promptly provide access by the Court to such logs,
the Court may terminate this Subscriber Amendment without prior notice to Subscriber.
c.
Personnel. Subscriber agrees to investigate, at the request of the Court
and/or the BCA, allegations of misconduct pertaining to Subscriber’s bona fide personnel
having access to or use of Authorized Court Data Services, Court Confidential Information,
or trade secret information of the Court and its licensors where such persons are alleged to
have violated the provisions of this Subscriber Amendment, Policies & Notices, Judicial
Branch policies, or other security requirements or laws regulating access to the Court
Records.
d.
Minnesota Data Practices Act Applicability. If Subscriber is a Minnesota
Government entity that is subject to the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Minn.
Stat. Ch. 13, Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that: (1) the Court is not subject to Minn.
Stat. Ch. 13 (see section 13.90) but is subject to the Rules of Public Access and other rules
promulgated by the Minnesota Supreme Court; (2) Minn. Stat. section 13.03, subdivision
4(e) requires that Subscriber comply with the Rules of Public Access and other rules
promulgated by the Minnesota Supreme Court for access to Court Records provided via the
7

BCA systems and tools under this Subscriber Amendment; (3) the use of and access to Court
Records may be restricted by rules promulgated by the Minnesota Supreme Court,
applicable state statute or federal law; and (4) these applicable restrictions must be followed
in the appropriate circumstances.
13.
FEES; INVOICES. Unless the Subscriber is an office, officer, department,
division, agency, or bureau of the state of Minnesota, Subscriber shall pay the fees, if any, set forth
in applicable Policies & Notices, together with applicable sales, use or other taxes. Applicable
monthly fees commence ten (10) days after notice of approval of the request pursuant to section 3 of
this Subscriber Amendment or upon the initial Subscriber transaction as defined in the Policies &
Notices, whichever occurs earlier. When fees apply, the Court shall invoice Subscriber on a
monthly basis for charges incurred in the preceding month and applicable taxes, if any, and payment
of all amounts shall be due upon receipt of invoice. If all amounts are not paid within 30 days of
the date of the invoice, the Court may immediately cancel this Subscriber Amendment without
notice to Subscriber and pursue all available legal remedies. Subscriber certifies that funds have
been appropriated for the payment of charges under this Subscriber Amendment for the current
fiscal year, if applicable.
14.
MODIFICATION OF FEES. Court may modify the fees by amending the Policies
& Notices as provided herein, and the modified fees shall be effective on the date specified in the
Policies & Notices, which shall not be less than thirty days from the publication of the Policies &
Notices. Subscriber shall have the option of accepting such changes or terminating this Subscriber
Amendment as provided in section 1 hereof.
15.

WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS.

a.
WARRANTY EXCLUSIONS. EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY AND
EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN, COURT, COURT’S LICENSORS, AND DCA
MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY, NOR ARE ANY WARRANTIES TO BE
IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE INFORMATION, SERVICES OR COMPUTER
PROGRAMS MADE AVAILABLE UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.
b.
ACCURACY AND COMPLETENESS OF INFORMATION.
WITHOUT LIMITING THE GENERALITY OF THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH,
COURT, COURT’S LICENSORS, AND DCA MAKE NO WARRANTIES AS TO THE
ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE
COURT RECORDS.
16.
RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES. Subscriber is an independent contractor
and shall not be deemed for any purpose to be an employee, partner, agent or franchisee of the
Court, Court’s licensors, or DCA. Neither Subscriber nor the Court, Court’s licensors, or DCA
shall have the right nor the authority to assume, create or incur any liability or obligation of any
kind, express or implied, against or in the name of or on behalf of the other.
17.
NOTICE. Except as provided in section 2 regarding notices of or modifications to
Authorized Court Data Services and Policies & Notices, any notice to Court or Subscriber
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hereunder shall be deemed to have been received when personally delivered in writing or seventytwo (72) hours after it has been deposited in the United States mail, first class, proper postage
prepaid, addressed to the party to whom it is intended at the address set forth on page one of this
Agreement or at such other address of which notice has been given in accordance herewith.
18.
NON-WAIVER. The failure by any party at any time to enforce any of the
provisions of this Subscriber Amendment or any right or remedy available hereunder or at law or in
equity, or to exercise any option herein provided, shall not constitute a waiver of such provision,
remedy or option or in any way affect the validity of this Subscriber Amendment. The waiver of
any default by either Party shall not be deemed a continuing waiver, but shall apply solely to the
instance to which such waiver is directed.
19.
FORCE MAJEURE. Neither Subscriber nor Court shall be responsible for failure
or delay in the performance of their respective obligations hereunder caused by acts beyond their
reasonable control.
20.
SEVERABILITY. Every provision of this Subscriber Amendment shall be
construed, to the extent possible, so as to be valid and enforceable. If any provision of this
Subscriber Amendment so construed is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid,
illegal or otherwise unenforceable, such provision shall be deemed severed from this Subscriber
Amendment, and all other provisions shall remain in full force and effect.
21.
ASSIGNMENT AND BINDING EFFECT. Except as otherwise expressly
permitted herein, neither Subscriber nor Court may assign, delegate and/or otherwise transfer this
Subscriber Amendment or any of its rights or obligations hereunder without the prior written
consent of the other. This Subscriber Amendment shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of
the Parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns, including any other legal entity into,
by or with which Subscriber may be merged, acquired or consolidated.
22.
GOVERNING LAW. This Subscriber Amendment shall in all respects be
governed by and interpreted, construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the United
States and of the State of Minnesota.
23.
VENUE AND JURISDICTION. Any action arising out of or relating to this
Subscriber Amendment, its performance, enforcement or breach will be venued in a state or federal
court situated within the State of Minnesota. Subscriber hereby irrevocably consents and submits
itself to the personal jurisdiction of said courts for that purpose.
24. INTEGRATION. This Subscriber Amendment contains all negotiations and
agreements between the parties. No other understanding regarding this Subscriber Amendment,
whether written or oral, may be used to bind either party, provided that all terms and conditions of
the CJDN Subscriber Agreement and all previous amendments remain in full force and effect
except as supplemented or modified by this Subscriber Amendment.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have, by their duly authorized officers, executed this
Subscriber Amendment in duplicate, intending to be bound thereby.
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1. SUBSCRIBER (AGENCY)
Subscriber must attach written verification of
authority to sign on behalf of and bind the entity,
such as an opinion of counsel or resolution.
Name: _______________________________________

2. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY,
BUREAU OF CRIMINAL APPREHENSION
Name: ____________________________________________
(PRINTED)

Signed: ___________________________________________

(PRINTED)

Signed: _______________________________________

Title: _____________________________________________
(with delegated authority)

Title: ________________________________________
(with delegated authority)

Date: _____________________________________________

Date: ________________________________________

3. COMMISSIONER OF ADMINISTRATION
delegated to Materials Management Division
By: ______________________________________________

Name: _______________________________________
(PRINTED)

Signed: _______________________________________

Date: _____________________________________________

4.

COURTS

Authority granted to Bureau of Criminal Apprehension
Title: ________________________________________
(with delegated authority)

Name: ____________________________________________

Date: ________________________________________

Signed: ___________________________________________

(PRINTED)

Title: _____________________________________________
(with authorized authority)
Date: _____________________________________________
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City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nathan Burkett, City Manager

From:

Brian Sturgeon, Chief of Police

Date:

November 22, 2021

Amendment to Police Services Contract with Wal-Mart
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Since 2014 the City of West St. Paul has a contract with Wal-Mart to provide police services at their
store located at 1644 Robert St S. The contract specifically provides for the days of the week and
number of hours the City is responsible to have an officer at the store to deal with shoplifters,
disturbances or any other law enforcement related issues. In turn, Wal-Mart provides funding to the City
to provide this service, thus reducing the need for patrol officers working their normal shifts to address
issues at the store.
The current contract specifies that the City shall provide a police officer at the store:
Wednesday from 5:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Thursday from 5:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Friday from 12:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Saturday from 12:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Sunday from 12:00 PM to 10:00 PM
Due to recent staffing levels, the City has not been able to provide these services as dictated in the
contract. Additionally, we have seen increased thefts on Monday and Tuesdays when officers are not
scheduled at the store.
In order to be in compliance with the contract, the City provided a 30 day notice to terminate the Police
Services Contract with Wal-Mart on October 11, 2021 in order to enter into negotiations to come up
with a more feasible solution for all parties involved. The attached addendum to the contract does that.
The addendum provides expanded coverage for police services subject to officer availability. If the City
does not have off duty officers to staff Wal-Mart, we will not be in violation of the contract. The
addendum also increases the hourly rate Wal-Mart pays the City, from $75.50 per hour in 2021 to
$80.00 per hour. This hour rate increases by $1.00 per hour per year through 2026. Additionally, we will
still maintain the 30 day termination clause to address any issues moving forward.

FISCAL IMPACT:
Fund:
Department:
Account:

Amount
Variable

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approve the attached amendment, identified as Exhibit A and pursuant to the original contract authorize
the Chief of Police to sign and execute the agreement.

DocuSign Envelope ID: 6D338C38-9B5D-4589-B733-B3FA00690AD6

EXHIBIT A

Revised effective 11/15/21

Pursuant to section 4 of the Agreement, Walmart shall pay to Police Department Fees according to the
following terms:
A. Hourly Rates. The current hourly rate will be ($80.00) per hour of an Officer's Assignment.A ($1.00) per
hour rate increase will occur on January 1st of each following year until a maximum of $85.00/hour
rate is achieved.
Through December 31, 2021 hourly rate shall be $80.00
January 1, 2022 through December 31, 2022 the hourly rate shall be $81.00
January 1, 2023 through December 31, 2023 the hourly rate shall be $82.00
January 1, 2024 through December 31, 2024 the hourly rate shall be $83.00
January 1, 2025 through December 31, 2025 the hourly rate shall be $84.00
January 1, 2026 through December 31, 2026 the hourly rate shall be $85.00
Unless both parties agree to in writing, at no time shall the hourly rate exceed ($85.00) per hour. Billing
rates are all-inclusive and Walmart shall not be responsible for withholding taxes, Social Security taxes,
payroll expenses, workers’ compensation insurance, benefits, professional liability insurance, and state
and federal unemployment insurance.
B. Invoices. Police Department shall remit invoices in form and method as determined by Walmart in its
sole discretion.
C. Facility Assignments. Police Department agrees to provide Services to the following Facilities
pursuant to the schedule detailed below when resources are available.
Walmart Facility #3364
1644 Robert Street South
West St. Paul, MN 55118
Permanent Hours Requested/Scope of Work:
One Police Officer to provide a physical deterrent to, and respond to criminal activity from 5PM(1700) to
11PM (2300), Monday through Thursday, and from 12PM (1200) to 11PM (2300) Friday, Saturday and
Sunday each week. These hours of coverage are subject to officer availability.
Note: Temporary adjustments to the permanent hours can be made as long as the temporary hours
revert back from temporary to the original permanent hours. Examples of the need for temporary
adjustments to the permanent hours could be holidays, special events, and construction, natural or
manmade disasters.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties through their authorized representatives have executed this Agreement.
City of West St. Paul

Walmart Inc.

By:

By:

Title:

Title:

Date:

Date:

Docs #2129474
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Director, Security & Risk
11/10/2021

_

Revised 11-08-2021

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

From:

Ben Boike, Community Development Director

Date:

November 22, 2021

Thompson Oaks Redevelopment Project Phase II – Termination of the
Existing Development Agreement and Approval of a new Development
Agreement
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
On April 27, 2020, the EDA approved a Development Agreement with KTJ 339, LLC (Oppidan) to
develop 64 market rate townhomes on the eastern 10 acres of the Thompson Oaks golf course property.
The Development Agreement included the sale of the property from the EDA to the Oppidan for
$1,268,000, however the agreement was contingent on the City receiving a grant from the Minnesota
Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED) to assist in paying for the majority of
the soil cleanup. Unfortunately, the City was unsuccessful in obtaining the grant.
Per discussion at the October 25, 2021 EDA work session, the City, EDA, and Oppidan are required to
enter into a new Development Agreement as many components of the Development Agreement have
changed. The new agreement calls for Oppidan to finance and manage the soil remediation work which
reduces the financial risk for the City and EDA. The new agreement is based on the following:








Construction of 58 townhomes by M/I Homes (see attached site plan) on ~6.5 acres of land
Developer will finance and manage the soil correction project
o Developer will bid the project, subject to agreement by the City on the lowest responsible
bidder
If soil correction exceeds $1.16M (number revised from $1.268M based on lower number of
townhomes) but is less than $1.8M, the EDA will, at its sole discretion, pay cash to the
Developer or execute a tax abatement for the difference
If the lowest responsible bid exceeds $1.8M, Developer may elect to terminate the agreement
If the lowest responsible bid is less than $1.16M, Developer shall pay the EDA the difference
After bids have been received and contracts signed, the EDA will sell the property to the
Developer for $1
The anticipated timeline is as follows:
o Winter/Spring – City zoning approvals
o Spring – Soil correction bidding
o Early Summer – EDA sale of the property
o Summer/Fall – Soil correction
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FISCAL IMPACT:
As mentioned, should the lowest responsible bid for the soil correction work is between $1.16M and
$1.8M, the EDA will provide financial assistance through cash or tax abatement. Current estimates are
at $1.2M for the soil correction work.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Review and approve the following attached resolutions:
1. Resolution terminating and cancelling the existing Development Agreement with KTJ 339, LLC
2. Resolution approving a new Development Agreement with KTJ 339, LLC
Both items are also on the EDA agenda following the Council meeting, including a required public
hearing for approval of the new Development Agreement and Sale of Property.
ATTACHMENT:
Resolutions
Previous Development Agreement (to be terminated)
Proposed Development Agreement (to be approved)
Proposed Site Plan
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CONTRACT

FOR PRIVATE

REDEVELOPMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, made on or as of the 27111 day of April 2020 by and between the West St.
Paul Economic Development Authority, a Minnesota public body corporate and politic (" EDA"),
the City of West St. Paul, a Minnesota municipal corporation (" City") and KTJ 339, LLC, a
Minnesota limited liability company (" Developer").
WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, the EDA was created pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469. 090 to

469. 108, and was authorized to transact business and exercise its powers by a resolution of the
City Council of the City of West St. Paul (" City"); and
WHEREAS, in furtherance of the objectives of the EDA Act, the EDA has undertaken

various projects to promote the creation of housing, economic and job opportunities within the
City, known as a " Redevelopment Project";

and

WHEREAS, among the powers possessed by the EDA is the power to carry out within a
Redevelopment

Project

undertakings

and activities

for the elimination

or prevention

of the

development or spread of slums or blighted, deteriorating areas and for economic development;
and

WHEREAS, there is located within the City real property, more particularly described in
Exhibit A ( the "

Development Property"), that is in need of redevelopment in order to help
maximize housing opportunities, economic and job opportunities for the community; and
WHEREAS, in order to achieve the objectives of the EDA, the EDA is prepared to sell

the Development Property to Developer; and

WHEREAS, the EDA believes that the redevelopment of the Development Property
pursuant to this Agreement, and fulfillment generally of this Agreement, are in the best interests
of the City and the health, safety, and welfare of its residents, and in accord with the public
purposes and provisions of the applicable State and local laws and requirements under which the
Project has been undertaken.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual obligations of the

parties hereto, each of them does hereby covenant and agree with the other as follows:

ARTICLE I
Definitions
Section 1. 1.

Definitions. In this Agreement, unless a different meaning clearly appears

from the context:

Agreement"

means

this

Agreement,

as the same may be modified,
supplemented, in writing, by mutual agreement of both parties.

amended,

or

Certificate of Completion" means the certificate, in the form contained in Exhibit C
attached hereto, which will be provided to the Developer pursuant to Article IV of this Agreement.

City" means the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota.
Closing" or " Closing Date" means on or before April 1, 2021, unless otherwise agreed to
by the parties.
Condemnation Award" means the amount remaining from an award to the Developer for
the acquisition of title to and possession of the Minimum Improvements or any material part
thereof, after deducting all expenses ( including fees and disbursements of counsel) incurred in the
collection of such award.

Construction Plans" means the final plans for construction of the Minimum Improvements

to be submitted by the Developer and approved by the City.
Contingency Date" means February 28, 2021, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties.
County" means Dakota County.

Developer" means KTJ 339, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company, or its successors
and

assigns.

Development Property" or " Property" means the real property described in Exhibit A of
this Agreement.

Development Property Deed" means the quit claim deed in the form attached hereto as

Exhibit D, by which the EDA will convey the Development Property to the Developer.
Earnest Money" means the earnest money deposit of Twenty Thousand Dollars and
001100s ($

20, 000. 00)

to be deposited with the EDA upon execution of this Agreement by

Developer.
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EDA"

means the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a public body

corporate and politic organized under the laws of the State of Minnesota, or its successor or assign.

EDA Act" or " Economic Development Authority Act" means Minnesota Statutes sections
469. 090 through 469. 1082 as amended.
Effective Date" means June 24, 2020.

Estimated Project Costs" are the project costs as indicated by the Developer' s Pro forma,
which is $ 2, 560, 000.

Event of Default" means an action by the Developer or the EDA listed in Article VIII of
this Agreement.

Holder" means the owner of a Promissory Note or Notes and Mortgage Deed.
Maturity Date" means the date when the Developer has satisfied its obligations under the
Agreement and the EDA has issued the Certificate of Completion.
Minimum Improvements"

means the acquisition of land and construction of a 64 -unit

The Minimum
market rate residential apartment building and related improvements.
Improvements are more fully depicted in Exhibit B, which is attached hereto and incorporated
herein.

Mortgage Deed" means any Mortgage Deed made by the Developer, which is secured in
whole or in part, by the Development Property and which is a Permitted Encumbrance pursuant to
the provisions of this Agreement.

Net Proceeds" means any proceeds paid by an insurer to the Developer or the EDA under

a policy or policies of insurance required to be provided and maintained by the Developer pursuant
to Article VI of this Agreement and remaining after deducting all expenses incurred in the
collection

of such

proceeds.

Permitted Encumbrance"

means any matter shown on such Title Commitment and not

objected to by the Developer (other than such consensual liens).
Preliminary Plans" means, collectively, the plans, drawings and specifications for the
construction of the Minimum Improvements which are depicted on Exhibit B and attached hereto.
Project"

or "

Redevelopment

Project"

means the redevelopment

of the Development

Property into residential apartment building.
Purchase Price" means $ 1, 268, 000. 00, unless adjusted pursuant to Section 3. 1.

Sale"

means any sale, conveyance, lease, exchange, forfeiture other transfer of the

Developer' s interest in the Minimum Improvements or the Development Property, whether
voluntary or involuntary.
State" means the state of Minnesota.

Title Company" means First American Title Insurance Company, National Commercial
Services, 121 South 8t" Street, Suite 1250, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402.

Unavoidable Delays" means delays beyond the reasonable control of the party seeking to
be excused, which are the direct result of strikes, other labor troubles, weather, fire, or other

casualty to the Minimum Improvements or Site Improvements, litigation commenced by third

parties which, by injunction or other similar judicial action, results in delays, or acts of any federal,
state or local governmental unit (other than the EDA in exercising its rights under this Agreement)
that result in delays.
Section 1. 2.

a)

Rules of Interpretation.

This Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with and governed by the laws
of Minnesota.

b)

The words " herein" and " hereof' and words of similar import, without reference to
any particular section or subdivision, refer to this Agreement as a whole rather than

any particular section or subdivision hereof.
c)

References herein to any particular section or subdivision hereof are to the section
or subdivision of this Agreement as originally executed.

d)

Any titles of the several parts, articles and sections of this Agreement are inserted

for convenience and reference only and shall be disregarded in construing or
interpreting any of its provisions.

ARTICLE II
Representations
Section 2. 1.

Representations

by

and Warranties

the

EDA.

The

EDA

makes

the

following

representations:

a)

The EDA is a public body corporate and politic under the laws of Minnesota. Under
the provisions of the EDA Act, the EDA has the power to enter into this Agreement

and carry out its obligations hereunder. The persons executing this Agreement and
related agreements and documents on behalf of the EDA have the authority to do
so and to bind the EDA by their actions.
b)

The execution, delivery and performance by EDA of this Agreement will not
violate any provision of any law, statute, rule or regulation or any order, writ,
M

judgment, injunction, decree, determination or award of any court, governmental
agency or arbitrator presently in effect having applicability to EDA, or result in a
breach of or constitute a default under any indenture, loan or credit agreement or

any other agreement, lease or instrument to which EDA is a party or by which it or
any of its properties may be bound.
c)

To EDA' s knowledge,. there are no actions, suits or proceedings pending or
threatened against or affecting EDA or any of its properties, before any court or

arbitrator, or any govermnental department, board, agency or other instrumentality
which in any of the foregoing challenges the legality, validity or enforceability of
this Agreement, or if determined adversely to EDA, would have a material adverse
effect on the ability of EDA to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
d)

EDA has not received written notice, and has no knowledge, of (i) any pending or
contemplated annexation or condemnation proceedings, or purchase in lieu of the

same, affecting or which may affect all or any part of the Property, (ii) any proposed
or pending proceeding to change or redefine the zoning classification of all or any
part of the Property, ( iii) any proposed changes in any road patterns or grades which
would adversely and materially affect access to the roads providing

a means of

ingress or egress to or from all or any part of the Property, or ( iv) any uncured
violation of any legal requirement, restriction, condition, covenant or agreement
affecting all or any part of the Property or the use, operation, maintenance or
management of all or any part of the Property.
e)

To EDA' s knowledge, there are no wells or sewage treatment systems located on
To EDA' s knowledge,
there has been no
any portion of the Property.
methamphetamine production on or about any portion of the Property. To FDA' s

knowledge, the sewage generated by the Property, if any, goes to a facility
permitted by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and there is no " individual
sewage treatment system" (

as defined in Minnesota Statutes § 115. 5 5, subd. 1( g))

located on the Property.
f)

The EDA is not a " foreign person," " foreign corporation," " foreign trust," " foreign

estate" or " disregarded entity" as those terms are defined in Section 1445 of the
Internal Revenue Code and the regulations

g)

promulgated

thereunder.

The EDA has received no notice or communication from any local, State or federal
official that the activities of the Developer or the EDA in the Development Property
may be or will be in violation of any environmental law or regulation. The EDA is

aware of no facts the existence of which would cause it to be in violation of any
local, State or federal environmental law, regulation or review procedure.
h)

There are no leases or tenancies with respect to the Property.

There are no

unrecorded agreements or other contracts of any nature or type relating to, affecting

or serving the Property.
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i)

There will be no indebtedness attributable to the Property which will remain unpaid
after the Closing Date.

j)

The activities of the EDA are undertaken for the purpose of removing, preventing,
or reducing blight, blighting factors, or the causes of blight, and for the purposes of

increasing the tax base and housing opportunities within the City.
k)

EDA will warrant the Development Property has or will have street access to
infrastructure sufficient to ensure the property is buildable for the Minimum
Improvements.

1)

The EDA and the City have approved this Agreement.

The representations, warranties and other provisions of this Section 2. 1 shall survive Closing;
provided, however, EDA shall have no liability with respect to any breach of a particular
representation or warranty if Developer shall fail to notify EDA in writing of such breach within

two ( 2) years after the Closing Date, and provided further that EDA shall have no liability with
respect to a breach of the representations and warranties set forth in this Agreement if Developer

has actual knowledge of EDA' s breach thereof prior to Closing and Developer consummates the
acquisition of the Property as provided herein.

Developer acknowledges and agrees that, except as expressly specified in this Article II of this

Agreement, EDA has not made, and EDA hereby specifically disclaims, any representation,
warranty or covenant of any kind, oral or written, expressed or implied, or rising by operation of
law, with respect to the Property, including but not limited to, any warranties or representations as

to the habitability, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, zoning, tax consequences,
physical

or environmental

condition,

utilities, valuation,

governmental

approvals,

the compliance

of the Property with governmental laws, the truth, accuracy or completeness of any information

provided by or on behalf of EDA to Developer, or any other matter or item regarding the Property.
Developer agrees to accept the Property and acknowledges that the sale of the Property as provided
for herein is made by EDA on an " AS IS," " WHERE IS," and " WITH ALL FAULTS" basis.
Developer is an experienced purchaser of property such as the Property and Developer has made
or will make its own independent investigation of the Property. The limitations set forth in this
paragraph shall survive the Closing and shall not merge in the Development Property Deed.
Section 2. 2.
represents

a)

Representations and Warranties by the Developer.

The

Developer

and warrants that:

The Developer is a Minnesota, limited liability company, duly organized and in
good standing under the laws of Minnesota and is not in violation of any provisions
of its company documents or its operating agreement. The Developer has the power
to enter into this Agreement and carry out its obligations hereunder. The persons
executing this Agreement and related agreements and documents on behalf of the

Developer have the authority to do so and to bind the Developer by their actions.
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b)

The execution, delivery and performance by Developer of this Agreement will not

i) violate any provision of any law, statute, rule or regulation or any order, writ,
judgment, injunction, decree, determination or award of any court, governmental
agency or arbitrator presently in effect having applicability to Developer, ( ii)
violate or contravene any provision of the articles of incorporation or bylaws of

Developer, or ( iii) result in a breach of or constitute a default under any indenture,
loan or credit agreement or any other agreement, lease or instrument to which
Developer is a party or by which it or any of its properties may be bound.
c)

Developer will deposit the Earnest Money with the EDA within five ( 5) business
days after the Effective Date.

d)

The Developer has received no notice or communication from any local, state or
federal official that the activities of the Developer or the EDA on the Development

Property may be or will be in violation of any environmental law or regulation. The
Developer is aware of no facts, the existence of which would cause it to be in

violation of any local, state, or federal environmental law, regulation or review
procedure or which give any person a valid claim under any of the foregoing.
e)

Upon its acquisition of the Development Property at Closing, the Developer will
complete the Minimum Improvements in accordance with all local, state, federal
laws or regulations.

f)

The Developer will use reasonable efforts to obtain, in a timely manner, all required

permits, licenses, insurance, and approvals, and will meet, in a timely manner, all
requirements of all applicable local, state, and federal laws and regulations which

must be obtained or met before the Minimum Improvements may be lawfully
constructed

g)

or

acquired.

Upon its acquisition of the Development Property at Closing, the Developer will be
prepared to immediately commence construction of the Minimum Improvements
and will have the financial capacity to meet the obligations specified in this
Agreement.

h)

The Developer will have satisfied the terms and conditions contained in this

Agreement prior to the Maturity Date or posted surety bonds for future fulfillment
of all requirements
i)

contained in the Agreement.

The Developer shall cooperate with the EDA with respect to any litigation, other
than litigation in which the EDA and the Developer are adverse parties, commenced
with respect to the Project or Minimum Improvements.

j)

In the event that this Agreement is terminated by the EDA as a result of an Event
of Default, the Developer agrees that they will, within ten ( 10) days of written

demand by the EDA, reimburse the EDA for all of its costs and expenses, including
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reasonable fees for attorneys and consultants, incurred in connection with the
negotiation, preparation and implementation of this Agreement.
k)

Whenever any Event of Default occurs and the EDA employs attorneys or incurs
other expenses for the collection of payments due or to become due or for the
enforcement of performance or observance of any obligation or agreement on the
part of the Developer under this Agreement, the Developer agrees that it shall,

within ten ( 10) days of written demand by the EDA, pay to the EDA the reasonable
fees for attorneys and other expenses so incurred by the EDA.

The representations, warranties and other provisions of this Section 2. 2 shall survive Closing.
Section 2. 3.

a)

As Is.

Environmental

Conditions

As of the Closing Date, Developer shall take the Property in an "

as is"

condition and shall assume the risk of any and all adverse environmental conditions, except for

any ongoing soil mitigation efforts undertaken by the EDA. The EDA represents and warrants

that during its ownership, to its knowledge, it has taken no actions that would negatively impact
the environmental condition of the Development Property.
b)

Copies of Information.

Upon the execution of this Agreement, the EDA shall

provide Developer with true and correct copies of all studies, correspondence and other data in the

EDA' s possession with respect to the environmental condition of the Development Property.
ARTICLE III

Conveyance
Section 3. 1.

of Property

Sale of Development Property. Subject to compliance with the terms of this

Agreement, the EDA agrees to sell to Developer, and Developer agrees to buy from the EDA, the
Development Property, subject only to Permitted Encumbrances, for the Purchase Price.
Section 3. 2.

Available Surveys, Tests, and Reports. Within ten ( 10) days of the Effective
Date, EDA shall cause to be delivered to Developer, ( a) copies of any surveys, soil tests and

environmental reports previously conducted on the Property and ( b) copies of existing title work
for the Property (" Due Diligence Materials") which may be in the possession of the EDA.
Section 3. 3.

Developer' s

Investigations.

For a period up to and including the
Contingency Date, EDA shall allow Developer and Developer' s agents access to the Property
without charge and at all times for the purpose of Developer' s investigation and testing of the
Property, including surveying and testing of soil and groundwater (" Developer' s Investigations");
provided, however, Developer shall not perform any invasive testing unless ( a) EDA gives its prior
approval of Developer' s consultant that will perform the testing, which approval shall not be
unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed, and ( b) Developer gives EDA reasonable prior
notice of such testing. EDA shall have the right to accompany Developer during any of
Developer' s Investigations of the Property. Developer shall provide to EDA copies of all third-

party,

non -confidential

written

test results

and

reports

conducted

as part

of Developer' s

Investigations. Developer agrees to pay all of the costs and expenses associated with Developer' s
Investigations, to cause to be released any lien on the Property arising as a result of Developer' s

Investigations and to repair and restore, at Developer' s expense, any damage to the Property caused
by Developer' s Investigations. Developer shall indemnify and hold EDA harmless from all costs
and liabilities, including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys' fees, arising from Developer' s
Investigations. The indemnification obligations provided herein shall survive the termination or
cancellation of this Agreement.
Section 3. 4.

Developer' s Contingencies.

Developer' s obligation to proceed to Closing

shall be subject to the satisfaction of each of the following conditions:
a)

Inspection. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have determined,

in its sole discretion, that it is satisfied with the results of and matters disclosed by
Developer' s Investigations, surveys, soil tests, engineering inspections, hazardous
substance and environmental reviews of the Property and all other inspections and

due diligence regarding the Property, including any Due Diligence Materials.
b)

Soil Mitigation.

On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have

determined, in its sole discretion, that it is satisfied with the results of and any and
all completed, current or ongoing soil mitigation efforts undertaken by the EDA so
that the Developer

c)

can construct the Minimum

Improvements.

Intended Use. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have determined
the acceptability of the Property for its intended use and incidental uses thereto
collectively, the " Proposed Use"). All costs and expenses related to applying for

and obtaining any governmental permits and approvals for the Property for the
Proposed Use shall be the responsibility of the Developer.
d)

Govenmental Approvals. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have
obtained all appropriate approvals and permits necessary for the Proposed Use on
the Property, which approvals may include, without limitation, platting or
replatting, zoning approvals and/ or rezoning of the Property, conditional use

permits, access permits, signage permits, building permits, required licenses, site
plan approvals and architectural approvals. All costs and expenses related to the

preparation of any documentation necessary to create any plans, specifications or
the like shall be the responsibility of the Developer.
e)

Access. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have satisfied itself,

in Developer' s sole discretion, that access to and from roads and the Property is
adequate for Developer' s Proposed Use of the property.
f)

Utilities. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have satisfied itself,
in Developer' s sole discretion, that water and gas mains, electric power lines,
sanitary and storm sewers, and other utilities are available to the Property.
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g)

Title Insurance. On or before the Closing Date, Developer shall have received from

Title an irrevocable commitment to issue a title insurance policy for the Property in
a form and substance satisfactory to Developer in Developer' s sole discretion, not
disclosing any encumbrance not acceptable to Developer in Developer' s sole
discretion.

h)

Financing. On or before the Closing Date, Developer shall secure grants, funding
and financing that is satisfactory to Developer in Developer' s sole discretion for
the purpose of acquiring and constructing the Minimum Improvements, which may
include, but is not limited to entering into a Tax Abatement Agreement with the
EDA.

The foregoing contingencies are for Developer' s sole and exclusive benefit and one or more may
be waived in writing by Developer in its sole discretion. EDA shall reasonably cooperate with
Developer' s efforts to satisfy such contingencies, at no out of pocket cost to EDA or assumption

of any obligation or liability by Developer. Developer shall bear all cost and expense of satisfying
Developer' s contingencies. If any of the foregoing contingencies have not been satisfied on or

before the applicable date, then this Agreement may be terminated, at Developer' s option, by
written notice from Developer

to EDA.

Such written notice must be given on or before the

applicable date, or Developer' s right to terminate this Agreement pursuant to this Section shall be

waived. If Developer terminates this Agreement pursuant to this Section, then any amount
previously paid by Developer to EDA, including the Earnest Money, shall immediately be
refunded to Developer. Upon termination, neither party shall have any further rights nor
obligations against the other regarding this Agreement or the Property, except for such obligations
as survive termination

of this Agreement.

If Developer elects not to exercise any of the contingencies set out herein, such election may not
be construed as limiting any representations or obligations of EDA set out in this Agreement,
including without limitation any indemnity or representations with respect to environmental
matters.

Section 3. 5.

EDA' s Contingencies. EDA' s obligation to proceed to Closing shall be

subject to the satisfaction, on or prior to the Contingency Date, of each of the following conditions:
a)

Developer
agreements,

Performance.
covenants

Developer

shall

have

performed

and

satisfied

and conditions required pursuant to this Agreement

all

to be

performed and satisfied by or prior to the Closing Date.
b)

Developer' s Representations. All representations and warranties of Developer

contained in this Agreement shall be accurate as of the Closing Date.
c)

No Default. There shall be no uncured default by Developer of any of its obligations
under this Agreement as of the Closing Date, unless waived by EDA.

d)

Financing.

On or before the Closing Date, EDA shall secure grants, funding and
financing that is satisfactory to EDA for the purpose of mitigating any
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environmental issues.

e)

Tax Abatement Agreement. On or before the Closing Date, if deemed to be required
by the EDA, Developer shall enter into a Tax Abatement Agreement with the EDA
or the City.

f)

River to River Trail Section. On or before the Closing Date Developer shall provide

an easement for the River to River Trail in a location that is approved by the City
and Developer either as part of a plat approval or in a separate easement agreement.

If,any contingency has not been satisfied on or before the date described therein, and if no date is

specified, then the Closing Date, then this Agreement may be terminated by written notice from
EDA to Developer and neither party shall have any further rights or obligations with respect to

this Agreement or the Property. If termination occurs, EDA shall return the Earnest Money to
Developer. All the contingencies are for the benefit of EDA, and EDA shall have the right to waive

any contingency in this Section 3. 6 by written notice to Developer.
Section 3. 6.

Closing.

The closing of the purchase and sale contemplated by this

Agreement ( the " Closing") shall occur on or before the Closing Date. The EDA agrees to deliver

legal and actual possession of the Property to Developer on the Closing Date. Closing shall occur
at Title Company.
a)

EDA' s Closing Documents and Deliveries.

On the Closing Date, EDA shall

execute and/or deliver, as applicable, to Developer the following:
Quit Claim Deed.

A quit claim deed conveying title to the Development
Property to Developer, free and clear of all encumbrances, except the

Permitted Encumbrances. Such Development Property Deed shall include
as a covenant running with the land the conditions of Minnesota Statutes,

Sections 469. 090 to 469. 1082 relating to the use of the land. If the covenant
is violated the authority may declare a breach of the covenant and seek a

judicial decree from the district court declaring a forfeiture and a
cancellation
2.

of the deed.

Title Policy. A Proforma Title Policy or a suitably marked up Commitment

for Title Insurance initialed by Title Company, in the form required by this
Agreement, including usual and customary endorsements required by
Developer.

3.

FIRPTA Affidavit. A non -foreign affidavit as required by applicable law.

4.

EDA' s Affidavit.

A standard owner' s affidavit ( ALTA form) from EDA

which may be reasonably required by Title to issue an owner' s policy of
title insurance with respect to the Property with the so called "
exceptions" deleted.
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standard

5.

Settlement

Statement.

A settlement

statement

with respect

to this

transaction.

6.

General Deliveries. All other documents reasonably determined by Title
Company to be necessary to evidence that Developer has duly authorized
the transactions contemplated hereby and evidence the authority of
Developer to enter into and perform this Agreement and the documents and

instruments required to be executed and delivered by Developer pursuant to
this Agreement or may be required of Developer under applicable law.
b)

Developer Closing Documents and Deliveries.

On the Closing Date, Developer

shall execute and/ or deliver, as applicable, to EDA the following:
1.

Payment of Purchase Price. The Purchase Price, less Earnest Money, shall
be payable on the Closing Date, subject to those adjustments, pro -rations

and credits described in this Agreement, in certified funds or by wire
transfer pursuant to instructions from EDA.
2.

Settlement

Statement.

A

settlement

statement

with respect

to

this

transaction.

3.

Developer' s Affidavit. A standard owner' s affidavit ( ALTA form) from

Developer which may be reasonable required by Title to issue an owner' s

policy of title insurance with respect to the Property with the so- called
standard exceptions"
4.

deleted.

Bring Down. Certificate. A certificate dated as of the Closing Date, signed

by an authorized officer of Developer, certifying that the representations
and warranties of Developer contained in this Agreement are true as of the

Closing Date.
5.

General Deliveries. All other documents reasonably determined by Title to
be necessary to evidence that Developer has duly authorized the
transactions contemplated hereby and evidence the authority of Developer
to enter into and perform this Agreement and the documents and

instruments required to be executed and delivered by Developer pursuant to
this Agreement, or may be required of Developer under applicable law,
including any Developer' s affidavits or revenue or tax certificates or
statements.

c)

Costs and Prorations.

EDA and Developer agree to the following prorations and

allocation of costs regarding this Agreement:
1.

General real estate taxes applicable to any of the Property due and payable
in the year of Closing shall be prorated between Developer and EDA on a

daily basis as of 12: 00 a.m. CT on the Closing Date based upon a calendar
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fiscal year, with EDA paying those allocable to the period prior to the
Closing Date and Developer being responsible for those allocable to the
Closing Date and subsequent thereto. EDA shall pay in full all special
assessments ( and charges in the nature of or in lieu of such assessments)

levied, pending, postponed or deferred with respect to any of the Property
as of the Closing Date. Developer shall be responsible for any special

assessments that are levied or become pending against the Property after the
Closing Date, including, without limitation, those related to Developer' s
development of the Property.
2.

The Developer will obtain and pay for an ALTA Survey.

3.

The EDA shall pay all title charges

for the issuance

of the Title

Commitment.
4.

Developer shall pay all premiums for any title insurance policy it desires
with respect to the Development Property.

5.

Developer shall pay all costs of recording the Development Property Deed
and this Agreement.

6.

The EDA shall pay for the cost of recording any other documents necessary
to convey the Development Property as required by this Agreement.

7.

EDA shall pay all state deed tax regarding the Development Property Deed.

8.

Developer and EDA shall each pay one half (1/ 2) of any reasonable closing
fee or charge imposed by Title Company.

9.

There are no brokerage or real estate fees or commissions

due and payable

by the EDA as part of this transaction.
10.

EDA and Developer shall each pay their own attorneys'
connection

11.
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Section 3. 7.

fees incurred in

with this transaction.

The obligations set forth in this Section 3. 7( c) survive the Closing.
Title Examination. Developer shall obtain a commitment for an owner' s

title insurance policy issued by Title for the Development Property ( the " Title Evidence").
a)

Developer Objections.

Within ten ( 10) days after Developer' s receipt of the last of

the Title Evidence, Developer may make written objections ("

Objections")

to the

form or content of the Title Evidence. The Objections may include without
limitation, any easements, restrictions or other matters which may interfere with the
proposed use of the Property or matters which may be revealed by any survey. Any
matters reflected on the Title Evidence which are not objected to by Developer
within such time period or waived by Developer in accordance with Section
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3. 7( b)( 2)

shall

Encumbrances").

be

deemed

to

be

permitted

Permitted

encumbrances ("

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following items shall be

deemed Permitted Encumbrances:
Covenants, conditions, restrictions ( without effective forfeiture provisions)

and declarations of record, if any;
2.

Reservation of minerals or mineral rights by the State of Minnesota, if any;
Utility and drainage easements which do not interfere with the Proposed
Use; and

4.

Applicable laws, ordinances,

and regulations.

Developer shall have the renewed right to object to the Title Evidence as the same may be revised
or endorsed
b)

from time to time.

EDA' s Cure.

EDA shall be allowed twenty (

20) days

after the receipt of

Developer' s Objections to cure the same but shall have no obligation to do so. If
such cure is riot completed within said period, or if EDA elects not to cure such

Objections, Developer shall have the options to do any of the following:
Terminate this Agreement with respect to all of the Property.
2.

Section 3. 8.

Waive one or more of its objections and proceed to Closing.
If Developer so terminates this Agreement, neither EDA nor Developer

shall be liable to the other for any further obligations under this Agreement, except for such
obligations as survive termination of this Agreement, and any amount previously paid by
Developer to EDA, including the Earnest Money, shall be refunded to Developer.

ARTICLE IV
Construction
Section 4. 1.

of Minimum Improvements

Construction of Developer and Minimum Improvements,

By March 1,

2021, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties in writing, the Developer shall submit Construction
Plans to the City.

The Construction Plans shall provide for the construction of Minimum

Improvements and shall be in substantial conformity with the Preliminary Plans depicted on

Exhibit B, attached hereto. All Minimum Improvements constructed on the Development Property
shall be constructed, operated and maintained in accordance with the terms of the Construction
Plans, this Agreement, the Comprehensive Plan, and all local, Minnesota and federal laws and

regulations ( including, but not limited to, Environmental Controls and Land Use Regulations).
Developer will use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain, or cause to be obtained, in a timely
manner, all required permits, licenses and approvals, and will use commercially reasonable efforts
to meet, in a timely manner, the requirements of applicable Environmental Controls and Land Use
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Regulations which must be met before Developer' s Minimum Improvements may be lawfully
constructed.

Section 4. 2.

Ground Material.

The Developer shall ensure that adequate and suitable

ground material shall exist in the areas of utility improvements and shall guarantee the removal,
replacement or repair of substandard or unstable material through the warranty period.

The cost

of said removal, replacement or repair is the responsibility of the Developer.
Section 4. 3.

Gradin

Drainage

Plan

and Easements.

The Developer

shall

construct

drainage facilities adequate to serve the Project in accordance with the Development Plans.

The

Developer agrees to grant to the City all necessary outlots, easements or stormwater maintenance
agreements for the preservation and maintenance of the drainage system, for drainage basins and

for utility service and for utility looping. The Developer shall enter into any easement agreements
and stormwater management agreements with the City that are deemed necessary to fulfill the
obligations of this section. The grading and drainage plan shall include lot and building elevations,

drainage swales to be sodded, storm sewer, catch basins, erosion control structures and ponding

areas necessary to conform to the overall City storm sewer plan. The grading of the site shall be
completed in conformance with the Development Plans, subject only to such design criteria and
engineering design and construction specifications as are used in the Development Plans
notwithstanding

any amendment or change to City standards for development subsequent to

approval of the Final Plat.

Developer shall dedicate drainage and utility easements as shown on the Final Plat.

Additional utility and drainage easements that may be required by the City may be granted by an
acceptable document as approved by the City.
Section 4. 4.

Grading of Private Streets. The Developer must grade, in accordance with

the grading plan provided to and approved by the City, all private streets, boulevards, driveways
and other public lands, if any, and other lands shown in the approved grading plan and as required

in Exhibit F. If the Developer does not perform the work required by this paragraph, the City will
complete all work required of the Developer. The Developer will be financially responsible for
payments for this work, which will be assessed as provided in Section 10. 1.
Section 4. 5.

Street Sweeping.

The Developer is responsible for the removal of all

construction debris and earth materials within the public right-of-way during construction. The
City will inspect the roadways to ensure the Developer is keeping all public roadway surfaces
clean. If any portion of a public roadway surface is found in an unacceptable condition, the City
will have appropriate equipment dispatched to the site an all costs associated with the clean-up
effort will be billed to the Developer.
Section 4. 6.

Street

Signs.

installation of street identification

The Developer shall be financially responsible for the
signs and non- mechanical

signs. Street signs will be approved pursuant to City standards.

and non -electrical traffic control
The actual number and location

of signs to be installed shall be determined by the City and actual installation shall be performed
by City authorized personnel.
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Section 4. 7.

Erosion Control. The Developer shall provide and follow a plan for erosion

control and pond maintenance in accord with the Best Management Practices ( BMP) as delineated

by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency. Such plan shall be detailed on the Construction Plans
and shall be subject to approval of the City. The Developer shall install and maintain such erosion
control structures as appear necessary under the Construction Plans or become necessary
subsequent thereto.

The Developer shall be responsible for all damage caused as the result of

grading and excavation

within the Minimum

Improvements

including,

but not limited to,

restoration of existing control structures and clean-up of public right-of-way. As a portion of the
erosion control plan, the Developer shall re -seed or sod any disturbed areas in accordance with the
Construction Plans.

The City reserves the right to perform any necessary erosion control or

restoration as required, if these requirements are not complied with after Formal Notice by the
City. The Developer shall be financially responsible for payment for this extra work.
Section 4. 8.

Private Streets. Certain streets constructed within the development, will be

private streets owned and maintained by the Developer. The City and Developer shall enter into
a Construction, Repair and Maintenance Agreement for Private Roads to govern the conditions

related to the private street, including but not limited to maintenance and reconstruction
requirements, snowplowing, and damage to City owned utilities that are located within the streets'
corridor.

Section 4. 9.

Trail. The Developer shall construct a bituminous trail that will connect to

the River to River Trail as shown in the Development

Section 4. 10.

Plans:

Zoning; Other Approvals. The EDA agrees to exercise its reasonable efforts

to grant or obtain such land use planning review and approvals as may be required in connection
with the development of the Minimum Improvements by applicable Land Use Regulations. The
parties agree that the development

of the Minimum Improvements

is in the public interest, will

provide significant and important benefits to the City and its residents, and is a desirable and
appropriate use of the Development Property. Developer acknowledges and agrees that the EDA

cannot and does not undertake in this Development Agreement to bind itselfto grant or obtain any
approvals, permits, variances,

zoning or rezoning applications

or other matters within the

legislative or quasi- judicial discretion of the EDA or the governing body of any other political
subdivision or public agency. The EDA nevertheless agrees that upon request of Developer, it will
cooperate with Developer to seek and secure approvals, permits, variances, and other matters as

may be required prior to the acquisition by Developer of all portions of the Development Property
affected thereby, to cause such matters to be timely considered by the EDA, City and Planning
Commission or the governing body of other political subdivisions or public agencies with
jurisdiction,

and to otherwise

cooperate

with Developer

to facilitate

implementation

of the

Minimum Improvements.

Section 4. 11.

Commencement and Completion of Construction.

Subject to Unavoidable

Delays, the Developer shall commence construction of the Minimum Improvements no later than

May 1, 2021.

Subject to Unavoidable Delays, the Developer shall have substantially completed

the construction of the Minimum Improvements no later than November 30, 2023. All work with

respect to the Minimum Improvements to be constructed or provided by the Developer on the
Development Property shall be in substantial conformity with the Construction Plans and
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Developer will not modify the size or exterior appearance of the Minimum Improvements without

the consent of the EDA and the City, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. The
Developer shall make such reports to the EDA regarding construction of the Minimum
Improvements as the EDA deems necessary or helpful in order to monitor progress on construction
of the Minimum Improvements.

Section 4. 12.

a)

Certificate of Completion.

After substantial completion of the Minimum Improvements in accordance with the
Construction Plans and all terms of this Agreement, the EDA will furnish the
Developer with a Certificate of Completion in the form of Exhibit C hereto. Such

certification by the EDA shall be a conclusive determination of satisfaction and
termination

of the

agreements

and

covenants

in

this

Agreement

and

in the

Development Property Deed with respect to the obligations of the Developer to

construct the Minimum Improvements and the dates for the beginning and
completion thereof.
The Certificate of Completion shall only be issued after
issuance of a certificate of occupancy by the City.
b)

The Certificate of Completion provided for in this Section 4. 7 shall be in such form

as will enable it to be recorded in the proper County office for the recordation of

deeds and other instruments pertaining to the Development Property.

If the EDA

shall refuse or fail to provide such certification in accordance with the provisions

of this Section 4.7, the EDA shall, within thirty (30) days after written request by
the Developer, provide the Developer with a written statement, indicating in
adequate detail in what respects the Developer has failed to complete the Minimum
Improvements in accordance with the provisions of the Agreement, or is otherwise
in default of a material term of this Agreement, and what measures or acts will be

necessary, in the opinion of the EDA, for the Developer to take or perform in order
to obtain such certification.

Section 4. 13.

Improvements

Reconstruction

of

Minimum

Improvements.

If

the

Minimum

are damaged or destroyed before completion thereof and issuance of a Certificate

of Completion, the Developer agrees, for itself and its successors and assigns, to reconstruct the
Minimum Improvements within one year of the date of the damage or destruction.
Improvements

The Minimum

shall be reconstructed in accordance with the approved Construction Plans, or such

modifications thereto as may be requested by the Developer and approved by the EDA in

accordance with Section 4. 1 of this Agreement, which approval will not be unreasonably withheld.
The Developer' s obligation to reconstruct the Minimum Improvements pursuant to this Section
4. 8 shall end when the Certificate of Completion is issued.

ARTICLE V
Other Obligations
Section 5. 1.

of Developer

Building Permit Fees. Developer acknowledges that building permit fees

will be payable by Developer or Successor Developer for Minimum Improvements.
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Section 5. 2.
administrative

costs

Improvements

Administrative

Costs.

in reviewing,

The EDA has incurred and will continue to incur

analyzing,

and this Development Agreement.

negotiating

and

studying

the

Minimum

In consideration of the time, effort and expenses

to be incurred in pursuing the undertakings set forth herein, on or before execution of this
Agreement, Developer agrees to pay a $ 5, 000 deposit for the costs of certain consulting fees,
including planning, financial, attorneys, engineering, testing and any special meetings. If the
obligations of Developer under this Agreement result in a reduction of the $ 5, 000 cash deposit to
a level of $1, 000 or less, then at such point, Developer shall make an additional cash deposit with

the EDA to raise the total cash on deposit with the EDA to $ 5, 000. This process of redeposit shall

be continued until all of the monetary obligations of Developer pursuant to this Section are paid

in full. The obligations set forth in this shall remain in full force and effect and shall survive any
termination until all monetary obligations of Developer are paid in full. If, after completion of the

tasks contemplated by this Agreement and if, after appropriate payment to the EDA, there remains
on deposit any sum, then such sum shall be paid over to Developer by the EDA within 30 days
after such completion and payment. If Developer terminates this Agreement because of the EDA' s

default, Developer shall be entitled to payment of any remaining balance. If the EDA terminates

this Agreement because of Developer' s default, the deposit shall be retained by the EDA.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Developer' s total obligation for all
costs contemplated by this Section 5. 3 shall be capped at $ 50, 000.
Section 5. 3.

Minimum Improvement Costs. The Developer shall pay for the Minimum

Improvements; that is, all costs of persons doing work or furnishing skills, tools, machinery or
materials, or insurance premiums or equipment or supplies and all just claims for the same; and

the City shall be under no obligation to pay the contractor or any subcontractor any sum whatsoever
on account thereof, whether or not the City shall have approved the contract or subcontract.

The Developer is responsible for contracting and paying for the street and utility testing
costs. The City' s designated inspector on the Project will coordinate the street and utility testing
activities. All testing reports shall be sent to the City with a copy to the Developer.
Section 5. 4.

Miscellaneous

and Area Charges.

The Developer shall reimburse the City

for all miscellaneous costs and Area Charges incurred or to be incurred by the City in connection
with this Development Agreement. Such costs shall be paid in cash prior to building permit
approval

and are identified

on Exhibit G.

Section 5. 5.

Enforcement Costs. The Developer shall pay the City for costs incurred in
the enforcement of this Development Agreement, including engineering costs and reasonable
attorneys'

fees.

Section 5. 6.

Time of Payment. Developer shall pay all bills from the City within thirty

30) days after billing. Bills not paid within thirty ( 30) days shall bear interest at the rate of eight
percent ( 8%)

per year.

Section 5. 7.

Miscellaneous Requirements. Any additional requirements as specified by

the EDA are incorporated

herein.

ARTICLE VI
Insurance and Condemnation
Section 6. 1.

a)

Insurance.

The Developer shall provide and maintain insurance in the following types and
amounts at all times during the process of construction the Minimum
Improvements, and shall provide to the EDA upon it request proof of payment of
the requisite premiums

and proof of current insured status:

Builder' s risk

insurance,

written

on

the

so- called "

Builder' s Risk —

Completed Value Basis" in an amount equal to one hundred percent ( 100%)
of the insurable

value of the Minimum

Improvements

at the date of

completion, and with coverage available in non -reporting form on the socalled " all risk" form of policy. The interest of the EDA shall be protected

in accordance with a clause in form and content satisfactory to the EDA;
2.

Comprehensive

liability insurance ( including operations,
contingent liability, operations of subcontractors, completed operations and
contractual liability insurance) together with an Owner' s Contractor' s
Policy with limits against bodily injury and property damage of not less than
1, 000, 000. 00

general

for each

occurrence (

to

accomplish

the

limits, an umbrella excess liability policy may be used);

above -required

and

Workers' compensation insurance, with statutory coverage.
The policies of insurance required pursuant to clauses ( 1) and ( 2) above shall be in a form

and content satisfactory to the EDA and shall be placed with financially sound and
reputable insurers licensed to transact business in the State.

The policy of insurance
delivered pursuant to clause ( 1) above shall contain an agreement of the insurer to give not

less than thirty (30) days advance written notice to the EDA in the event of cancellation of
such policy or change affecting the coverage thereunder.
b)

Upon completion of construction

of the Minimum Improvements

and prior to the

Maturity Date, the Developer shall maintain or cause to be maintained, at their sole
cost and expense, and from time to time at the request of the EDA shall furnish
proof of the payment of premiums on, insurance as follows:
1.

Insurance against loss and/ or damage to the Minimum Improvements

under

a policy or policies covering such risks as are ordinarily insured against by
similar businesses,
including ( without limiting the generality of the
foregoing) fire, extended coverage, vandalism and malicious mischief,
boiler explosion,

water

damage,
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demolition

cost,

debris removal

and

collapse in an amount not less than the full insurable replacement value of
the Minimum Improvements.
2.

Comprehensive general public liability insurance, including personal injury
liability ( with employee exclusion deleted),

and

automobile

insurance,

including owned, non -owned and hired automobiles, against liability for
injuries to persons
occurrence
Dollars ($

and/ or property in the minimum

amount for each

and for each year of One Million Five Hundred Thousand
1, 500, 000. 00), which shall be endorsed to show the EDA as

additional insured.

3.

c)

Such

other

insurance,

insurance
including workers' compensation
respecting all employees of the Developer, in such amount as is customarily
carried by like organizations engaged in like activities of comparable size
and liability exposure; provided that the Developer maybe self-insured with
respect to all or any part of his liability for worker' s compensation.

All insurance required in Article VI of this Agreement shall be taken out and

maintained with responsible insurance companies selected by the Developer which
are authorized under the laws of the State to assume the risks covered thereby. The
Developer shall deposit annually with the EDA policies evidencing all such
insurance

coverages, or a certificate or certificates or binders of the respective

insurers stating that such insurance is in full force and effect.

Unless otherwise

provided in Article VI of this Agreement, each policy shall contain a provision that
the insurer shall not cancel nor modify it without giving written notice to the
Developer and the EDA at least thirty ( 30) days before the cancellation or
modification

becomes

effective.

Not less than

fifteen ( 15)

days prior to the

expiration of any policy, the Developer shall furnish the EDA evidence satisfactory
to the EDA that the policy has been renewed or replaced by another policy
conforming to the terms of this Agreement.

In lieu of separate policies, the

Developer shall deposit with the EDA a certificate or certificates of the respective
insurers as to the amount of coverage in force.
d)

The. Developer agrees to notify the EDA immediately in the case of damage
exceeding five thousand dollars ($ 5, 000. 00) in amount to, or destruction of, the
Minimum Improvements or any portion thereof resulting from fire or other
casualty. In the event that any such efforts to repair, reconstruct and restore the
Minimum Improvements to substantially the same or an improved condition or the
extent necessary to accomplish

such repair, reconstruction

and restoration,

the

Developer shall apply the Net Proceeds of any insurance settlement or payment

relating to such damage received

by the Developer

to the payment

or

reimbursement of the costs. Net Proceeds of any insurance settlement or payment

relating to such damage up to five thousand dollars ($
directly to the Developer.
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5, 000. 00)

shall be paid

In the event the Minimum Improvements or any portion thereof are destroyed in
fire or other casualty and the damage or destruction is estimated to equal or exceed
five thousand

dollars ($ 5, 000. 00), then the Developer

shall, unless

otherwise

mutually agreed, within one hundred and eighty ( 180) days after such damage or
destruction, use their best efforts to proceed to repair, reconstruct

and restore the

damaged Minimum Improvements to substantially the same condition or utility
value as existed prior to the event causing such damage or destruction and, to the
extent necessary to accomplish such repair, reconstruction and restoration, the

Developer shall apply the Net Proceeds of any insurance settlement or payment
relating to such damage or destruction received by the Developer from the EDA to
the payment or reimbursement of the costs thereof. Any Net Proceeds remaining
after completion

e)

of construction

shall be disbursed

to the Developer.

If the Developer is in compliance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement,

then any Net Proceeds of insurance relating to such damage or destruction received

by the EDA shall be released on a schedule as determined by the EDA to the
Developer upon the receipt of:
1.

A certificate of an authorized representative of the Developer specifying the
expenditures made or to be made or the indebtedness incurred in connection

with such repair, reconstruction and restoration and stating that such Net
Proceeds,

together with any other monies legally available for such

purposes,

will be sufficient

restoration;

2.

If Net

to complete

such repair, construction

and

and

Proceeds

equal

or exceed

five

thousand

dollars ($

5, 000. 00) in

amount, the written approval of such certificate by an independent architect
or engineer.

The Developer shall complete the repair, reconstruction and restoration of the
Minimum Improvements, whether or not the Net Proceeds of insurance settlement

or payment received by the Developer for such purposes are sufficient to pay for
same.
Any Net Proceeds remaining after completion of such repairs,

the

construction and restoration shall be remitted to the Developer.
Section 6. 2.

Condemnation.

In the event that title to and possession of the Minimum

Improvements or any material part thereof shall be taken in condemnation or by the exercise of
eminent domain authority by any governmental body or other person ( except the EDA) prior to

the Maturity Date, the Developer shall, with reasonable promptness after such taking, notify the
EDA as to the nature and extent of such taking. Upon receipt of any Condemnation Award and
subject to the rights of the first Mortgagee, the Developer shall use the entire Condemnation Award
to reconstruct

the

Minimum

Improvements (

or, in the event only a part of the Minimum

Improvements have been talcen, then to reconstruct such part) within the Project.
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ARTICLE VII

Prohibitions Against Assignment and Transfer, Indemnification
Section 7. 1.

Representation as to Redevelopment. The Developer represents and agrees

that its purchase of the Development Property, and other undertakings pursuant to this Agreement,
are, and will be used, for the purpose of redevelopment of the Development Property and not for
speculation.

The Developer further recognizes that, in view of ( a) the importance of the

redevelopment of the Development Property to the general welfare of the community; and ( b) the

substantial financing and other public aids that have been made available by the EDA for the
purpose of making such redevelopment possible, the identity of the Developer is of particular
concern to the community and the EDA. The Developer further recognizes that it is because of

Developer' s qualifications and identity that the EDA is entering into this Agreement with the
Developer, and in so doing, is further willing to accept and rely on the obligations of the Developer
for the faithful performance of all; undertakings and covenants hereby to be performed.
Section 7. 2.

Assignment

of Agreement.

This Agreement may be assigned by mutual

written agreement of the parties, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. The parties agree to

cooperate and execute all documents necessary to effectuate such assignment or transfer of
development

rights.

Section 7. 3.

a)

Release and Indemnification Covenants.

The Developer covenants and agrees that the EDA, the City and the City Council,
and its officers, agents, servants and employees are not liable for and agrees to

release, indemnify and, hold harmless the EDA, the City and the City Council,
officers, agents, servants and employees against any loss or damage to property or

any injury to or death of any person occurring at or about or resulting from any
defect in the Minimum Improvements, except for loss or damage resulting in willful
misconduct or willful negligence of the EDA, the City or the City Council, officers,
agents,

b)

servants

or

employees.

Except for any willful misrepresentations or any willful or wanton misconduct or
negligence of the following named parties, the Developer agrees to protect and
defend the EDA, the City and the City Council, and its officers, agents, servants
and employees, now and forever, and further agrees to hold the EDA harmless from.

any claim, demand, suit, action or other proceeding whatsoever by any person or
entity whatsoever

arising or purportedly

arising from this Agreement,

or the

transactions contemplated hereby or the acquisition, construction, installation,
ownership, and operation of the Minimum Improvements.
c)

Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, the EDA, the City and
the City Council, officers, agents, servants and employees shall not be liable for

any damage or injury to the persons or property of Developer, their officers, agents,
servants or employees or any other person who may be about the Development
Property or Minimum Improvements due to any act of negligence of any person
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other than the EDA, the City or the City Council members, officers, agents, servants
or employees.

d)

All covenants,

stipulations,

promises,

agreements

and obligations

of the EDA

contained herein shall be deemed to be the covenants, stipulations, promises,
agreements and obligations of the EDA and not of any City Council member,

officer, agent, servant or employee of the City or the EDA in his or her individual
capacity.
e)

Developer shall indemnify, release, and hold harmless the EDA, its officers, agents,
servants and employees, as well as the City, the City Council, and its officers,
agents, servants and employees, against all costs, damages or expenses the EDA

may incur in enforcing any obligation, agreement or covenant that runs with the
Development Property, including attorneys' fees.

ARTICLE VIII
Events of Default
Section 8. 1.

Events

of Default

Defined.

The term " Event of Default" shall mean any

one or more of the following events:
a)

Failure by the Developer to pay when due any payments required to be paid under
this Agreement.

b)

Failure by the EDA or the Developer to proceed to Closing on the Development
Property after compliance with or the occurrence of all conditions precedent to

Closing.
c)

Failure by the Developer to commence and complete construction of the Minimum
Improvements pursuant to the terms, conditions and limitations of Article IV of this

Agreement, including the timing thereof, unless such failure is caused by an
Unavoidable Delay.
d)

Failure by the Developer to pay real estate taxes or special assessments on the
Development Property and Minimum Improvements as they become due.

e)

Failure by Developer to comply with the terms and conditions of the Tax
Abatement Agreement.

f)

Failure by the Developer to observe or perform any other covenant, condition,
obligation or agreement on his part to be observed or performed hereunder.

g)

If the Developer:
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Files any petition in bankruptcy or for any reorganization, arrangement,
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution, or similar relief under

the United States Bankruptcy Act or under any similar federal or state law;
or

2.

Makes an assignment for the benefit of its creditors; or

3.

Admits in writing its inability to pay its debts generally as they become due;
or

4.

Is in default under any mortgage and fails to cure such default within thirty
30) days of a written demand from the EDA to do so; or

5.

Is adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or if a petition or answer proposing the

adjudication of the Developer, as a bankrupt or its reorganization under any
present or future federal bankruptcy act or any similar federal or state law
shall be filed in any court and such petition or answer shall not be

discharged or denied within ninety ( 90) days after the filing thereof; or a
receiver, trustee or liquidator of the Developer and shall not be discharged
without ninety ( 90) days after such appointed, or if the Developer shall
consent to or acquiesce

in such appointment.

Section 8. 2.

Remedies on Default. Whenever any Event of Default referred to in Section
8. 1 of this Agreement occurs, the EDA may exercise its right under Section 8. 2( a) below without

notice to Developer and may take any one or more of the actions described in Section 8. 2( b) -(f)
after providing thirty ( 30) days written notice, but only if the Event of Default has not been cured

within said thirty (30) days or, if the Event of Default cannot be cured within thirty (30) days, the
Developer does not provide assurance to the EDA reasonably satisfactory to the EDA that the
Event of Default will be cured as soon as reasonably possible:
a)

The EDA may suspend its performance under the Agreement until it receives
assurances from the Developer, deemed adequate by the EDA, that the Developer
will cure their default and continue their performance under the Agreement.

b)

The EDA may cancel and rescind or terminate this Agreement.

c)

The EDA may withhold the Certificate of Completion.

d)

The EDA may withhold the Net Proceeds from the insurance policies provided to
the EDA pursuant to Section 6. 1 of this Agreement and in accordance with the
terms of the policies.

e)

The EDA may require the Developer to re -convey all remaining undeveloped
properties

and

properties

with

incomplete

projects

within

the

Property to the EDA, free and clear of all liens and encumbrances.
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Development

f)

The EDA may take whatever action, including legal, equitable or administrative

action, which may appear necessary or desirable to the EDA to collect any
payments due under this Agreement, or to enforce performance and observance of
any obligation, agreement, or covenant of the Developer under this Agreement.

Developer shall indemnify the EDA, EDA' s officers, employees and agents against

all costs, damages or expenses the EDA may incur in enforcing any obligation,
agreement or covenant, including attorneys' fees.
Section 8. 3.

No Remedy Exclusive. No remedy conferred upon or reserved to the EDA

is intended to be exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every such
remedy shall be cumulative.
Section 8. 4.

No Additional Waiver Implied by One Waiver. In the event any condition
contained in this Agreement should be breached by either party and thereafter waived by the other
party, such waiver shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed to
waive any other concurrent, previous or subsequent breach hereunder.

ARTICLE IX
FINANCIAL
Section 9. 1.

OBLIGATIONS

Developer' s Letter of Credit Amount.

Prior to release of the Final Plat for

recording, the Developer shall deposit with the City an irrevocable LOC for the amounts required

in Exhibits E and F. In lieu of an irrevocable LOC, Developer may deposit cash or other security
acceptable to City.
All cost estimates shall be acceptable to the City Engineer. The bank and form of the
irrevocable LOC shall be subject to approval by the City Finance Director and shall continue to be

in fall force and effect until released by the City. The irrevocable LOC shall be for a term ending
two ( 2) years after acceptance by the City. In the alternative, the letter of credit may be for a oneyear term provided it is automatically renewable for successive one- year periods from the present
or any future expiration dates, and further provided that the irrevocable LOC states that at least

sixty ( 60) days prior to the expiration date the bank will notify the City if the bank elects not to
renew for an additional period.

The irrevocable LOC shall secure compliance by the Developer

with the terms of this Development Agreement. The City may draw down on the irrevocable LOC

or cash deposit, without any further notice than that provided in Section 14. 1 relating to a
Developer Default, for any of the following reasons:
a)

a Developer Default; or

b)

upon the City receiving notice that the irrevocable LOC will be allowed to lapse

prior to two ( 2) years after acceptance by the City.
The City shall use the LOC proceeds to reimburse the City for its costs and to cause the

Minimum Improvements to be constructed to the extent practicable; if the City Engineer
determines that such Minimum Improvements have been constructed and after retaining 10% of
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the proceeds for later distribution pursuant to Section 9. 2, the remaining proceeds shall be
distributed

to the Developer.

With City approval, the irrevocable LOC may be reduced pursuant to Section 9. 2 from
time to time as financial obligations are paid.
Section 9. 2.

Escrow

Release

and

Escrow

Increase;

Minimum

Improvements.

The

Developer may request that the LOC or cash deposits required by the Development Agreement be
reduced at the time of substantial completion of certain elements of the Project. Within thirty (30)
days after receipt of any such request, the City shall reduce the LOC or cash deposits to 150% of
the value of only the outstanding incomplete improvements, as determined by the City Engineer.
If it is detennined by the City that the Construction Plans were not strictly adhered to, or
that work was done without City inspection, the City may require, as a condition of acceptance,
that the Developer post an irrevocable LOC, or cash deposit equal to 125%

of the estimated

amount

necessary to correct the deficiency or to protect against deficiencies arising therefrom. In the event

that work, which is concealed, was done without pennitting City inspection, then the City may, in
the alternative, require the concealed condition to be exposed for inspection purposes.
Section 9. 3.

Developer' s Cash Fees and Cash Escrow Requirements. At the time of (and

as a condition to) the issuance ofbuilding permits, Developer shall deposit the Engineering Escrow
as identified on Exhibit G) with the City for those items and in the amounts required in Exhibit
G. The City shall use the Engineering Escrow to reimburse the City for its costs of Plan Review
and Inspections of and with respect to the Site Improvements identified on Exhibit E. If such

escrow amounts are insufficient to fully reimburse the City for such costs, the City shall submit an
invoice to Developer for any deficiencies, which shall be paid within 30 days by Developer.
ARTICLE

X

Additional Provisions
Section 10. 1.

Failure to Construct

Minimum

Improvements.

If the Developer fails to

construct the Minimum Improvements, the City at its option, may install and construct the
Minimum Improvements. In such case, the City, at its option, may specially assess the cost wholly
or in part therefore under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 429, or may draw on the irrevocable LOC
or cash deposit. If the City specially assesses the cost of any portion thereof, then the Developer
hereby waives any and all procedural and substantive objections to the installation of the

improvements and the special assessments, including, but not limited to, notice and hearing
requirements and any claim that the special assessments exceed the benefit to the Development
Property. The Developer waives any appeal rights otherwise available pursuant to Minnesota
Statute § 429. 081.

The Developer acknowledges that the benefit from the improvements equal or

exceed the amount of the special assessments.

Section 10. 2.

Conflict of Interests; EDA Representatives

Not Individually Liable.

No

member, official, or employee of the EDA shall have any personal interest, direct or indirect in
this Agreement, nor shall any such member, official, or employee participate in any decision
relating to the Agreement which affects personal interests or the interests of any corporation,
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partnership or association in which the person is directly or indirectly interested. No member,
official, or employee of the EDA shall be personally liable to the Developer, or any successor in
interest, in the event of any default or breach by the EDA or for any amount which may become
due to the Developer or successor or on any obligations under the terms of the Agreement.
Section 10. 3.

Equal Employment Opportunity. The Developer, for itself and its
successors and assigns, agrees that during the construction of the Minimum Improvements
provided for in this Agreement, it will comply with all applicable equal employment and
nondiscrimination

laws and regulations.

Section 10. 4.

Restriction on Use. The Developer, for itself and its successors

and assigns,

agrees to devote the Property and Minimum Improvements only to such land use or uses as may
be permissible under the City' s land use regulations.
Section 10. 5.

Provisions Not Merged With Development Property.

None of the

provisions of this Agreement is intended to or shall be merged by reason of delivery of the
Development Property Deed and the Development Property Deed shall not be deemed to affect or
impair the provisions

and covenants

of this Agreement.

Section 10. 6.

Titles of Articles and Sections. Any titles of the several parts, Articles and
Sections of the Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference only and shall be disregarded
in construing or interpreting any of its provisions.
Section 10. 7.

Notices and Demands.

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, a

notice, demand or other communication under this Agreement by either party to the other shall be
sufficiently given or delivered if it is dispatched by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid,
return receipt requested, or delivered personally to:
a)

Developer:

KTJ 339, LLC

c/ o Oppidan Investment Company
400 Water Street, Suite 200
Excelsior, MN 55331
b)

EDA:

West St. Paul Economic Development Authority
Attn: Jim Hartshorn, EDA Executive Director
1616 Humboldt Ave.
West St. Paul, Minnesota 55118

c)

City:

City of West St. Paul

Attn: City Manager
1616 Humboldt

Ave.

West St. Paul, MN 55118
Section 10. 8.
counterparts,

Counterparts.

This Agreement

may be executed

each of which shall constitute one and the same instrument.
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in any number

of

Section 10. 9.

Disclaimer

of Relationships.

The Developer acknowledges that nothing
contained in this Agreement nor any act by the EDA or the Developer shall be deemed or construed

by the Developer or by any third person to create any relationship of third -party beneficiary,
principal and agent, limited or general partner, or joint venture between the EDA and the
Developer.

Section 10. 10. Approvals.
conditioned

Approvals by the EDA shall not be unreasonably withheld,

or delayed.

Section 10. 11. Survival of Provisions.

The provisions of this Agreement and the

representations, warranties and indemnities contained herein shall survive the execution and

delivery of the Development Property Deed and the conveyance thereunder, shall not be merged
therein, and shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto and their respective
successors

and

assigns.

Section 10. 12, Recording.

The parties agree that this document shall be recorded against

the Development Property at the Dakota County Recorder' s Office.

Section 10. 13. Tax Abatement. Tax abatement for the Development Property shall be
addressed in a separate agreement between Developer and the City.

The remainder of this page has been intentionally left blank]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the EDA has caused this Agreement to be duly executed in
its name and behalf and the Developer has caused this Agreement to be duly executed in their
names on or as of the date first written.

EDA:
WEST

ST. PAUL

ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

AUTHORITY

avid J. Napier
Its:

President

r

By:
nes Hartsh

Vs.
STATE

Executive

Director

OF MINNESOTA )
ss.

COUNTY

OF DAKOTA )

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this L- I . day of
2020 by David J. Napier and James Hartshorn, the President and Executive Director espectively,
of the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a public body corporate and politic
organized and existing under the Constitution and laws of Minnesota, on behalf of the EDA.

ota y P

1' c

SHIRLEY RUTH BUECKSLER

Notary Public - Minnesota
My commission Expires Jan 31, 2021
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City:
WEST

ST. PAUL

By:
David J. Napier
Its:

Mayor

71

By:
Rye i

c u-oeder

Its: City Manager

STATE OF MINNESOTA )
ss.

COUNTY

OF DAKOTA )

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this Zf*%day

of

Y ,

2020 by David J. Napier and Ryan Schroeder, the Mayor and City Manager respectively, of the
City of West St. Paul, a Minnesota municipal corporation organized and existing under the
Constitution and laws of Minnesota, on behalf of the City.

q.
113'

ttav

110&

wm6f)

IF
RLEY RUTH BUECKSLER

Notary Public -Minnesota
sly Commission Expires Jan 31, 2021

OSHIRLEY RUTH BUECKSLER
Notary Public -Minnesota
My Commission Expires Jan 31, 2021
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Developer:
KTJ 339, LLC

Dave Scott, Vice President

STATE OF MINNESOTA )
ss.

COUNTY OF )

On this

day of ,
2020, before me a Notary Public within and for
said County, personally appeared Dave Scott, who being by me duly sworn, did say that he is the

Vice President of KTJ 339, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company named in the foregoing
instrument, and that it was signed on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged said instrument

to be the free act and deed of the company.

Notary Public

This document was drafted by:
Korine L. Land, # 262432
LeVander, Gillen & Miller, P. A.
633 South Concord Street, Suite 400
South St. Paul, MN 55075
651- 451- 1831
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EXHIBIT A

DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY

Legal Description

The Development Property consists of an approximately 4- 5 acre to -be -platted parcel of real
property in Dakota County, Minnesota, the approximate boundaries of which located within the
parcels of property having the PIDs listed below:
Part of:
42- 02000- 08- 014

PID:
PID:
Portion

42- 02000- 13- 012
of PID:

42- 02000- 11- 010]

The parties shall cooperate in good faith to establish the boundaries of the Development Property
during the site plan and subdivision approval processes. Final agreement on the boundaries of and
legal description of Development Property, and approval of a subdivision plat reflecting such final
agreed boundaries and legal description, shall be a condition to Developer' s obligation to proceed

to Closing. The subdivision plat will be recorded at or before Closing.

W

EXHIBIT

FORM

C

OF

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

WHEREAS, the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority ( the " Grantor"), by a
deed recorded in the office of the County Recorder in Dakota County, Minnesota, as Document
No. ,
has conveyed to KTJ 339, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company ( the
Grantee"),
the following described land in County of Dakota and State of Minnesota, to -wit:
to be completed prior to execution)

and

WHEREAS,

said deed was executed

pursuant to that certain Contract

for Private

2020
Development by and between the Grantor and the Grantee dated the
day of ,
and recorded in the office of the County Recorder in Dakota County, Minnesota, as Document No.

which Contract for Private Development contained certain covenants and restrictions

regarding completion of the Minimum Improvements; and
WHEREAS,

said Grantee has perfonned said covenants and conditions in a manner

deemed sufficient by the Grantor to permit the execution and recording of this certification.
NOW, THEREFORE, this is to certify that all construction of the Minimum Improvements
specified to be done and made by the Grantee has been completed and the covenants and conditions

in the Contract for Private Development have been perfonned by the Grantee therein, and the
County Recorder in Dakota County, Minnesota, is hereby authorized to accept for recording and
to record the filing of this instrument, to be a conclusive determination of the satisfactory
termination of the covenants and conditions relating to completion of the Minimum Improvements.

Dated:

j Z- 7 ,

Z
WEST ST. PAUL ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

By
avid J. Napier
Its Presid

nt

By
fames Hartshorn
Its Executive Director

C- 1

STATE OF MINNESOTA )
ss.

COUNTY OF DAKOTA )

The foregoing instrument as acknowledged before me this 9q'

day of

j ,

2020,

by David J. Napier and James Hartshorn, the President and Executive Director, respectively, of
the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a public body corporate and politic organized
and existing under the Constitution and laws of Minnesota, on behalf of the EDA.

SHIRLEY RUTH BUECKSLER
Notary Public- Minnesota
My Commission Expires Jan 31, 2021

EXHIBIT D

FORM OF
DEVELOPMENT

PROPERTY

DEED

THIS INDENTURE, between the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a
public body corporate and politic organized and existing under the constitution and laws of
Minnesota ( the " Grantor"),

and KTJ 339, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company ( the

Grantee").

WITNESSETH,

that Grantor,

in consideration

of the sum of $

and

other good and valuable consideration, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, does hereby
grant, bargain, quit claim and convey to the Grantee, their heirs and assigns forever, all the tract
or parcel of land lying and being in the County of Dakota and State of Minnesota described as

follows, to-wit'(such tract or parcel of land is hereinafter referred to as the " Property"):

To have and to hold the same, together with all the hereditaments and appurtenances

thereunto belonging in now or hereafter pertaining, to the said Grantee, their heirs and assigns,
forever,

Provided:

SECTION

1

It is understood and agreed that this Deed is subject to the covenants, conditions,
restrictions and provisions of an agreement entered into between the Grantor and Grantee on the

day of ,

2020

hereinafter referred to as the " Agreement")

identified

as " Contract for Private Development"

and that the Grantee shall not convey the Property, or

any part thereof, without the consent of the Grantor, until a Certificate of Completion of this
Agreement as to the Property or such part thereof then to be conveyed, has been placed of record
with Dakota County. This provision, however, shall in no way prevent the Grantee from

mortgaging this Property in order to obtain funds for the purchase of Property hereby conveyed
and from erecting improvements in conformity with the Agreement, any applicable redevelopment
plan and applicable provisions of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota.

It is specifically agreed that the Grantee shall promptly begin and diligently prosecute to
completion the redevelopment
Improvements

thereon,

of the Property through the construction

of the Minimum

as provided in the Agreement.

Promptly after completion of the improvements in accordance with the provisions of the

Agreement, the Grantor will furnish the Grantee with an appropriate instrument so certifying.
Such certification by the Grantor shall be ( and it shall be so provided in the certification itself) a
conclusive determination of the satisfaction and termination of the agreements and covenants of
the Agreement and of this Deed with respect to the obligation of the Grantee, and their heirs and
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assigns, to construct the improvements and the dates for the beginning and completion thereof.
Such certification

and such determination

shall not constitute

evidence of compliance

with or

satisfaction of any obligation of the Grantee to any holder of a mortgage, or any insurer of a
mortgage, securing money loaned to finance the purchase of the Property hereby conveyed or the
improvements, or any part thereof.
All certifications

provided for herein shall be in such form as will enable them to be

recorded with the County Recorder, or Registrar of Titles, Dakota County, Minnesota. If the
Grantor shall refuse or fail to provide any such certification in accordance with the provisions of

the Agreement and this Deed, the Grantor shall, within thirty (30) days after written request by the
Grantee, provide the Grantee with a written statement indicating in adequate detail in what respects
the Grantee has failed to complete with the improvements in accordance with the provisions of the

Agreement or is otherwise in default, and what measures or acts will be necessary, in the opinion
of the Grantor, for the Grantee to take or perform in order to obtain such certification.
SECTION 2

In the event the Grantee herein shall, prior to the recording of the certificate of completion
referred to above:

a)

Fail to begin construction of the improvements

provided for in this Deed and the

Agreement in conformity with the Agreement and such failure is not due to Unavoidable Delays
and is not cured within thirty (30) days after written notice to do so; or
b)

Default in or violate its obligations

with respect

to the construction

of the

improvements provided for in this Deed and the Agreement, or shall abandon or substantially
suspend construction work, and such default, violation or failure is not due to Unavoidable Delays

and any default or violation, abandonment or suspension is not cured, ended or remedied within
thirty (30) days after written demand by the Grantor to do so; or
c)

Fail to pay real estate taxes or assessments on the Property or any part thereof when

due, or shall place thereon any encumbrance or lien unauthorized by the Agreement with the
Grantor, or shall suffer any levy or attachment to be made, or any mechanic' s liens, or any other
unauthorized encumbrances or liens to attach, and such taxes or assessments shall not have been

paid or the encumbrance or lien removed or discharged, or provisions satisfactory to the Grantor

made for such payments, removal or discharge, within 30 days after written demand by the Grantor
to do so; provided, that if the Grantee shall first notify the Grantor of his intention to do so, it may
in good faith contest any mechanic' s or other lien filed or established and in such event the Grantor
shall permit such mechanic' s or other lien to remain undischarged and unsatisfied during the period
of such contest and any appeal, but only if the Grantee provides the Grantor with a bank letter of

credit or other security in the amount of the lien, in a form satisfactory to the Grantor pursuant to
which the bank will pay to the Grantor the amount of any lien in the event that the lien is finally
determined to be valid and during the course of such contest the Grantee shall keep the EDA
informed respecting the status of such defense; or
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d)

Cause, in violation of the Agreement or of this Deed, any transfer of the Property

or any part thereof, and such violation shall be not cured within sixty ( 60) days after written
demand by the Grantor to the Grantee; or
Fail to comply with any of its other covenants under the Agreement and fail to cure
any such noncompliance within thirty ( 30) days after written demand to do so; or
e)

f)

Default under the terms of a mortgage loan authorized by the Agreement and the

holder of the mortgage exercises any remedy provided by the mortgage documents or exercises
any remedy provided by law or equity in the event of a default in any of the terms or conditions of
the mortgage;

then the Grantor shall have the right to re- enter and take possession of the Property and to terminate
and revest in the Grantor the estate conveyed by this Deed to the Grantee, their heirs or successors
in interest, but only if the events stated in Section 2( a -f)have not been cured within the time periods
provided above, or if the events cannot be cured within such time periods, and the Grantee does

not provide assurances to the EDA, reasonably satisfactory to the EDA, that the events will be
cured as soon as reasonably possible.

The Grantor certifies that the Grantor does not know of any wells on the described real property.
SECTION

3

The Grantee agrees for themselves and their heirs and assigns to or of the Property or any
part thereof, hereinbefore described, that the Grantee and such heirs and assigns shall:
a)

any applicable

b)

Devote the Property to, and only to and in accordance with, the uses specified in
redevelopment

plan as amended

and extended;

Not discriminate on the basis of race, color, creed, national origin, age or sex in the

sale, lease, rental or in the use or occupancy of the Property or any improvements erected or to be
erected thereon, or any part thereof.

It is intended and agreed that the above and foregoing agreements and covenants shall be
covenants running with the land, and that they shall, in any event, and without regard to technical

classification or designation, legal or otherwise, and except only as otherwise specifically provided
in this Deed, be binding, to the fullest extent permitted by law and equity for the benefit and in

favor of, and enforceable by, the Grantor against the Grantee, their heirs and assigns, and every
successor in interest to the Property, or any part thereof or any interest therein, and any party in
possession or occupancy of the Property or any part thereof.

In amplification, and not in restriction of, the provisions of the preceding section, it is
intended and agreed that the Grantor shall be deemed beneficiary of the agreements and covenants
provided herein. Such agreements and covenants shall run in favor of the Grantor without regard
to whether the Grantor has at any time been, remains, or is an owner of any land or interest therein
to, or in favor of, which such agreements and covenants relate.
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The Grantor shall have the right,

in the event of any breach of any such agreement or covenant to exercise all the rights and
remedies, and to maintain any actions or suits at law or in equity or other proper proceedings to
enforce the curing of such breach of agreement or covenant, to which it or any other beneficiaries
of such agreement or covenant may be entitled.

Grantor shall be entitled to recover the costs for

such enforcement, including attorneys' fees.
SECTION 4
This Deed is also given subject to:

Provision of the ordinances, building and zoning laws of the City of West St. Paul,
state and federal laws and regulations in so far as they affect this real estate.
a)

b)

Taxes payable subsequent to the date of this conveyance.

Remainder of page intentionally blank]

ME

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor has caused this Deed to be duly executed in its
behalf by its President and Executive Director and has caused its corporate seal to be hereunto
r
affixed this
2020.
1,
day of
WEST ST. PAUL ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

AUTHORITY

By:
David J. Napier
Its:

1/

President

icy:
Jes
I:

Hartshorn

Executive Director

STATE OF MINNESOTA )
ss.

COUNTY OF DAKOTA )

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this2

day of ,

2020 by David J. Napier and James Hartshorn, the President and Executive Director respectively,
of the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a public body corporate and politic
organized and existing under the Constitution and laws of Minnesota, on behalf of the EDA.

SHIRLEY RUTH BUECKSLER

Notary Public -Minnesota

N

t

Pu

My Commission Expires Jan 31, 2021

SEND TAX STATEMENT

This instrument was drafted by:
Korine L. Land, # 262432
LeVander,

Gillen &

Miller,

P. A.

633 South Concord Street. Suite 400
South St. Paul, MN 55075
651- 451- 1831

TITLE NOT EXAMINED
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TO:

EXHIBIT E
SITE IMPROVEMENTS

Chart below to be finalized and completed prior to Closing]

Estimated
Construction
Site Improvement

LOC

Cost

Sanitary Sewer
Watermain
Storm Sewer
Streets

Street Lighting
Trail stubs and Trails
Subtotal:
LOC ( 125%)

Total Site Improvement LOC:
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EXHIBIT F

DEVELOPER' S LETTER OF CREDIT REQUIREMENTS FOR

Grading LOC

Unit

Site Grading Restoration: Topsoil

CY

Clear and grub trees

AC

Misc. Site Grading

LS

Soil correction

EA

Erosion Control: Silt Fence

LF

Excavation

SY

to basement

Street Sweeper w/ Pickup Broom

HR

Rough Grade to street grade

Cy

Qty

Unit Cost

Total Grading Restoration Cost
Grading LOC 150%
SITE GRADING &

EROSION CONTROL ITEMS

Chart above to be finalized and completed prior to Closing]
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Total

EXHIBIT G

DEVELOPER' S CASH REQUIREMENTS AND
INDIRECT

COST CASH ESCROW

CASH ESCROW
ENGINEERING
Total

Engineering Escrow
2%

of Site Improvement

Subtotal ( Ex. E)

Plan Review Escrow
5%

of Site Improvement

Subtotal ( Ex. E)

Inspection Escrow
Total Escrow:

CASH
AREA CHARGES
Cost/Acre

Area Charges

Acres

Total

SanitarySanitary AreaArea Charge*Charge*
Storm Area Charge
Total Area Charges:

to be completed following submission and review by Met Council

CASH
BUILDING ESCROW

Building Escrow
ErosionErosion ControlControl

Cost/Acre
3,3, 000
3,
000000

G- 1

Acres
5

Total

15,15, 000
15,
000 000

CONTRACT FOR PRIVATE REDEVELOPMENT
THIS AGREEMENT, made on or as of the _______ day of __________________, 2021
(“Effective Date”), by and between the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a
Minnesota public body corporate and politic (“EDA”), the City of West St. Paul, a Minnesota
municipal corporation (“City”) and KTJ 339, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company
(“Developer”).
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the EDA was created pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 469.090 to
469.108, and was authorized to transact business and exercise its powers by a resolution of the
City Council of the City of West St. Paul (“City”); and
WHEREAS, in furtherance of the objectives of the EDA Act, the EDA has undertaken
various projects to promote the creation of housing, economic and job opportunities within the
City, known as a “Redevelopment Project”; and
WHEREAS, among the powers possessed by the EDA is the power to carry out within a
Redevelopment Project undertakings and activities for the elimination or prevention of the
development or spread of slums or blighted, deteriorating areas and for economic development;
and
WHEREAS, there is located within the City real property, more particularly described in
Exhibit A (the “Development Property”), that is in need of redevelopment in order to help
maximize housing opportunities, economic and job opportunities for the community; and
WHEREAS, in order to achieve the objectives of the EDA, the EDA is prepared to sell
the Development Property to Developer; and
WHEREAS, the EDA believes that the redevelopment of the Development Property
pursuant to this Agreement, and fulfillment generally of this Agreement, are in the best interests
of the City and the health, safety, and welfare of its residents, and in accord with the public
purposes and provisions of the applicable State and local laws and requirements under which the
Project has been undertaken.
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual obligations of the
parties hereto, each of them does hereby covenant and agree with the other as follows:

ARTICLE I
Definitions
Section 1.1.
from the context:

Definitions. In this Agreement, unless a different meaning clearly appears

“Agreement” means this Agreement, as the same may be modified, amended, or
supplemented, in writing, by mutual agreement of both parties.
“Certificate of Completion” means the certificate, in the form contained in Exhibit C
attached hereto, which will be provided to the Developer pursuant to Article IV of this Agreement.
“City” means the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota.
“Closing” or “Closing Date” means on or before June 1, 2022, unless modified pursuant to
the change in Contingency Date as stated in the Definition below.
“Condemnation Award” means the amount remaining from an award to the Developer for
the acquisition of title to and possession of the Minimum Improvements or any material part
thereof, after deducting all expenses (including fees and disbursements of counsel) incurred in the
collection of such award.
“Construction Plans” means the final plans for construction of the Minimum Improvements
to be submitted by the Developer and approved by the City.
“Contingency Date” means May 1, 2022. In the sole discretion of Developer, Developer
may elect to extend the Contingency Date up until July 1, 2022 if Developer sends written notice
to the EDA and City prior to April 1, 2022. In that event, Closing Date shall be 30 days after the
Contingency Date.
“County” means Dakota County.
“Developer” means KTJ 339, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company, or its successors
and assigns.
“Development Property” or “Property” means the real property described in Exhibit A of
this Agreement.
“Development Property Deed” means the quit claim deed in the form attached hereto as
Exhibit D, by which the EDA will convey the Development Property to the Developer.
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“Earnest Money” means the earnest money deposit of Twenty Thousand Dollars and
00/100s ($20,000.00) which has been deposited with the EDA.
“EDA” means the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a public body
corporate and politic organized under the laws of the State of Minnesota, or its successor or assign.
“EDA Act” or “Economic Development Authority Act” means Minnesota Statutes sections
469.090 through 469.1082 as amended.
“Effective Date” means the date defined in Paragraph 1.
“Estimated Project Costs” are the project costs as indicated by the Developer’s Pro forma,
which is $2,560,000.
“Event of Default” means an action by the Developer or the EDA listed in Article VIII of
this Agreement.
“Holder” means the owner of a Promissory Note or Notes and Mortgage Deed.
“Maturity Date” means the date when the Developer has satisfied its obligations under the
Agreement and the EDA has issued the Certificate of Completion.
“Minimum Improvements” means the acquisition of land and construction of
approximately 58-unit market rate residential townhome development and related improvements.
The Minimum Improvements are more fully depicted in Exhibit B, which is attached hereto and
incorporated herein.
“Mortgage Deed” means any Mortgage Deed made by the Developer, which is secured in
whole or in part, by the Development Property and which is a Permitted Encumbrance pursuant to
the provisions of this Agreement.
“Net Proceeds” means any proceeds paid by an insurer to the Developer or the EDA under
a policy or policies of insurance required to be provided and maintained by the Developer pursuant
to Article VI of this Agreement and remaining after deducting all expenses incurred in the
collection of such proceeds.
“Permitted Encumbrance” means any matter shown on such Title Commitment and not
objected to by the Developer (other than such consensual liens).
“Preliminary Plans” means, collectively, the plans, drawings and specifications for the
construction of the Minimum Improvements which are depicted on Exhibit B and attached hereto.
“Project” or “Redevelopment Project” means the redevelopment of the Development
Property into a residential townhome development.
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“Purchase Price” means up to $1,160,000.00, which shall be paid in-kind by Developer’s
payment and performance of the Soil Mitigation Project pursuant to the terms and conditions stated
in Section 3.4(b).
“Sale” means any sale, conveyance, lease, exchange, forfeiture other transfer of the
Developer’s interest in the Minimum Improvements or the Development Property, whether
voluntary or involuntary.
“Soil Mitigation Project” means the soil corrections necessary to correct deficiencies in the
soil on the property to prepare it for the Minimum Improvements, pursuant to plans approved by
the City.
“State” means the state of Minnesota.
“Title Company” means First American Title Insurance Company, National Commercial
Services, 121 South 8th Street, Suite 1250, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402.
“Unavoidable Delays” means delays beyond the reasonable control of the party seeking to
be excused, which are the direct result of strikes, other labor troubles, weather, fire, or other
casualty to the Minimum Improvements or Site Improvements, litigation commenced by third
parties which, by injunction or other similar judicial action, results in delays, or acts of any federal,
state or local governmental unit (other than the EDA in exercising its rights under this Agreement)
that result in delays.
Section 1.2.

Rules of Interpretation.

(a)

This Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with and governed by the laws
of Minnesota.

(b)

The words “herein” and “hereof” and words of similar import, without reference to
any particular section or subdivision, refer to this Agreement as a whole rather than
any particular section or subdivision hereof.

(c)

References herein to any particular section or subdivision hereof are to the section
or subdivision of this Agreement as originally executed.

(d)

Any titles of the several parts, articles and sections of this Agreement are inserted
for convenience and reference only and shall be disregarded in construing or
interpreting any of its provisions.

ARTICLE II
Representations and Warranties
Section 2.1.
representations:

Representations by the EDA.
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The EDA makes the following

(a)

The EDA is a public body corporate and politic under the laws of Minnesota. Under
the provisions of the EDA Act, the EDA has the power to enter into this Agreement
and carry out its obligations hereunder. The persons executing this Agreement and
related agreements and documents on behalf of the EDA have the authority to do
so and to bind the EDA by their actions.

(b)

The execution, delivery and performance by EDA of this Agreement will not
violate any provision of any law, statute, rule or regulation or any order, writ,
judgment, injunction, decree, determination or award of any court, governmental
agency or arbitrator presently in effect having applicability to EDA, or result in a
breach of or constitute a default under any indenture, loan or credit agreement or
any other agreement, lease or instrument to which EDA is a party or by which it or
any of its properties may be bound.

(c)

To EDA’s knowledge, there are no actions, suits or proceedings pending or
threatened against or affecting EDA or any of its properties, before any court or
arbitrator, or any governmental department, board, agency or other instrumentality
which in any of the foregoing challenges the legality, validity or enforceability of
this Agreement, or if determined adversely to EDA, would have a material adverse
effect on the ability of EDA to perform its obligations under this Agreement.

(d)

EDA has not received written notice, and has no knowledge, of (i) any pending or
contemplated annexation or condemnation proceedings, or purchase in lieu of the
same, affecting or which may affect all or any part of the Property, (ii) any proposed
or pending proceeding to change or redefine the zoning classification of all or any
part of the Property, (iii) any proposed changes in any road patterns or grades which
would adversely and materially affect access to the roads providing a means of
ingress or egress to or from all or any part of the Property, or (iv) any uncured
violation of any legal requirement, restriction, condition, covenant or agreement
affecting all or any part of the Property or the use, operation, maintenance or
management of all or any part of the Property.

(e)

To EDA’s knowledge, there are no wells or sewage treatment systems located on
any portion of the Property. To EDA’s knowledge, there has been no
methamphetamine production on or about any portion of the Property. To EDA’s
knowledge, the sewage generated by the Property, if any, goes to a facility
permitted by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and there is no “individual
sewage treatment system” (as defined in Minnesota Statutes § 115.55, subd. 1(g))
located on the Property.

(f)

The EDA is not a “foreign person,” “foreign corporation,” “foreign trust,” “foreign
estate” or “disregarded entity” as those terms are defined in Section 1445 of the
Internal Revenue Code and the regulations promulgated thereunder.

(g)

The EDA has received no notice or communication from any local, State or federal
official that the activities of the Developer or the EDA in the Development Property
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may be or will be in violation of any environmental law or regulation. The EDA is
aware of no facts the existence of which would cause it to be in violation of any
local, State or federal environmental law, regulation or review procedure.
(h)

There are no leases or tenancies with respect to the Property. There are no
unrecorded agreements or other contracts of any nature or type relating to, affecting
or serving the Property.

(i)

There will be no indebtedness attributable to the Property which will remain unpaid
after the Closing Date.

(j)

The activities of the EDA are undertaken for the purpose of removing, preventing,
or reducing blight, blighting factors, or the causes of blight, and for the purposes of
increasing the tax base and housing opportunities within the City.

(k)

EDA will warrant the Development Property has or will have street access to
infrastructure sufficient to ensure the property is buildable for the Minimum
Improvements.

(l)

The EDA and the City have approved this Agreement.

The representations, warranties and other provisions of this Section 2.1 shall survive Closing;
provided, however, EDA shall have no liability with respect to any breach of a particular
representation or warranty if Developer shall fail to notify EDA in writing of such breach within
two (2) years after the Closing Date, and provided further that EDA shall have no liability with
respect to a breach of the representations and warranties set forth in this Agreement if Developer
has actual knowledge of EDA’s breach thereof prior to Closing and Developer consummates the
acquisition of the Property as provided herein.
Developer acknowledges and agrees that, except as expressly specified in this Article II of this
Agreement, EDA has not made, and EDA hereby specifically disclaims, any representation,
warranty or covenant of any kind, oral or written, expressed or implied, or rising by operation of
law, with respect to the Property, including but not limited to, any warranties or representations as
to the habitability, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, zoning, tax consequences,
physical or environmental condition, utilities, valuation, governmental approvals, the compliance
of the Property with governmental laws, the truth, accuracy or completeness of any information
provided by or on behalf of EDA to Developer, or any other matter or item regarding the Property.
Developer agrees to accept the Property and acknowledges that the sale of the Property as provided
for herein is made by EDA on an “AS IS,” “WHERE IS,” and “WITH ALL FAULTS” basis.
Developer is an experienced purchaser of property such as the Property and Developer has made
or will make its own independent investigation of the Property. The limitations set forth in this
paragraph shall survive the Closing and shall not merge in the Development Property Deed.
Section 2.2. Representations and Warranties by the Developer.
represents and warrants that:
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The Developer

(a)

The Developer is a Minnesota limited liability company, duly organized and in
good standing under the laws of Minnesota and is not in violation of any provisions
of its company documents or its operating agreement. The Developer has the power
to enter into this Agreement and carry out its obligations hereunder. The persons
executing this Agreement and related agreements and documents on behalf of the
Developer have the authority to do so and to bind the Developer by their actions.

(b)

The execution, delivery and performance by Developer of this Agreement will not
(i) violate any provision of any law, statute, rule or regulation or any order, writ,
judgment, injunction, decree, determination or award of any court, governmental
agency or arbitrator presently in effect having applicability to Developer, (ii)
violate or contravene any provision of the articles of incorporation or bylaws of
Developer, or (iii) result in a breach of or constitute a default under any indenture,
loan or credit agreement or any other agreement, lease or instrument to which
Developer is a party or by which it or any of its properties may be bound.

(c)

The Developer has received no notice or communication from any local, state or
federal official that the activities of the Developer or the EDA on the Development
Property may be or will be in violation of any environmental law or regulation. The
Developer is aware of no facts, the existence of which would cause it to be in
violation of any local, state, or federal environmental law, regulation or review
procedure or which give any person a valid claim under any of the foregoing.

(d)

Upon its acquisition of the Development Property at Closing, the Developer will
complete the Minimum Improvements in accordance with all local, state, federal
laws or regulations.

(e)

The Developer will use reasonable efforts to obtain, in a timely manner, all required
permits, licenses, insurance, and approvals, and will meet, in a timely manner, all
requirements of all applicable local, state, and federal laws and regulations which
must be obtained or met before the Minimum Improvements may be lawfully
constructed or acquired.

(f)

Upon its acquisition of the Development Property at Closing, the Developer will be
prepared to immediately commence construction of the Minimum Improvements
and will have the financial capacity to meet the obligations specified in this
Agreement.

(g)

The Developer will have satisfied the terms and conditions contained in this
Agreement prior to the Maturity Date or posted surety bonds for future fulfillment
of all requirements contained in the Agreement.

(h)

The Developer shall cooperate with the EDA with respect to any litigation, other
than litigation in which the EDA and the Developer are adverse parties, commenced
with respect to the Project or Minimum Improvements.
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(i)

In the event that this Agreement is terminated by the EDA as a result of an Event
of Default, the Developer agrees that they will, within ten (10) days of written
demand by the EDA, reimburse the EDA for all of its costs and expenses, including
reasonable fees for attorneys and consultants, incurred in connection with the
negotiation, preparation and implementation of this Agreement.

(j)

Whenever any Event of Default occurs and the EDA employs attorneys or incurs
other expenses for the collection of payments due or to become due or for the
enforcement of performance or observance of any obligation or agreement on the
part of the Developer under this Agreement, the Developer agrees that it shall,
within ten (10) days of written demand by the EDA, pay to the EDA the reasonable
fees for attorneys and other expenses so incurred by the EDA.

The representations, warranties and other provisions of this Section 2.2 shall survive Closing.
Section 2.3.

Environmental Conditions

(a)
As Is. As of the Closing Date, Developer shall take the Property in an “as is”
condition and shall assume the risk of any and all adverse environmental conditions. The EDA
represents and warrants that during its ownership, to its knowledge, it has taken no actions that
would negatively impact the environmental condition of the Development Property.
(b)
Copies of Information. Upon the execution of this Agreement, the EDA shall
provide Developer with true and correct copies of all studies, correspondence and other data in the
EDA’s possession with respect to the environmental condition of the Development Property.

ARTICLE III
Conveyance of Property
Section 3.1. Sale of Development Property. Subject to compliance with the terms of this
Agreement, the EDA agrees to sell to Developer, and Developer agrees to buy from the EDA, the
Development Property, subject only to Permitted Encumbrances, for the Purchase Price.
Section 3.2. Available Surveys, Tests, and Reports. Within ten (10) days of the Effective
Date, EDA shall cause to be delivered to Developer, (a) copies of any surveys, soil tests and
environmental reports previously conducted on the Property and (b) copies of existing title work
for the Property (“Due Diligence Materials”) which may be in the possession of the EDA.
Section 3.3. Developer’s Investigations. For a period up to and including the
Contingency Date, EDA shall allow Developer and Developer’s agents access to the Property
without charge and at all times for the purpose of Developer’s investigation and testing of the
Property, including surveying and testing of soil and groundwater (“Developer’s Investigations”).
EDA shall have the right to accompany Developer during any of Developer’s Investigations of the
Property. Developer shall provide to EDA copies of all third-party, non-confidential written test
results and reports conducted as part of Developer’s Investigations. Developer agrees to pay all of
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the costs and expenses associated with Developer’s Investigations, to cause to be released any lien
on the Property arising as a result of Developer’s Investigations. Developer shall indemnify and
hold EDA harmless from all costs and liabilities, including, but not limited to, reasonable
attorneys’ fees, arising from Developer’s Investigations. The indemnification obligations provided
herein shall survive the termination or cancellation of this Agreement.
Section 3.4. Developer’s Contingencies. Developer’s obligation to proceed to Closing
shall be subject to the satisfaction of each of the following conditions:
(a)

Inspection. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have determined,
in its sole discretion, that it is satisfied with the results of and matters disclosed by
Developer’s Investigations, surveys, soil tests, engineering inspections, hazardous
substance and environmental reviews of the Property and all other inspections and
due diligence regarding the Property, including any Due Diligence Materials.

(b)

Soil Mitigation Project. Within 30 days of the Effective Date, Developer and City
shall begin preparing plans and bid documents for a Soil Mitigation Project, as
approved by the City. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall complete
the competitive bidding process for the Soil Mitigation Project. City and Developer
must mutually agree on the Soil Mitigation Project bid documents, the competitive
bidding process and the lowest responsible bidder. Then:
1. If the lowest responsible bid is $1,160,000 or less, then post-closing, Developer
shall undertake the Soil Mitigation Project, including construction, project
management and pay for all costs. Developer agrees to pay the EDA the
difference between the lowest responsible bid and $1,160,000.
2. If the lowest responsible bid is more than $1,160,000 but less than $1,800,000,
then post-closing, Developer shall undertake the Soil Mitigation Project,
including construction, project management and pay for costs up to $1,160,000.
EDA agrees to fund all costs over $1,160,000 but less than $1,800,000.
3. If the lowest responsible bid exceeds $1,800,000, Developer may elect to
terminate this Agreement pursuant to Section 10.7.
4. EDA and Developer may mutually agree in writing to deviate from the payment
arrangement in this Section 3.4 (b) 1, 2 and 3.
5. The Project, as of the Effective Date, anticipates the development of fifty-eight
(58) units. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if the number of units
approved for construction as of the date of building permit approval deviates
from this number, Developer has the right to adjust the lowest responsible bid
referenced herein this section 3.4(b) and in section 3.5(c) below, proportionally
in accordance with the addition or subtraction of additional units.
6. Any payments owed to the other party pursuant to this section shall be made
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upon release of building permit.
(c)

Intended Use. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have determined
the acceptability of the Property for its intended use and incidental uses thereto
(collectively, the “Proposed Use”). All costs and expenses related to applying for
and obtaining any governmental permits and approvals for the Property for the
Proposed Use shall be the responsibility of the Developer.

(d)

Govenmental Approvals. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have
obtained all appropriate approvals and permits necessary for the Proposed Use on
the Property, which approvals may include, without limitation, platting or
replatting, zoning approvals and/or rezoning of the Property, conditional use
permits, access permits, signage permits, building permits, required licenses, site
plan approvals and architectural approvals. All costs and expenses related to the
preparation of any documentation necessary to create any plans, specifications or
the like shall be the responsibility of the Developer.

(e)

Access. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have satisfied itself,
in Developer’s sole discretion, that access to and from roads and the Property is
adequate for Developer’s Proposed Use of the property.

(f)

Utilities. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall have satisfied itself,
in Developer’s sole discretion, that water and gas mains, electric power lines,
sanitary and storm sewers, and other utilities are available to the Property.

(g)

Title Insurance. On or before the Closing Date, Developer shall have received from
Title an irrevocable commitment to issue a title insurance policy for the Property in
a form and substance satisfactory to Developer in Developer’s sole discretion, not
disclosing any encumbrance not acceptable to Developer in Developer’s sole
discretion.

(h)

Financing. On or before the Closing Date, Developer shall secure grants, funding
and financing that is satisfactory to Developer in Developer’s sole discretion for
the purpose of acquiring and constructing the Minimum Improvements, which may
include, but is not limited to entering into a Tax Abatement Agreement with the
EDA or City.

The foregoing contingencies are for Developer’s sole and exclusive benefit and one or more may
be waived in writing by Developer in its sole discretion. EDA shall reasonably cooperate with
Developer’s efforts to satisfy such contingencies, at no out of pocket cost to EDA or assumption
of any obligation or liability by Developer. Developer shall bear all cost and expense of satisfying
Developer’s contingencies. If any of the foregoing contingencies have not been satisfied on or
before the applicable date, then this Agreement may be terminated, at Developer’s option, by
written notice from Developer to EDA. Such written notice must be given on or before the
applicable date, or Developer’s right to terminate this Agreement pursuant to this Section shall be
waived. If Developer terminates this Agreement pursuant to this Section, then any amount
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previously paid by Developer to EDA, including the Earnest Money, shall immediately be
refunded to Developer. Upon termination, neither party shall have any further rights nor
obligations against the other regarding this Agreement or the Property, except for such obligations
as survive termination of this Agreement.
If Developer elects not to exercise any of the contingencies set out herein, such election may not
be construed as limiting any representations or obligations of EDA set out in this Agreement,
including without limitation any indemnity or representations with respect to environmental
matters.
Section 3.5. EDA’s Contingencies. EDA’s obligation to proceed to Closing shall be
subject to the satisfaction, on or prior to the Contingency Date, of each of the following conditions:
(a)

Developer Performance. Developer shall have performed and satisfied all
agreements, covenants and conditions required pursuant to this Agreement to be
performed and satisfied by or prior to the Closing Date.

(b)

Developer’s Representations. All representations and warranties of Developer
contained in this Agreement shall be accurate as of the Closing Date.

(c)

Soil Mitigation Project. Within 30 days of the Effective Date, Developer and City
shall begin preparing plans and bid documents for a Soil Mitigation Project, as
approved by the City. On or before the Contingency Date, Developer shall complete
the competitive bidding process for the Soil Mitigation Project. City and Developer
must mutually agree on the Soil Mitigation Project bid documents, the competitive
bidding process and the lowest responsible bidder. Then:
1. If the lowest responsible bid is $1,160,000 or less, then post-closing, Developer
shall undertake the Soil Mitigation Project, including construction, project
management and pay for all costs. Developer agrees to pay the EDA the
difference between the lowest responsible bid and $1,160,000.
2. If the lowest responsible bid is more than $1,160,000 but less than $1,800,000,
then post-closing, Developer shall undertake the Soil Mitigation Project,
including construction, project management and pay for costs up to $1,160,000.
EDA agrees to fund all costs over $1,160,000 but less than $1,800,000.
3. EDA and Developer may mutually agree in writing to deviate from the payment
arrangement in this Section 3.5 (c) 1 and 2.
4. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, if the number of units approved for
construction as of the date of building permit approval deviates from fifty-eight
(58) units, Developer has the right to adjust the lowest responsible bid
referenced herein this section 3.5(c) and in section 3.4(b) above, proportionally
in accordance with the addition or subtraction of additional units.
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5. Any payments owed to the other party pursuant to this section shall be made
upon release of building permit.
(d)

No Default. There shall be no uncured default by Developer of any of its obligations
under this Agreement as of the Closing Date, unless waived by EDA.

(e)

Financing. On or before the Closing Date, EDA shall secure grants, funding and
financing that is satisfactory to EDA for the purpose of mitigating any
environmental issues.

(f)

Tax Abatement Agreement. On or before the Closing Date, if deemed to be required
by the EDA, Developer shall enter into a Tax Abatement Agreement with the EDA
or the City.

(g)

River to River Trail Section. On or before the Closing Date Developer shall provide
an easement for the River to River Trail in a location that is approved by the City
and Developer either as part of a plat approval or in a separate easement agreement.

If any contingency has not been satisfied on or before the date described therein, and if no date is
specified, then the Closing Date, then this Agreement may be terminated by written notice from
EDA to Developer and neither party shall have any further rights or obligations with respect to
this Agreement or the Property. If termination occurs, EDA shall return the Earnest Money to
Developer. All the contingencies are for the benefit of EDA, and EDA shall have the right to waive
any contingency in this Section 3.6 by written notice to Developer.
Section 3.6. Closing. The closing of the purchase and sale contemplated by this
Agreement (the “Closing”) shall occur on or before the Closing Date. The EDA agrees to deliver
legal and actual possession of the Property to Developer on the Closing Date. Closing shall occur
at Title Company.
(a)

EDA’s Closing Documents and Deliveries. On the Closing Date, EDA shall
execute and/or deliver, as applicable, to Developer the following:
1.

Quit Claim Deed. A quit claim deed conveying title to the Development
Property to Developer, free and clear of all encumbrances, except the
Permitted Encumbrances. Such Development Property Deed shall include
as a covenant running with the land the conditions of Minnesota Statutes,
Sections 469.090 to 469.1082 relating to the use of the land. If the covenant
is violated the authority may declare a breach of the covenant and seek a
judicial decree from the district court declaring a forfeiture and a
cancellation of the deed.

2.

Title Policy. A Proforma Title Policy or a suitably marked up Commitment
for Title Insurance initialed by Title Company, in the form required by this
Agreement, including usual and customary endorsements required by
Developer.
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(b)

3.

FIRPTA Affidavit. A non-foreign affidavit as required by applicable law.

4.

EDA’s Affidavit. A standard owner’s affidavit (ALTA form) from EDA
which may be reasonably required by Title to issue an owner’s policy of
title insurance with respect to the Property with the so called “standard
exceptions” deleted.

5.

Settlement Statement.
transaction.

6.

General Deliveries. All other documents reasonably determined by Title
Company to be necessary to evidence that Developer has duly authorized
the transactions contemplated hereby and evidence the authority of
Developer to enter into and perform this Agreement and the documents and
instruments required to be executed and delivered by Developer pursuant to
this Agreement or may be required of Developer under applicable law.

A settlement statement with respect to this

Developer Closing Documents and Deliveries. On the Closing Date, Developer
shall execute and/or deliver, as applicable, to EDA the following:
1.

Payment of Purchase Price. The Purchase Price, less Earnest Money, shall
be payable on the Closing Date, subject to those adjustments, pro-rations
and credits described in this Agreement, in certified funds or by wire
transfer pursuant to instructions from EDA.

2.

Settlement Statement.
transaction.

3.

Developer’s Affidavit. A standard owner’s affidavit (ALTA form) from
Developer which may be reasonable required by Title to issue an owner’s
policy of title insurance with respect to the Property with the so-called
“standard exceptions” deleted.

4.

Bring Down Certificate. A certificate dated as of the Closing Date, signed
by an authorized officer of Developer, certifying that the representations
and warranties of Developer contained in this Agreement are true as of the
Closing Date.

5.

General Deliveries. All other documents reasonably determined by Title to
be necessary to evidence that Developer has duly authorized the
transactions contemplated hereby and evidence the authority of Developer
to enter into and perform this Agreement and the documents and
instruments required to be executed and delivered by Developer pursuant to
this Agreement, or may be required of Developer under applicable law,

A settlement statement with respect to this
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including any Developer’s affidavits or revenue or tax certificates or
statements.
(c)

Costs and Prorations. EDA and Developer agree to the following prorations and
allocation of costs regarding this Agreement:
1.

General real estate taxes applicable to any of the Property due and payable
in the year of Closing shall be prorated between Developer and EDA on a
daily basis as of 12:00 a.m. CT on the Closing Date based upon a calendar
fiscal year, with EDA paying those allocable to the period prior to the
Closing Date and Developer being responsible for those allocable to the
Closing Date and subsequent thereto. EDA shall pay in full all special
assessments (and charges in the nature of or in lieu of such assessments)
levied, pending, postponed or deferred with respect to any of the Property
as of the Closing Date. Developer shall be responsible for any special
assessments that are levied or become pending against the Property after the
Closing Date, including, without limitation, those related to Developer’s
development of the Property.

2.

The Developer will obtain and pay for an ALTA Survey.

3.

The EDA shall pay all title charges for the issuance of the Title
Commitment.

4.

Developer shall pay all premiums for any title insurance policy it desires
with respect to the Development Property.

5.

Developer shall pay all costs of recording the Development Property Deed
and this Agreement.

6.

The EDA shall pay for the cost of recording any other documents necessary
to convey the Development Property as required by this Agreement.

7.

EDA shall pay all state deed tax regarding the Development Property Deed.

8.

Developer and EDA shall each pay one half (1/2) of any reasonable closing
fee or charge imposed by Title Company.

9.

There are no brokerage or real estate fees or commissions due and payable
by the EDA as part of this transaction.

10.

EDA and Developer shall each pay their own attorneys’ fees incurred in
connection with this transaction.

11.

The obligations set forth in this Section 3.7(c) survive the Closing.

Section 3.7.

Title Examination. Developer shall obtain a commitment for an owner’s
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title insurance policy issued by Title for the Development Property (the “Title Evidence”).
(a)

Developer Objections. Within ten (10) days after Developer’s receipt of the last of
the Title Evidence, Developer may make written objections (“Objections”) to the
form or content of the Title Evidence. The Objections may include without
limitation, any easements, restrictions or other matters which may interfere with the
proposed use of the Property or matters which may be revealed by any survey. Any
matters reflected on the Title Evidence which are not objected to by Developer
within such time period or waived by Developer in accordance with Section
3.7(b)(2) shall be deemed to be permitted encumbrances (“Permitted
Encumbrances”). Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following items shall be
deemed Permitted Encumbrances:
1.

Covenants, conditions, restrictions (without effective forfeiture provisions)
and declarations of record, if any;

2.

Reservation of minerals or mineral rights by the State of Minnesota, if any;

3.

Utility and drainage easements which do not interfere with the Proposed
Use; and

4.

Applicable laws, ordinances, and regulations.

Developer shall have the renewed right to object to the Title Evidence as the same may be revised
or endorsed from time to time.
(b)

EDA’s Cure. EDA shall be allowed twenty (20) days after the receipt of
Developer’s Objections to cure the same but shall have no obligation to do so. If
such cure is not completed within said period, or if EDA elects not to cure such
Objections, Developer shall have the options to do any of the following:
1.

Terminate this Agreement with respect to all of the Property.

2.

Waive one or more of its objections and proceed to Closing.

Section 3.8. If Developer so terminates this Agreement, neither EDA nor Developer
shall be liable to the other for any further obligations under this Agreement, except for such
obligations as survive termination of this Agreement, and any amount previously paid by
Developer to EDA, including the Earnest Money, shall be refunded to Developer.

ARTICLE IV
Construction of Minimum Improvements
Section 4.1. Construction of Developer and Minimum Improvements.
By the
Contingency Date, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties in writing, the Developer shall submit
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Construction Plans to the City. The Construction Plans shall provide for the construction of
Minimum Improvements and shall be in substantial conformity with the Preliminary Plans
depicted on Exhibit B, attached hereto. All Minimum Improvements constructed on the
Development Property shall be constructed, operated and maintained in accordance with the terms
of the Construction Plans, this Agreement, the Comprehensive Plan, and all local, Minnesota and
federal laws and regulations (including, but not limited to, Environmental Controls and Land Use
Regulations). Developer will use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain, or cause to be
obtained, in a timely manner, all required permits, licenses and approvals, and will use
commercially reasonable efforts to meet, in a timely manner, the requirements of applicable
Environmental Controls and Land Use Regulations which must be met before Developer’s
Minimum Improvements may be lawfully constructed.
Section 4.2. Ground Material. The Developer shall ensure that adequate and suitable
ground material shall exist in the areas of utility improvements and shall guarantee the removal,
replacement or repair of substandard or unstable material through the warranty period. The cost
of said removal, replacement or repair is the responsibility of the Developer.
Section 4.3. Grading/Drainage Plan and Easements. The Developer shall construct
drainage facilities adequate to serve the Project in accordance with the Development Plans. The
Developer agrees to grant to the City all necessary outlots, easements or stormwater maintenance
agreements for the preservation and maintenance of the drainage system, for drainage basins and
for utility service and for utility looping. The Developer shall enter into any easement agreements
and stormwater management agreements with the City that are deemed necessary to fulfill the
obligations of this section. The grading and drainage plan shall include lot and building elevations,
drainage swales to be sodded, storm sewer, catch basins, erosion control structures and ponding
areas necessary to conform to the overall City storm sewer plan. The grading of the site shall be
completed in conformance with the Development Plans, subject only to such design criteria and
engineering design and construction specifications as are used in the Development Plans
notwithstanding any amendment or change to City standards for development subsequent to
approval of the Final Plat.
Developer shall dedicate drainage and utility easements as shown on the Final Plat.
Additional utility and drainage easements that may be required by the City may be granted by an
acceptable document as approved by the City.
Section 4.4. Grading of Private Streets. The Developer must grade, in accordance with
the grading plan provided to and approved by the City, all private streets, boulevards, driveways
and other public lands, if any, and other lands shown in the approved grading plan and as required
in Exhibit F. If the Developer does not perform the work required by this paragraph, the City will
complete all work required of the Developer. The Developer will be financially responsible for
payments for this work, which will be assessed as provided in Section 10.1.
Section 4.5. Street Sweeping. The Developer is responsible for the removal of all
construction debris and earth materials within the public right-of-way during construction. The
City will inspect the roadways to ensure the Developer is keeping all public roadway surfaces
clean. If any portion of a public roadway surface is found in an unacceptable condition, the City
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will have appropriate equipment dispatched to the site an all costs associated with the clean-up
effort will be billed to the Developer.
Section 4.6. Street Signs. The Developer shall be financially responsible for the
installation of street identification signs and non-mechanical and non-electrical traffic control
signs. Street signs will be approved pursuant to City standards. The actual number and location
of signs to be installed shall be determined by the City and actual installation shall be performed
by City authorized personnel.
Section 4.7. Erosion Control. The Developer shall provide and follow a plan for erosion
control and pond maintenance in accord with the Best Management Practices (BMP) as delineated
by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency. Such plan shall be detailed on the Construction Plans
and shall be subject to approval of the City. The Developer shall install and maintain such erosion
control structures as appear necessary under the Construction Plans or become necessary
subsequent thereto. The Developer shall be responsible for all damage caused as the result of
grading and excavation within the Minimum Improvements including, but not limited to,
restoration of existing control structures and clean-up of public right-of-way. As a portion of the
erosion control plan, the Developer shall re-seed or sod any disturbed areas in accordance with the
Construction Plans. The City reserves the right to perform any necessary erosion control or
restoration as required, if these requirements are not complied with after Formal Notice by the
City. The Developer shall be financially responsible for payment for this extra work.
Section 4.8. Private Streets. Certain streets constructed within the development, will be
private streets owned and maintained by the Developer. The City and Developer shall enter into
a Construction, Repair and Maintenance Agreement for Private Roads to govern the conditions
related to the private street, including but not limited to maintenance and reconstruction
requirements, snowplowing, and damage to City owned utilities that are located within the streets’
corridor.
Section 4.9. Trail. The Developer shall construct a bituminous trail that will connect to
the River to River Trail and a trail along Oakdale Avenue, as shown in the Development Plans.
Developer shall be given credit for the River to River Trail and the balance of park dedication fees
due are shown on Exhibit G.
Section 4.10. Zoning; Other Approvals. The EDA agrees to exercise its reasonable efforts
to grant or obtain such land use planning review and approvals as may be required in connection
with the development of the Minimum Improvements by applicable Land Use Regulations. The
parties agree that the development of the Minimum Improvements is in the public interest, will
provide significant and important benefits to the City and its residents, and is a desirable and
appropriate use of the Development Property. Developer acknowledges and agrees that the EDA
cannot and does not undertake in this Development Agreement to bind itself to grant or obtain any
approvals, permits, variances, zoning or rezoning applications or other matters within the
legislative or quasi-judicial discretion of the EDA or the governing body of any other political
subdivision or public agency. The EDA nevertheless agrees that upon request of Developer, it will
cooperate with Developer to seek and secure approvals, permits, variances, and other matters as
may be required prior to the acquisition by Developer of all portions of the Development Property
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affected thereby, to cause such matters to be timely considered by the EDA, City and Planning
Commission or the governing body of other political subdivisions or public agencies with
jurisdiction, and to otherwise cooperate with Developer to facilitate implementation of the
Minimum Improvements.
Section 4.11. Commencement and Completion of Construction. Subject to Unavoidable
Delays, the Developer shall commence construction of the Minimum Improvements no later than
September 15, 2022. Subject to Unavoidable Delays, the Developer shall have substantially
completed the construction of the Minimum Improvements no later than December 31, 2024. All
work with respect to the Minimum Improvements to be constructed or provided by the Developer
on the Development Property shall be in substantial conformity with the Construction Plans and
Developer will not modify the size or exterior appearance of the Minimum Improvements without
the consent of the EDA and the City, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. The
Developer shall make such reports to the EDA regarding construction of the Minimum
Improvements as the EDA deems necessary or helpful in order to monitor progress on construction
of the Minimum Improvements.
Section 4.12. Certificate of Completion.
(a)

After substantial completion of the Minimum Improvements in accordance with the
Construction Plans and all terms of this Agreement, the EDA will furnish the
Developer with a Certificate of Completion in the form of Exhibit C hereto. Such
certification by the EDA shall be a conclusive determination of satisfaction and
termination of the agreements and covenants in this Agreement and in the
Development Property Deed with respect to the obligations of the Developer to
construct the Minimum Improvements and the dates for the beginning and
completion thereof. The Certificate of Completion shall only be issued after
issuance of a certificate of occupancy by the City.

(b)

The Certificate of Completion provided for in this Section 4.7 shall be in such form
as will enable it to be recorded in the proper County office for the recordation of
deeds and other instruments pertaining to the Development Property. If the EDA
shall refuse or fail to provide such certification in accordance with the provisions
of this Section 4.7, the EDA shall, within thirty (30) days after written request by
the Developer, provide the Developer with a written statement, indicating in
adequate detail in what respects the Developer has failed to complete the Minimum
Improvements in accordance with the provisions of the Agreement, or is otherwise
in default of a material term of this Agreement, and what measures or acts will be
necessary, in the opinion of the EDA, for the Developer to take or perform in order
to obtain such certification.

Section 4.13. Reconstruction of Minimum Improvements.
If the Minimum
Improvements are damaged or destroyed before completion thereof and issuance of a Certificate
of Completion, the Developer agrees, for itself and its successors and assigns, to reconstruct the
Minimum Improvements within one year of the date of the damage or destruction. The Minimum
Improvements shall be reconstructed in accordance with the approved Construction Plans, or such
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modifications thereto as may be requested by the Developer and approved by the EDA in
accordance with Section 4.1 of this Agreement, which approval will not be unreasonably withheld.
The Developer’s obligation to reconstruct the Minimum Improvements pursuant to this Section
4.8 shall end when the Certificate of Completion is issued.

ARTICLE V
Other Obligations of Developer
Section 5.1. Building Permit Fees. Developer acknowledges that building permit fees
will be payable by Developer or Successor Developer for Minimum Improvements.
Section 5.2. Administrative Costs. The EDA has incurred and will continue to incur
administrative costs in reviewing, analyzing, negotiating and studying the Minimum
Improvements and this Development Agreement. In consideration of the time, effort and expenses
to be incurred in pursuing the undertakings set forth herein, on or before execution of this
Agreement, Developer agrees to pay a $5,000 deposit for the costs of certain consulting fees,
including planning, financial, attorneys, engineering, testing and any special meetings. If the
obligations of Developer under this Agreement result in a reduction of the $5,000 cash deposit to
a level of $1,000 or less, then at such point, Developer shall make an additional cash deposit with
the EDA to raise the total cash on deposit with the EDA to $5,000. This process of redeposit shall
be continued until all of the monetary obligations of Developer pursuant to this Section are paid
in full. The obligations set forth in this shall remain in full force and effect and shall survive any
termination until all monetary obligations of Developer are paid in full. If, after completion of the
tasks contemplated by this Agreement and if, after appropriate payment to the EDA, there remains
on deposit any sum, then such sum shall be paid over to Developer by the EDA within 30 days
after such completion and payment. If Developer terminates this Agreement because of the EDA’s
default, Developer shall be entitled to payment of any remaining balance. If the EDA terminates
this Agreement because of Developer’s default, the deposit shall be retained by the EDA.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Developer’s total obligation for all
costs contemplated by this Section 5.3 shall be capped at $50,000.
Section 5.3. Minimum Improvement Costs. The Developer shall pay for the Minimum
Improvements; that is, all costs of persons doing work or furnishing skills, tools, machinery or
materials, or insurance premiums or equipment or supplies and all just claims for the same; and
the City shall be under no obligation to pay the contractor or any subcontractor any sum whatsoever
on account thereof, whether or not the City shall have approved the contract or subcontract.
The Developer is responsible for contracting and paying for the street and utility testing
costs. The City’s designated inspector on the Project will coordinate the street and utility testing
activities. All testing reports shall be sent to the City with a copy to the Developer.
Section 5.4. Enforcement Costs. The Developer shall pay the City for costs incurred in
the enforcement of this Development Agreement, including engineering costs and reasonable
attorneys’ fees.
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Section 5.5. Time of Payment. Developer shall pay all bills from the City within thirty
(30) days after billing. Bills not paid within thirty (30) days shall bear interest at the rate of eight
percent (8%) per year.
Section 5.6. Miscellaneous Requirements. Any additional requirements as specified by
the EDA are incorporated herein.
ARTICLE VI
Insurance and Condemnation
Section 6.1.
(a)

Insurance.

The Developer shall provide and maintain insurance in the following types and
amounts at all times during the process of construction the Minimum
Improvements, and shall provide to the EDA upon it request proof of payment of
the requisite premiums and proof of current insured status:
1.

Builder’s risk insurance, written on the so-called “Builder’s Risk –
Completed Value Basis” in an amount equal to one hundred percent (100%)
of the insurable value of the Minimum Improvements at the date of
completion, and with coverage available in non-reporting form on the socalled “all risk” form of policy. The interest of the EDA shall be protected
in accordance with a clause in form and content satisfactory to the EDA;

2.

Comprehensive general liability insurance (including operations,
contingent liability, operations of subcontractors, completed operations and
contractual liability insurance) together with an Owner’s Contractor’s
Policy with limits against bodily injury and property damage of not less than
$1,000,000.00 for each occurrence (to accomplish the above-required
limits, an umbrella excess liability policy may be used); and

3.

Workers’ compensation insurance, with statutory coverage.

The policies of insurance required pursuant to clauses (1) and (2) above shall be in a form
and content satisfactory to the EDA and shall be placed with financially sound and
reputable insurers licensed to transact business in the State. The policy of insurance
delivered pursuant to clause (1) above shall contain an agreement of the insurer to give not
less than thirty (30) days advance written notice to the EDA in the event of cancellation of
such policy or change affecting the coverage thereunder.
(b)

Upon completion of construction of the Minimum Improvements and prior to the
Maturity Date, the Developer shall maintain or cause to be maintained, at their sole
cost and expense, and from time to time at the request of the EDA shall furnish
proof of the payment of premiums on, insurance as follows:
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1.

Insurance against loss and/or damage to the Minimum Improvements under
a policy or policies covering such risks as are ordinarily insured against by
similar businesses, including (without limiting the generality of the
foregoing) fire, extended coverage, vandalism and malicious mischief,
boiler explosion, water damage, demolition cost, debris removal and
collapse in an amount not less than the full insurable replacement value of
the Minimum Improvements.

2.

Comprehensive general public liability insurance, including personal injury
liability (with employee exclusion deleted), and automobile insurance,
including owned, non-owned and hired automobiles, against liability for
injuries to persons and/or property in the minimum amount for each
occurrence and for each year of One Million Five Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($1,500,000.00), which shall be endorsed to show the EDA as
additional insured.

3.

Such other insurance, including workers’ compensation insurance
respecting all employees of the Developer, in such amount as is customarily
carried by like organizations engaged in like activities of comparable size
and liability exposure; provided that the Developer may be self-insured with
respect to all or any part of his liability for worker’s compensation.

(c)

All insurance required in Article VI of this Agreement shall be taken out and
maintained with responsible insurance companies selected by the Developer which
are authorized under the laws of the State to assume the risks covered thereby. The
Developer shall deposit annually with the EDA policies evidencing all such
insurance coverages, or a certificate or certificates or binders of the respective
insurers stating that such insurance is in full force and effect. Unless otherwise
provided in Article VI of this Agreement, each policy shall contain a provision that
the insurer shall not cancel nor modify it without giving written notice to the
Developer and the EDA at least thirty (30) days before the cancellation or
modification becomes effective. Not less than fifteen (15) days prior to the
expiration of any policy, the Developer shall furnish the EDA evidence satisfactory
to the EDA that the policy has been renewed or replaced by another policy
conforming to the terms of this Agreement. In lieu of separate policies, the
Developer shall deposit with the EDA a certificate or certificates of the respective
insurers as to the amount of coverage in force.

(d)

The Developer agrees to notify the EDA immediately in the case of damage
exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) in amount to, or destruction of, the
Minimum Improvements or any portion thereof resulting from fire or other
casualty. In the event that any such efforts to repair, reconstruct and restore the
Minimum Improvements to substantially the same or an improved condition or the
extent necessary to accomplish such repair, reconstruction and restoration, the
Developer shall apply the Net Proceeds of any insurance settlement or payment
relating to such damage received by the Developer to the payment or
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reimbursement of the costs. Net Proceeds of any insurance settlement or payment
relating to such damage up to five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) shall be paid
directly to the Developer.
In the event the Minimum Improvements or any portion thereof are destroyed in
fire or other casualty and the damage or destruction is estimated to equal or exceed
five thousand dollars ($5,000.00), then the Developer shall, unless otherwise
mutually agreed, within one hundred and eighty (180) days after such damage or
destruction, use their best efforts to proceed to repair, reconstruct and restore the
damaged Minimum Improvements to substantially the same condition or utility
value as existed prior to the event causing such damage or destruction and, to the
extent necessary to accomplish such repair, reconstruction and restoration, the
Developer shall apply the Net Proceeds of any insurance settlement or payment
relating to such damage or destruction received by the Developer from the EDA to
the payment or reimbursement of the costs thereof. Any Net Proceeds remaining
after completion of construction shall be disbursed to the Developer.
(e)

If the Developer is in compliance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement,
then any Net Proceeds of insurance relating to such damage or destruction received
by the EDA shall be released on a schedule as determined by the EDA to the
Developer upon the receipt of:
1.

A certificate of an authorized representative of the Developer specifying the
expenditures made or to be made or the indebtedness incurred in connection
with such repair, reconstruction and restoration and stating that such Net
Proceeds, together with any other monies legally available for such
purposes, will be sufficient to complete such repair, construction and
restoration; and

2.

If Net Proceeds equal or exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) in
amount, the written approval of such certificate by an independent architect
or engineer.

The Developer shall complete the repair, reconstruction and restoration of the
Minimum Improvements, whether or not the Net Proceeds of insurance settlement
or payment received by the Developer for such purposes are sufficient to pay for
the same. Any Net Proceeds remaining after completion of such repairs,
construction and restoration shall be remitted to the Developer.
Section 6.2. Condemnation. In the event that title to and possession of the Minimum
Improvements or any material part thereof shall be taken in condemnation or by the exercise of
eminent domain authority by any governmental body or other person (except the EDA) prior to
the Maturity Date, the Developer shall, with reasonable promptness after such taking, notify the
EDA as to the nature and extent of such taking. Upon receipt of any Condemnation Award and
subject to the rights of the first Mortgagee, the Developer shall use the entire Condemnation Award
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to reconstruct the Minimum Improvements (or, in the event only a part of the Minimum
Improvements have been taken, then to reconstruct such part) within the Project.
ARTICLE VII
Prohibitions Against Assignment and Transfer; Indemnification
Section 7.1. Representation as to Redevelopment. The Developer represents and agrees
that its purchase of the Development Property, and other undertakings pursuant to this Agreement,
are, and will be used, for the purpose of redevelopment of the Development Property and not for
speculation. The Developer further recognizes that, in view of (a) the importance of the
redevelopment of the Development Property to the general welfare of the community; and (b) the
substantial financing and other public aids that have been made available by the EDA for the
purpose of making such redevelopment possible, the identity of the Developer is of particular
concern to the community and the EDA. The Developer further recognizes that it is because of
Developer’s qualifications and identity that the EDA is entering into this Agreement with the
Developer, and in so doing, is further willing to accept and rely on the obligations of the Developer
for the faithful performance of all undertakings and covenants hereby to be performed.
Section 7.2. Assignment of Agreement. This Agreement may be assigned by mutual
written agreement of the parties, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. The parties agree to
cooperate and execute all documents necessary to effectuate such assignment or transfer of
development rights.
Section 7.3.

Release and Indemnification Covenants.

(a)

The Developer covenants and agrees that the EDA, the City and the City Council,
and its officers, agents, servants and employees are not liable for and agrees to
release, indemnify and, hold harmless the EDA, the City and the City Council,
officers, agents, servants and employees against any loss or damage to property or
any injury to or death of any person occurring at or about or resulting from any
defect in the Minimum Improvements, except for loss or damage resulting in willful
misconduct or willful negligence of the EDA, the City or the City Council, officers,
agents, servants or employees.

(b)

Except for any willful misrepresentations or any willful or wanton misconduct or
negligence of the following named parties, the Developer agrees to protect and
defend the EDA, the City and the City Council, and its officers, agents, servants
and employees, now and forever, and further agrees to hold the EDA harmless from
any claim, demand, suit, action or other proceeding whatsoever by any person or
entity whatsoever arising or purportedly arising from this Agreement, or the
transactions contemplated hereby or the acquisition, construction, installation,
ownership, and operation of the Minimum Improvements.

(c)

Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, the EDA, the City and
the City Council, officers, agents, servants and employees shall not be liable for
any damage or injury to the persons or property of Developer, their officers, agents,
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servants or employees or any other person who may be about the Development
Property or Minimum Improvements due to any act of negligence of any person
other than the EDA, the City or the City Council members, officers, agents, servants
or employees.
(d)

All covenants, stipulations, promises, agreements and obligations of the EDA
contained herein shall be deemed to be the covenants, stipulations, promises,
agreements and obligations of the EDA and not of any City Council member,
officer, agent, servant or employee of the City or the EDA in his or her individual
capacity.

(e)

Developer shall indemnify, release, and hold harmless the EDA, its officers, agents,
servants and employees, as well as the City, the City Council, and its officers,
agents, servants and employees, against all costs, damages or expenses the EDA
may incur in enforcing any obligation, agreement or covenant that runs with the
Development Property, including attorneys’ fees.
ARTICLE VIII
Events of Default

Section 8.1. Events of Default Defined. The term “Event of Default” shall mean any
one or more of the following events:
(a)

Failure by the Developer to pay when due any payments required to be paid under
this Agreement.

(b)

Failure by the EDA or the Developer to proceed to Closing on the Development
Property after compliance with or the occurrence of all conditions precedent to
Closing.

(c)

Failure by the Developer to commence and complete construction of the Minimum
Improvements pursuant to the terms, conditions and limitations of Article IV of this
Agreement, including the timing thereof, unless such failure is caused by an
Unavoidable Delay.

(d)

Failure by the Developer to pay real estate taxes or special assessments on the
Development Property and Minimum Improvements as they become due.

(e)

Failure by Developer to comply with the terms and conditions of the Tax
Abatement Agreement.

(f)

Failure by the Developer to observe or perform any other covenant, condition,
obligation or agreement on his part to be observed or performed hereunder.

(g)

If the Developer:
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1.

Files any petition in bankruptcy or for any reorganization, arrangement,
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution, or similar relief under
the United States Bankruptcy Act or under any similar federal or state law;
or

2.

Makes an assignment for the benefit of its creditors; or

3.

Admits in writing its inability to pay its debts generally as they become due;
or

4.

Is in default under any mortgage and fails to cure such default within thirty
(30) days of a written demand from the EDA to do so; or

5.

Is adjudicated bankrupt or insolvent, or if a petition or answer proposing the
adjudication of the Developer, as a bankrupt or its reorganization under any
present or future federal bankruptcy act or any similar federal or state law
shall be filed in any court and such petition or answer shall not be
discharged or denied within ninety (90) days after the filing thereof; or a
receiver, trustee or liquidator of the Developer and shall not be discharged
without ninety (90) days after such appointed, or if the Developer shall
consent to or acquiesce in such appointment.

Section 8.2. Remedies on Default. Whenever any Event of Default referred to in Section
8.1 of this Agreement occurs, the EDA may exercise its right under Section 8.2(a) below without
notice to Developer and may take any one or more of the actions described in Section 8.2(b)-(f)
after providing thirty (30) days written notice, but only if the Event of Default has not been cured
within said thirty (30) days or, if the Event of Default cannot be cured within thirty (30) days, the
Developer does not provide assurance to the EDA reasonably satisfactory to the EDA that the
Event of Default will be cured as soon as reasonably possible:
(a)

The EDA may suspend its performance under the Agreement until it receives
assurances from the Developer, deemed adequate by the EDA, that the Developer
will cure their default and continue their performance under the Agreement.

(b)

The EDA may cancel and rescind or terminate this Agreement.

(c)

The EDA may withhold the Certificate of Completion.

(d)

The EDA may withhold the Net Proceeds from the insurance policies provided to
the EDA pursuant to Section 6.1 of this Agreement and in accordance with the
terms of the policies.

(e)

The EDA may require the Developer to re-convey all remaining undeveloped
properties and properties with incomplete projects within the Development
Property to the EDA, free and clear of all liens and encumbrances.
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(f)

The EDA may take whatever action, including legal, equitable or administrative
action, which may appear necessary or desirable to the EDA to collect any
payments due under this Agreement, or to enforce performance and observance of
any obligation, agreement, or covenant of the Developer under this Agreement.
Developer shall indemnify the EDA, EDA’s officers, employees and agents against
all costs, damages or expenses the EDA may incur in enforcing any obligation,
agreement or covenant, including attorneys’ fees.

Section 8.3. No Remedy Exclusive. No remedy conferred upon or reserved to the EDA
is intended to be exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every such
remedy shall be cumulative.
Section 8.4. No Additional Waiver Implied by One Waiver. In the event any condition
contained in this Agreement should be breached by either party and thereafter waived by the other
party, such waiver shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed to
waive any other concurrent, previous or subsequent breach hereunder.
ARTICLE IX
FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS
Section 9.1. Developer’s Cash, Escrows and Letters of Credit Amount. Prior to release
of the Final Plat for recording, the Developer shall deposit with the City cash, cash escrow, and an
irrevocable LOC for the items identified on Exhibits E and F. The amounts due shall be determined
and agreed to by City Staff and Developer prior to the Contingency Date. An amendment to this
Agreement shall not be required when determining the amounts due. In lieu of an irrevocable LOC,
Developer may deposit cash or other security acceptable to City. If such cash escrow amounts are
insufficient to fully reimburse the City for such costs, the City shall submit an invoice to Developer
for any undisputed deficiencies, which shall be paid within 30 days by Developer.
All cost estimates shall be acceptable to the City Engineer. The bank and form of the
irrevocable LOC shall be subject to approval by the City Finance Director and shall continue to be
in full force and effect until released by the City. The irrevocable LOC shall be for a term ending
two (2) years after acceptance by the City. In the alternative, the letter of credit may be for a oneyear term provided it is automatically renewable for successive one-year periods from the present
or any future expiration dates, and further provided that the irrevocable LOC states that at least
sixty (60) days prior to the expiration date the bank will notify the City if the bank elects not to
renew for an additional period. The irrevocable LOC shall secure compliance by the Developer
with the terms of this Development Agreement. The City may draw down on the irrevocable LOC
or cash deposit, without any further notice than that provided in Section 14.1 relating to a
Developer Default, for any of the following reasons:
(a)

a Developer Default; or

(b)

upon the City receiving notice that the irrevocable LOC will be allowed to lapse
prior to two (2) years after acceptance by the City.
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The City shall use the LOC proceeds to reimburse the City for its costs and to cause the
Minimum Improvements to be constructed to the extent practicable; if the City Engineer
determines that such Minimum Improvements have been constructed and after retaining 10% of
the proceeds for later distribution pursuant to Section 9.2, the remaining proceeds shall be
distributed to the Developer.
With City approval, the irrevocable LOC may be reduced pursuant to Section 9.2 from
time to time as financial obligations are paid.
Section 9.2. Escrow Release and Escrow Increase; Minimum Improvements. The
Developer may request that the LOC or cash deposits required by the Development Agreement be
reduced at the time of substantial completion of certain elements of the Project. Within thirty (30)
days after receipt of any such request, the City shall reduce the LOC or cash deposits to 150% of
the value of only the outstanding incomplete improvements, as determined by the City Engineer.
If it is determined by the City that the Construction Plans were not strictly adhered to, or
that work was done without City inspection, the City may require, as a condition of acceptance,
that the Developer post an irrevocable LOC, or cash deposit equal to 125% of the estimated amount
necessary to correct the deficiency or to protect against deficiencies arising therefrom. In the event
that work, which is concealed, was done without permitting City inspection, then the City may, in
the alternative, require the concealed condition to be exposed for inspection purposes.

ARTICLE X
Additional Provisions
Section 10.1. Failure to Construct Minimum Improvements. If the Developer fails to
construct the Minimum Improvements, the City at its option, may install and construct the
Minimum Improvements. In such case, the City, at its option, may specially assess the cost wholly
or in part therefore under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 429, or may draw on the irrevocable LOC
or cash deposit. If the City specially assesses the cost of any portion thereof, then the Developer
hereby waives any and all procedural and substantive objections to the installation of the
improvements and the special assessments, including, but not limited to, notice and hearing
requirements and any claim that the special assessments exceed the benefit to the Development
Property. The Developer waives any appeal rights otherwise available pursuant to Minnesota
Statute § 429.081. The Developer acknowledges that the benefit from the improvements equal or
exceed the amount of the special assessments.
Section 10.2. Conflict of Interests; EDA Representatives Not Individually Liable. No
member, official, or employee of the EDA shall have any personal interest, direct or indirect in
this Agreement, nor shall any such member, official, or employee participate in any decision
relating to the Agreement which affects personal interests or the interests of any corporation,
partnership or association in which the person is directly or indirectly interested. No member,
official, or employee of the EDA shall be personally liable to the Developer, or any successor in
interest, in the event of any default or breach by the EDA or for any amount which may become
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due to the Developer or successor or on any obligations under the terms of the Agreement.
Section 10.3. Equal Employment Opportunity. The Developer, for itself and its
successors and assigns, agrees that during the construction of the Minimum Improvements
provided for in this Agreement, it will comply with all applicable equal employment and
nondiscrimination laws and regulations.
Section 10.4. Restriction on Use. The Developer, for itself and its successors and assigns,
agrees to devote the Property and Minimum Improvements only to such land use or uses as may
be permissible under the City’s land use regulations.
Section 10.5. Provisions Not Merged With Development Property Deed. None of the
provisions of this Agreement is intended to or shall be merged by reason of delivery of the
Development Property Deed and the Development Property Deed shall not be deemed to affect or
impair the provisions and covenants of this Agreement.
Section 10.6. Titles of Articles and Sections. Any titles of the several parts, Articles and
Sections of the Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference only and shall be disregarded
in construing or interpreting any of its provisions.
Section 10.7. Notices and Demands. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, a
notice, demand or other communication under this Agreement by either party to the other shall be
sufficiently given or delivered if it is dispatched by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid,
return receipt requested, or delivered personally to:
(a)

Developer:

KTJ 339, LLC
c/o Oppidan Investment Company
400 Water Street, Suite 200
Excelsior, MN 55331
Attn: Dave Scott
cc: Megan Zieske

(b)

EDA:

West St. Paul Economic Development Authority
Attn: Nathan Burkett, EDA Executive Director
1616 Humboldt Ave.
West St. Paul, Minnesota 55118

(c)

City:

City of West St. Paul
Attn: City Manager
1616 Humboldt Ave.
West St. Paul, MN 55118

Section 10.8. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of
counterparts, each of which shall constitute one and the same instrument.
Section 10.9. Disclaimer of Relationships. The Developer acknowledges that nothing
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contained in this Agreement nor any act by the EDA or the Developer shall be deemed or construed
by the Developer or by any third person to create any relationship of third-party beneficiary,
principal and agent, limited or general partner, or joint venture between the EDA and the
Developer.
Section 10.10. Approvals. Approvals by the EDA shall not be unreasonably withheld,
conditioned or delayed.
Section 10.11. Survival of Provisions. The provisions of this Agreement and the
representations, warranties and indemnities contained herein shall survive the execution and
delivery of the Development Property Deed and the conveyance thereunder, shall not be merged
therein, and shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto and their respective
successors and assigns.
Section 10.12. Recording. The parties agree that this document shall be recorded against
the Development Property at the Dakota County Recorder’s Office.
[The remainder of this page has been intentionally left blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the EDA has caused this Agreement to be duly executed in
its name and behalf and the Developer has caused this Agreement to be duly executed in their
names on or as of the date first written.
EDA:
WEST ST. PAUL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

By: ____________________________________
David J. Napier
Its: President

By: ____________________________________
Nathan Burkett
Its: Executive Director

STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF DAKOTA

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________,
2021 by David J. Napier and Nathan Burkett, the President and Executive Director respectively,
of the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a public body corporate and politic
organized and existing under the Constitution and laws of Minnesota, on behalf of the EDA.

____________________________________
Notary Public
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CITY:
WEST ST. PAUL

By: ____________________________________
David J. Napier
Its: Mayor

By: ____________________________________
Nathan Burkett
Its: City Manager

STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF DAKOTA

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________,
2021 by David J. Napier and Nathan Burkett, the Mayor and City Manager respectively, of the
City of West St. Paul, a Minnesota municipal corporation organized and existing under the
Constitution and laws of Minnesota, on behalf of the City.

____________________________________
Notary Public
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DEVELOPER:
KTJ 339, LLC

By:
Dave Scott, Vice President

STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF

)
) ss.
)

On this _____ day of _______________, 2021, before me a Notary Public within and for
said County, personally appeared Dave Scott, who being by me duly sworn, did say that he is the
Vice President of KTJ 339, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company named in the foregoing
instrument, and that it was signed on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged said instrument
to be the free act and deed of the company.

____________________________________
Notary Public

This document was drafted by:
Korine L. Land, #262432
LeVander, Gillen & Miller, P.A.
633 South Concord Street, Suite 400
South St. Paul, MN 55075
651-451-1831
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EXHIBIT A
DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY
Legal Description
To be completed prior to Contingency Date
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EXHIBIT B
DEPICTION OF MINIMUM IMPROVEMENT

B-1

EXHIBIT C
FORM OF
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION
WHEREAS, the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority (the “Grantor”), by a
deed recorded in the office of the County Recorder in Dakota County, Minnesota, as Document
No. __________, has conveyed to KTJ 339, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company (the
“Grantee”), the following described land in County of Dakota and State of Minnesota, to-wit:
(to be completed prior to execution)
and
WHEREAS, said deed was executed pursuant to that certain Contract for Private
Development by and between the Grantor and the Grantee dated the ____ day of _______, 2021
and recorded in the office of the County Recorder in Dakota County, Minnesota, as Document No.
_______, which Contract for Private Development contained certain covenants and restrictions
regarding completion of the Minimum Improvements; and
WHEREAS, said Grantee has performed said covenants and conditions in a manner
deemed sufficient by the Grantor to permit the execution and recording of this certification.
NOW, THEREFORE, this is to certify that all construction of the Minimum Improvements
specified to be done and made by the Grantee has been completed and the covenants and conditions
in the Contract for Private Development have been performed by the Grantee therein, and the
County Recorder in Dakota County, Minnesota, is hereby authorized to accept for recording and
to record the filing of this instrument, to be a conclusive determination of the satisfactory
termination of the covenants and conditions relating to completion of the Minimum Improvements.

Dated: ______________, ____.

WEST ST. PAUL ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

By
David J. Napier
Its President

By
Nathan Burkett
Its Executive Director
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STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF DAKOTA

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing instrument as acknowledged before me this _____ day of _________, 2021,
by David J. Napier and Nathan Burkett, the President and Executive Director, respectively, of the
West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a public body corporate and politic organized
and existing under the Constitution and laws of Minnesota, on behalf of the EDA.

Notary Public
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EXHIBIT D
FORM OF
DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY DEED
THIS INDENTURE, between the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a
public body corporate and politic organized and existing under the constitution and laws of
Minnesota (the “Grantor”), and KTJ 339, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company (the
“Grantee”).
WITNESSETH, that Grantor, in consideration of the sum of $________________ and
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, does hereby
grant, bargain, quit claim and convey to the Grantee, their heirs and assigns forever, all the tract
or parcel of land lying and being in the County of Dakota and State of Minnesota described as
follows, to-wit (such tract or parcel of land is hereinafter referred to as the “Property”):

To have and to hold the same, together with all the hereditaments and appurtenances
thereunto belonging in now or hereafter pertaining, to the said Grantee, their heirs and assigns,
forever,
Provided:
SECTION 1
It is understood and agreed that this Deed is subject to the covenants, conditions,
restrictions and provisions of an agreement entered into between the Grantor and Grantee on the
_______ day of ________________, 2022 identified as “Contract for Private Development”
(hereinafter referred to as the “Agreement”) and that the Grantee shall not convey the Property, or
any part thereof, without the consent of the Grantor, until a Certificate of Completion of this
Agreement as to the Property or such part thereof then to be conveyed, has been placed of record
with Dakota County. This provision, however, shall in no way prevent the Grantee from
mortgaging this Property in order to obtain funds for the purchase of Property hereby conveyed
and from erecting improvements in conformity with the Agreement, any applicable redevelopment
plan and applicable provisions of the Zoning Ordinance of the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota.
It is specifically agreed that the Grantee shall promptly begin and diligently prosecute to
completion the redevelopment of the Property through the construction of the Minimum
Improvements thereon, as provided in the Agreement.
Promptly after completion of the improvements in accordance with the provisions of the
Agreement, the Grantor will furnish the Grantee with an appropriate instrument so certifying.
Such certification by the Grantor shall be (and it shall be so provided in the certification itself) a
conclusive determination of the satisfaction and termination of the agreements and covenants of
the Agreement and of this Deed with respect to the obligation of the Grantee, and their heirs and
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assigns, to construct the improvements and the dates for the beginning and completion thereof.
Such certification and such determination shall not constitute evidence of compliance with or
satisfaction of any obligation of the Grantee to any holder of a mortgage, or any insurer of a
mortgage, securing money loaned to finance the purchase of the Property hereby conveyed or the
improvements, or any part thereof.
All certifications provided for herein shall be in such form as will enable them to be
recorded with the County Recorder, or Registrar of Titles, Dakota County, Minnesota. If the
Grantor shall refuse or fail to provide any such certification in accordance with the provisions of
the Agreement and this Deed, the Grantor shall, within thirty (30) days after written request by the
Grantee, provide the Grantee with a written statement indicating in adequate detail in what respects
the Grantee has failed to complete with the improvements in accordance with the provisions of the
Agreement or is otherwise in default, and what measures or acts will be necessary, in the opinion
of the Grantor, for the Grantee to take or perform in order to obtain such certification.
SECTION 2
In the event the Grantee herein shall, prior to the recording of the certificate of completion
referred to above:
(a)
Fail to begin construction of the improvements provided for in this Deed and the
Agreement in conformity with the Agreement and such failure is not due to Unavoidable Delays
and is not cured within thirty (30) days after written notice to do so; or
(b)
Default in or violate its obligations with respect to the construction of the
improvements provided for in this Deed and the Agreement, or shall abandon or substantially
suspend construction work, and such default, violation or failure is not due to Unavoidable Delays
and any default or violation, abandonment or suspension is not cured, ended or remedied within
thirty (30) days after written demand by the Grantor to do so; or
(c)
Fail to pay real estate taxes or assessments on the Property or any part thereof when
due, or shall place thereon any encumbrance or lien unauthorized by the Agreement with the
Grantor, or shall suffer any levy or attachment to be made, or any mechanic’s liens, or any other
unauthorized encumbrances or liens to attach, and such taxes or assessments shall not have been
paid or the encumbrance or lien removed or discharged, or provisions satisfactory to the Grantor
made for such payments, removal or discharge, within 30 days after written demand by the Grantor
to do so; provided, that if the Grantee shall first notify the Grantor of his intention to do so, it may
in good faith contest any mechanic’s or other lien filed or established and in such event the Grantor
shall permit such mechanic’s or other lien to remain undischarged and unsatisfied during the period
of such contest and any appeal, but only if the Grantee provides the Grantor with a bank letter of
credit or other security in the amount of the lien, in a form satisfactory to the Grantor pursuant to
which the bank will pay to the Grantor the amount of any lien in the event that the lien is finally
determined to be valid and during the course of such contest the Grantee shall keep the EDA
informed respecting the status of such defense; or
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(d)
Cause, in violation of the Agreement or of this Deed, any transfer of the Property
or any part thereof, and such violation shall be not cured within sixty (60) days after written
demand by the Grantor to the Grantee; or
(e)
Fail to comply with any of its other covenants under the Agreement and fail to cure
any such noncompliance within thirty (30) days after written demand to do so; or
(f)
Default under the terms of a mortgage loan authorized by the Agreement and the
holder of the mortgage exercises any remedy provided by the mortgage documents or exercises
any remedy provided by law or equity in the event of a default in any of the terms or conditions of
the mortgage;
then the Grantor shall have the right to re-enter and take possession of the Property and to terminate
and revest in the Grantor the estate conveyed by this Deed to the Grantee, their heirs or successors
in interest, but only if the events stated in Section 2(a-f) have not been cured within the time periods
provided above, or if the events cannot be cured within such time periods, and the Grantee does
not provide assurances to the EDA, reasonably satisfactory to the EDA, that the events will be
cured as soon as reasonably possible.
The Grantor certifies that the Grantor does not know of any wells on the described real property.
SECTION 3
The Grantee agrees for themselves and their heirs and assigns to or of the Property or any
part thereof, hereinbefore described, that the Grantee and such heirs and assigns shall:
(a)
Devote the Property to, and only to and in accordance with, the uses specified in
any applicable redevelopment plan as amended and extended;
(b)
Not discriminate on the basis of race, color, creed, national origin, age or sex in the
sale, lease, rental or in the use or occupancy of the Property or any improvements erected or to be
erected thereon, or any part thereof.
It is intended and agreed that the above and foregoing agreements and covenants shall be
covenants running with the land, and that they shall, in any event, and without regard to technical
classification or designation, legal or otherwise, and except only as otherwise specifically provided
in this Deed, be binding, to the fullest extent permitted by law and equity for the benefit and in
favor of, and enforceable by, the Grantor against the Grantee, their heirs and assigns, and every
successor in interest to the Property, or any part thereof or any interest therein, and any party in
possession or occupancy of the Property or any part thereof.
In amplification, and not in restriction of, the provisions of the preceding section, it is
intended and agreed that the Grantor shall be deemed beneficiary of the agreements and covenants
provided herein. Such agreements and covenants shall run in favor of the Grantor without regard
to whether the Grantor has at any time been, remains, or is an owner of any land or interest therein
to, or in favor of, which such agreements and covenants relate. The Grantor shall have the right,
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in the event of any breach of any such agreement or covenant to exercise all the rights and
remedies, and to maintain any actions or suits at law or in equity or other proper proceedings to
enforce the curing of such breach of agreement or covenant, to which it or any other beneficiaries
of such agreement or covenant may be entitled. Grantor shall be entitled to recover the costs for
such enforcement, including attorneys’ fees.
SECTION 4
This Deed is also given subject to:
(a)
Provision of the ordinances, building and zoning laws of the City of West St. Paul,
state and federal laws and regulations in so far as they affect this real estate.
(b)

Taxes payable subsequent to the date of this conveyance.

[Remainder of page intentionally blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor has caused this Deed to be duly executed in its
behalf by its President and Executive Director and has caused its corporate seal to be hereunto
affixed this _______ day of ___________________, 2022.
WEST ST. PAUL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

By: ____________________________________
David J. Napier
Its: President

By: ____________________________________
Nathan Burkett
Its: Executive Director

STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF DAKOTA

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________,
2021 by David J. Napier and Nathan Burkett, the President and Executive Director respectively,
of the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority, a public body corporate and politic
organized and existing under the Constitution and laws of Minnesota, on behalf of the EDA.

____________________________________
Notary Public

This instrument was drafted by:

SEND TAX STATEMENT TO:

Korine L. Land, #262432
LeVander, Gillen & Miller, P.A.
633 South Concord Street, Suite 400
South St. Paul, MN 55075
651-451-1831
TITLE NOT EXAMINED
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EXHIBIT E
DEVELOPER FEES
To be completed and agreed to by City Staff and Developer prior to Contingency Date
CASH REQUIREMENTS
City Fees
Connection Charge Fee (Residential)

Qty
58 units

Unit Cost
$250.00
1.5% Sewer
Project Valuation
+ .0005% State
1 Surcharge

Sewer Permit Fee

1 per
Contractor
1
6.5 acres

Right-Of-Way Permit Fee
Park Dedication Fees
Environmental Permit
Subtotal
Less Park Dedication Credit for Trail
Total Cash Fees

Total
$14,500.00

$160.00
$49,789.00
$800/Acre

$160.00
$49,789.00
$5,200

$17,028.00

$17,028.00
$

CASH ESCROW
Cash Escrow
Environmental Permit Escrow
Stormwater Review Escrow
Total Cash Escrow:

$

Cost/Acre
3,000.00

Acres
6.5

Total
$ 19,500
10,000.00

$
$
LOC ESCROW
Estimated
Construction Cost

Site Improvement LOC
Streets
Fencing

$
$

Subtotal:
x 125%
Total Site Improvement LOC:
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$

EXHIBIT F
DEVELOPER’S LOC REQUIREMENTS FOR SITE GRADING AND EROSION
CONTROL
To be completed and agreed to by City Staff and Developer prior to Contingency Date

Grading LOC

Unit

Site Grading Restoration: Topsoil

CY

Clear and grub trees

AC

Misc. Site Grading

LS

Soil correction

EA

Erosion Control: Silt Fence

LF

Excavation to basement

SY

Street Sweeper w/ Pickup Broom

HR

Rough Grade to street grade

CY

Total Grading Restoration Cost

Qty

Unit Cost

Total

$1,160,000

$

Grading LOC 150%
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PROJECT #120239
CIVIL ENGINEERS

LAND PLANNERS
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CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION NO. 21-____
A RESOLUTION TERMINATING AND CANCELLING THE CONTRACT FOR
PRIVATE REDEVELOPMENT WITH KTJ 339, LLC
WHEREAS, on May 11, 2020, the City of West St. Paul (“City”) approved and entered
into the Contract for Private Redevelopment (“Development Agreement”) by and between the
West St. Paul Economic Development Authority (“EDA”), the City and KTJ 339, LLC
(“Developer”) for redevelopment purposes of portions of parcels located in West St. Paul,
Dakota County, Minnesota and identified as PIN: 42-02000-08-014; 42-02000-13-012; 4202000-11-010; and
WHEREAS, the Developer desires to change the Project identified in the Development
Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the Developer, City and EDA mutually desire to terminate and cancel the
Development Agreement.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the West St. Paul City Council the
Development Agreement is hereby terminated and canceled.
Adopted by the City Council of the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota, this 22nd day of November,
2021.
Attest:

David J. Napier, Mayor

Nicole Tillander, City Clerk

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION NO. 21-____
RESOLUTION APPROVING THE CONTRACT FOR PRIVATE REDEVELOPMENT
WITH KTJ 339, LLC FOR REDEVELOPMENT PURPOSES
WHEREAS, the City of West St. Paul (“City”) desires to enter into a Contract for
Private Redevelopment by and between the West St. Paul Economic Development Authority
(“EDA”), the City and KTJ 339, LLC (“Developer”) (“Development Agreement”) for the
purpose of an approximately 58-unit market rate residential townhome development and related
improvements; and
WHEREAS, the portion of the parcel proposed to be redeveloped is located in West St.
Paul, Dakota County, Minnesota and approximately the eastern 6.5 acres of the property
identified as PIN: 42-83740-00-010 (“Property”); and
WHEREAS, the Developer desires to develop the Property pursuant to the Development
Agreement.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the West St. Paul City Council as
follows:
1.

The City approves the Development Agreement, subject to minor modification as
approved by the City Attorney, and the appropriate officials are authorized to take
such action as to effectuate its execution and implementation.

Adopted by the City Council of the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota, this 22nd day of November,
2021.
Attest:

David J. Napier, Mayor

Nicole Tillander, City Clerk

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

Date:

November 22, 2021

Strategic Plan Approval
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
During today’s OCWS the Council considered a proposed strategic plan. Staff is asking for approval of
the plan.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Fund

Department

Account

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approval and adopting of the strategic plan.

Amount

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

From:

Ben Boike, Community Development Director

Date:

November 22, 2021

Business Subsidy Policy Update
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The current business subsidy policy for the City of West St. Paul was last updated in 2014 (policy is
attached). As with all policies, it is good practice to review them at regular intervals to ensure that they
properly reflect current goals and objectives as well as, in this case, conform to Minnesota Statutes
related to business subsidy law.
Per discussion at the October 25, 2021 EDA work session, Staff has made the following edits to the
policy update:
Section 3G:

Revised to state “Public financing will generally not be used to support retail
development greater than 10,000 sq. ft. in size. The City may consider projects that
include a retail component provided they meet a Desired Qualification as identified in
Section 4.2 of this policy.

Section 3I:

Revised to state “Public financing will generally not be used solely to offset a purchase
price in a project that involves a land and/or property acquisition in excess of fair market
value.”

Section 4A1: Revised to state “All projects receiving TIF assistance a business subsidy from the City
of $150,000 or more per the Act will be required to follow the City’s ordinance regarding
prevailing wages. Projects approved for tax abatement are exempt from the ordinance
provision.”
Section 4B3f: Revised (iv.) to state “Provides market-rate housing with high end finishes and a
desirable amenity package.
Section 5D:

Revised to state “Unless the creation of jobs is removed from a particular project
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, the creation of jobs is a public purpose for
granting a subsidy. Creation of at least 1 Full Time, or Full Time Equivalent (FTE) job
for every $40,000 received in assistance is a minimum requirement. Higher wage jobs
may qualify for additional financial assistance subject to review by the EDA. For
purposes of this Policy, FTE’s must be permanent positions with set hours, and be
eligible for benefits.
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FISCAL IMPACT:

Fund:
Department:
Account:

Amount
N/A

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Review the proposed Business Subsidy Policy, hold the public hearing, and approve the attached policy.
If approved by Council, the policy also requires approval by the EDA. Therefore, the policy is on the
EDA meeting agenda after the Council meeting.
ATTACHMENT:
Proposed Business Subsidy Policy
Existing Business Subsidy Policy
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City of West St. Paul and
West St. Paul Economic Development Authority
Public Financing and Business Subsidy Policy
November 2021

1.

PURPOSE AND AUTHORITY
A.

This Public Financing and Business Subsidy Policy (“Policy”) is adopted for the
following purposes:
1. Establishing criteria for the City of West St. Paul (“City”) and the West St. Paul
Economic Development Authority (“EDA”) when considering public financing
for private development and/or granting business subsidies. This Policy shall
be used as a guide in processing and reviewing applications for public financing
and/or business subsidies. As used in this Policy, unless otherwise specified,
the term “City” shall include the EDA.
2. Satisfying the business subsidies act, Minnesota Statutes, Sections 116J.993
through 116J.995 (the “Act”). Terms used in this Policy are intended to have
the same meanings as used in the Act.

B.

Unless specifically excluded by the Act, business subsidies may include, but are
not limited to City or EDA grants, forgivable loans, contributions of personal
property, real property, infrastructure, any reduction of any tax or fee, tax increment
financing (TIF), property tax abatement, or any preferential use of government
facilities. Minnesota Statutes, Section 116J.993 Subd. 3 identifies forms of
financial assistance that are not considered a business subsidy. This list contains

exceptions for several activities, including, but not limited to a business subsidy
valued less than $150,000, redevelopment of polluted property, and housing
projects. For purposes of determining whether or not the requested public financing
is a business subsidy, Minnesota Statutes, Section 116J.993 subd. 3 shall be
followed.

2.

C.

Public financing may include those activities identified in Section 1.B, as well as
bonds, and other forms of public financing. Public financing may or may not
include a business subsidy.

D.

This Policy is to be used in conjunction with other relevant policies of the City.
Compliance with the Policy shall not infer compliance with such separate policies.

E.

For business subsidies, the City may deviate from the job and wage goals criteria
outlined in Section 5.D and E below by documenting in writing the reason for the
deviation.

CITY’S OBJECTIVES FOR THE USE OF PUBLIC FINANCING
The City may consider using public financing to assist private development projects. Such
assistance shall accomplish one or more of the following objectives:
A.

Provide required public improvements that enhance or promote redevelopment
including but not limited to, roadway, traffic and intersection improvements, storm
water ponding and utility work.

B.

Remove blight and/or encourage redevelopment in designated redevelopment or
development area(s) per the goals and visions established by the City Council and
EDA.

C.

Expand and diversify the local economy and tax base.

D.

Encourage additional unsubsidized private development in the area, either directly
or through secondary “spin-off” development.

E.

Offset increased costs for redevelopment over and above the costs that a developer
would incur in normal urban and suburban development (determined as part of the
But-For analysis, as defined below).

F.

Facilitate the development process and promote development on sites that could
not be developed without this assistance.

G.

Retain local jobs and/or increase the number and diversity of quality jobs.

H.

Meet other uses of public policy as adopted by the City Council from time to time,
including but not limited to promotion of quality urban design, quality architectural
design, energy conservation, sustainable building practices, and decreasing the
capital and operating costs of local government.

3.

PUBLIC FINANCING PRINCIPLES
The following process for public financing requests shall serve as a guide for all
applications:
A.

All viable requests for public financing assistance shall be reviewed by staff, and,
if staff so decides, a third party financial advisor who will inform the City of its
findings and recommendations. This process, known as the “But For” analysis is
intended to establish the project would not be feasible but for the City assistance.

B.

The City shall establish mechanisms within a development agreement to ensure that
adequate checks and balances are incorporated in the distribution of financial
assistance where feasible and appropriate, including but not limited to:
1.

Third party “but for” analysis;

2.

“Look back provisions;”

3.

The use of minimum assessment agreements.

C.

TIF and tax abatement should be provided on a pay-as-you-go-basis. Any request
for upfront assistance will be evaluated on its own merits and may require security
to cover any risks assumed by the City.

D.

The City will establish TIF districts in accordance with the maximum number of
statutory years allowable. However, this does not mean that the developer will be
granted assistance for the full term of the district.

E.

The City will elect the fiscal disparities contribution to come from inside applicable
TIF district(s) to eliminate any impact to the taxpayers of the community.

F.

Public financing will not be used to support speculative commercial, industrial or
office projects. The developer should be able to provide market data, tenant letters
of commitment or finance statements which support the market potential/demand
for the proposed project.

G.

Public financing will generally not be used to support retail development greater
than 10,000 square feet in size. The City may consider projects that include a retail
component provided they meet a Desired Qualification as identified in Section 4.2
of this policy.

H.

Public financing will not be used in projects that would give a significant
competitive financial advantage over similar projects in the area due to the use of
public financing. Developers should provide information to support that the public
financing will not create such a competitive advantage. Priority consideration will
be given to projects that fill an unmet market need.

I.

Public financing will generally not be used to offset a purchase price in a project
that involves a land and/or property acquisition in excess of fair market value.

J.

The developer will pay all applicable application fees and pay for the City and
EDA’s fiscal and legal counsel time.

4.

K.

The developer shall proactively attempt to minimize the amount of public
assistance needed through the pursuit of grants, innovative solutions in structuring
the financial components of the development, and other funding mechanisms.

L.

All relevant documents that involve TIF or tax abatement shall be recorded.

PROJECTS WHICH MAY QUALIFY FOR PUBLIC FINANCING ASSISTANCE
All applications for public financing must meet each of the following minimum qualifications.
However, it should not be assumed that a project meeting these qualifications will
automatically be approved for assistance. Meeting the qualifications does not imply or create
contractual rights on the part of any potential developer to have its project approved for
assistance.
A.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS:
1.

All projects receiving a business subsidy from the City of $150,000 or more
per the Act will be required to follow the City’s ordinance regarding prevailing
wages.

2.

The project shall meet one or more of the public financing objectives outlined
in Section 2.

3.

For all projects receiving TIF or tax abatement assistance, the developer must
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the City that the project is not financially
feasible “but for” the use of tax increment or tax abatement.

4.

The project must be consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan and Zoning
Ordinances.

5.

Prior to approval of a financing plan, the developer shall provide any requested
market and financial feasibility studies, traffic analysis, appraisals, soil boring,
private lender commitment, and/or other information the City or its financial
consultants may require in order to proceed with an independent evaluation of
the proposal.

6.

The developer must provide adequate financial guarantees to ensure the
repayment of any public financing and completion of the project. These may
include, but are not limited to, assessment agreements, letters of credit,
personal deficiency guarantees, or guaranteed maximum cost contract.

7.

Any developer requesting assistance must be able to demonstrate past
successful general development capability as well as specific capability in the
type and size of development proposed. Public financing will not be used
when the developer’s credentials, in the sole judgment of the City, are
inadequate due to past history relating to completion of projects, general
reputation, and/or bankruptcy, or other problems or issues considered relevant
to the City.

8.

B.

The developer, or its contractual assigns, shall retain ownership of any portion
of the project long enough to complete it, to stabilize its occupancy, to establish
project management and/or needed mechanisms to ensure successful
operation.

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS:
1.

Projects providing a high ratio of private investment to City public investment
will receive priority consideration. Private investment includes developer
cash, government and bank loans, conduit bonds, tax credit equity, and land if
already owned by the developer.

2.

Proposals that significantly increase the amount of property taxes paid after
redevelopment will receive priority consideration.

3.

Proposals that encourage the following will receive priority consideration:
a.

Implements the City’s vision and values for a City-identified
redevelopment area.

b.

Provides significant improvement to surrounding land uses, the
neighborhood, and/or the City.

c.

Attracts or retains a significant employer within the City.

d.

Provides for the development of a limited or full-service hotels.

e.

Provides opportunities for entertainment venues such as a brewery,
movie theater, family fun center or larger attraction unique to the City.

f.

Promotes multi-family housing investment that meets one or more of
the following goals:
i. Involves extensive rehabilitation of existing multi-family housing
stock;
ii. Provides housing options not currently available;
iii. Provides affordable and/or workforce housing that include
amenities similar to those found in market rate housing;
iv. Provides market-rate housing with a desirable amenity package.

g.

Provides significant rehabilitation or expansion and/or replacement of
existing office or commercial facility.

h.

Provides opportunities for corporate campus or medical office
development.

i.

Provides opportunity for hi-tech, med-tech, research and development
facilities/office or a major manufacturer.

5.

6.

j.

Provides opportunities for small businesses that are minority, female, or
veteran owned and operated.

k.

Provides opportunities for small businesses (under 50 employees) that
are start-up companies.

l.

Provides opportunities for small businesses that may enhance the
quality of life within neighborhoods.

m.

Redevelops a blighted, contaminated and/or challenged site.

n.

Adds needed road, access and multi-modal improvements.

o.

Addition of specific project enhancements including, but not limited to,
architectural upgrades beyond minimum zoning requirements,
pedestrian and transit connections, green building practices and
enhanced site planning features.

BUSINESS SUBSIDY PUBLIC PURPOSE, JOBS AND WAGE REQUIREMENT
A.

All business subsidies must meet a public purpose with measurable benefit to the
City as a whole.

B.

Job retention may only be used as a public purpose in cases where job loss is
specific and demonstrable. The City shall document the information used to
determine the nature of the job loss.

C.

Increasing the tax base is a public purpose.

D.

Unless the creation of jobs is removed from a particular project pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, the creation of jobs is a public purpose for granting a
subsidy. Creation of at least 1 Full Time, or Full Time Equivalent (FTE) job for
every $40,000 received in assistance is a minimum requirement. Higher wage jobs
may qualify for additional assistance subject to review by the EDA. For purposes
of this Policy, FTE’s must be permanent positions with set hours, and be eligible
for benefits.

E.

The wage floor for wages to be paid for the jobs created shall be not less than 150%
of the State of Minnesota Minimum Wage, unless the City determines it is not an
objective. The City will seek to create jobs with higher wages as appropriate for
the overall public purpose of the subsidy. Wage goals may also be set to enhance
existing jobs through increased wages, which increase must result in wages higher
than the minimum under this Section.

F.

After a public hearing, if the creation or retention of jobs is determined not to be a
goal, the wage and job goals may be set at zero.

SUBSIDY AGREEMENT
A.

When granting a business subsidy, the City shall enter into a business subsidy

agreement with the recipient that provides the following information: wage and job
goals (if applicable), commitments to provide necessary reporting data required by
the Act, recourse for failure to meet goals required by the Act, and a commitment
to continue operations at the site where the subsidy is used for at least five years.
B.
7.

The business subsidy agreement may be incorporated into a broader development
agreement for a project.

PUBLIC FINANCING PROJECT EVALUATION PROCESS
A.

The following analysis for all public financing applications will be used:
1. Consideration of project meeting minimum qualifications
2. Consideration of project meeting desired qualifications
3. Project meets “but-for” analysis and/or statutory qualifications
4. Project is deemed consistent with City’s Goals and Objectives

Please note that the evaluation methodology is intended to provide a balanced review.
In no case should one area in this Policy outweigh another in terms of importance to
determining the level of assistance.

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nate Burkett, City Manager
Ben Boike, Community Development Director

From:

Melissa Sonnek, City Planner

Date:

November 22, 2021

Conditional Use Permit for a Drive-Through at 1375 Robert Street – Hawaii
Poke Bowl
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Owen Liu, of Stockman Holdings LLC, has requested a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to allow a pickup window in the B4 – Shopping Center zoning district at 1375 Robert Street South (former Lucky
China restaurant).

Subject Site
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PLANNING COMMISSION REVIEW:
The Planning Commission met in regular session and held a public hearing on November 16th, 2021.
No one from the public came forward to speak on this item.
The commission discussed the following items:
 Traffic flow in the event that more than three cars are waiting in line for the pick-up orders,
o Staff stated that while this is unlikely as the orders are placed and paid for prior to the
pick-up, the site does have sufficient room to allow vehicles to wrap around the building
in a counter-clockwise layout.
o The Commission requested there be additional signage installed to make the one-way
traffic on the east side of the site clearer.
 This was added as recommended condition number seven.


Concerns around customers being unaware that the site is pick-up only and not dine-in.
o Staff and the applicant agreed that signage would be necessary to inform the public of
this.
o The applicant stated they could put this message on the changeable message board of the
pylon sign to more clearly communicate the pick-up only option.



The ability for pedestrians to walk up to the pick-up window, rather than cars only.
o Further discussion and consensus lead to an understanding that walk-up traffic is unlikely as there is not currently a lot of foot traffic in this area.
Desire to incorporate separation between vehicular traffic within the site and pedestrian traffic on
the sidewalk along Robert Street.
o Staff clarified that there is sufficient room along the east side of the site to allow for a 15
foot wide drive lane (north bound) as well as approximately 10 feet of landscaping or
screening.
o The Commission came to the consensus that landscaping would be the preferred option
for screening.
 This was added as recommended condition number six.



Planning Commission voted 6-0 to recommend approval of the conditional use permit, with the
conditions as recommended by City Staff.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the City Council hold the public hearing and approve the Conditional Use Permit
request subject to the following conditions, please note the two added conditions recommended by the
Planning Commission are shown in red text:
1. The conditional use permit approval shall be limited to a pick-up window only, not a full drivethrough,
2. In order for the kitchen portion of the business to qualify as a permitted use, service of food to
the general public via the pick-up/drive-through window is required. Use of the kitchen solely as
a ghost kitchen is not permitted,
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3. The parking lot shall be re-striped and signed to accommodate a right-in/entrance-only sign for
the Robert Street curb-cut, angled parking, a 15 foot wide one-way drive-aisle, and a 10 foot
wide pick-up window lane on the north side of the site, as well as the removal of the four parking
stalls on the east side of the site in front of the building,
4. If/when additional stacking/queueing room becomes necessary, the property owner shall install
appropriate signage and striping,
5. The hours of operation for the prep kitchen shall be consistent with the pick-up window hours,
6. The applicant shall install approximately ten feet of landscaping along the eastern property line
to create screening and separation between the foot-traffic on the sidewalk along Robert Street
and the vehicular traffic within the site, and
7. The applicant shall install signage on the east side of the site to clearly indicate that it is northbound, one-way traffic only and does not allow vehicles to drive south.

ATTACHMENTS:
Application and Public Notice
Planning Commission Memo
Site Plan/Layout
Resolution
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1616 Humboldt Avenue
West St. Paul, MN 55118
651-552-4100
www.wspmn.gov

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL, MN
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The item listed below will be a public hearing at the Planning Commission meeting on Tuesday,
November 16, 2021 at 6:30 p.m. and a public hearing at the City Council meeting on Monday,
November 22, 2021 at 6:30 p.m.:
PC Case 21-14 – Conditional Use Permit to Allow a Drive-Through in a B4 –
Shopping Center District at 1375 Robert Street – Hawaii Poke Bowl
If you have any questions regarding the hearing item listed above, please contact Melissa
Sonnek, City Planner at (651) 552-4134.
If you need any type of accommodation to participate in the meeting, please contact the ADA
Coordinator at 651-552-4102 at least 5 (five) business days prior to the meeting.
______________________________________________________________________________
For Informational Purposes Only – Not for Publication
Nicole Tillander
City Clerk
City of West St. Paul

Published:

October 30, 2021
Twin Cities Pioneer Press

Posted:

October 29, 2021
City of West St. Paul

Planning Commission Report
To:

Planning Commission

Through:

Ben Boike, Community Development Director

From:

Melissa Sonnek, City Planner

Date:

November 16, 2021

PC Case 21-14 - Conditional Use Permit for a Drive-Through at 1375 Robert
Street – Hawaii Poke Bowl
REQUEST:
Owen Liu, of Stockman Holdings LLC, has requested a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to allow a pickup window in the B4 – Shopping Center zoning district at 1375 Robert Street South.
ATTACHMENTS:
Application and Public Notice
Plans

Subject Site
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EXISTING LAND USES AND ZONING:
Subject Property

Land Use
Commercial

Zoning
B4 – Shopping Center

(Hawaii Poke Bowl)

Properties to North

Commercial

B4 – Shopping Center

(Tumble Fresh Laundromat)

Properties to East

Mixed-Use

B3 – General Business

(Augustana Church)

Properties to South

Commercial

B4 – Shopping Center

(Beirut Restaurant)

Properties to West

Commercial
(Bingo Palace)

B4 – Shopping Center

ANALYSIS:
Zoning Ordinance
Section 153.156, states that no structure or land shall be used for the following uses, except by
conditional use permit
(D) – Drive-through lanes, subject to the following provisions,
(1) They are not permitted in a front yard or within the setback areas.
(2) Adequate stacking distance must be provided, as determined by the city, which does not
interfere with other driving areas, parking spaces, or sidewalks.
(3) Electronic speaker devices must not be audible beyond the property line and must not be
operated between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.
(4) Screening of automobile headlights must be provided. Screening must be at least three feet
in height and fully opaque, consisting of a wall, fence, dense vegetation, berm or grade
change or similar screening as determined by the city.
(5) A by-pass lane must be provided, allowing autos to exit the drive-through lane from the
stacking area.
PROPOSAL:
Hawaii Poke Bowl (previously Lucky China) is requesting a conditional use permit to allow a pick-up
window for pre-ordered food only, there will be no menu board or ordering at the site. The space is
being remodeled to serve as an office space, prep kitchen that will serve other restaurant sites in the twin
cities, as well as a pick-up window for online orders. The kitchen will assist in prepping foods, largely
sauces, sites in addition to serving phone-in/online orders to patrons through the pick-up window. The
building currently has an old pick-up window used by previous businesses, however this will be made
slightly larger for better functionality.
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Pick-Up Window and Site Flow
The proposal includes a pick up window rather than a full drive-through, meaning that all orders will be
placed on-line and food will be made prior to the pick-up. With this method, the business owner
anticipates no more than 3 cars queueing at any given time.
In reviewing the design of the site, as well as older site plans, it was made clear the site was designed to
function with a counter-clockwise traffic flow. The curb-cut from Robert Street is only about 17 feet
wide, not wide enough for two vehicles, therefore it will serve as a right-in/entrance/only curb-cut. With
41 feet between the building and the northern edge of the parking lot, the only design that would allow
for parking, a circulation/drive-aisle, and a pick-up window lane is to re-stripe the parking stalls to be at
an angle, a 15 foot wide circulation lane/aisle, and a 10 foot wide pick-up window lane. In order to
ensure clear and safe traffic flow, all appropriate painting, striping, and signage will be installed.

17 FT
18 FT

41 FT
60 FT
10 FT
While it is not anticipated that there will be a large number of vehicles queueing while waiting for the
pick-up window, if/when it does become an issue, the site allows for additional stacking room by
circling the building in a counter-clockwise manner (similar to Raising Cane’s). In order to keep this
option available, City Staff is recommending that the 4 parking stalls immediately east of the building be
removed. Additionally, City Staff is recommending as a condition of approval, that if/when room for
additional traffic queuing becomes necessary, that all appropriate signage and striping be installed.
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Hours of Operation
Sunday – Saturday
- 11:00am to 8:00pm
Employees
Total staffing is anticipated to be 7 full time employees, with 1-2 employees working in the office
during a typical shift and 3-5 employees working in the kitchen.
Parking
As a result of the recently approved ordinance allowing B3 and B4 zoned properties along Robert Street
to decrease parking minimums by up to 50 percent, I have included both the traditional minimum
parking requirements as well as the reduced parking minimums.
The combined office/suites 108 (1,273 sq. ft.) and 110 (1,010 sq. ft.) total to 2,283 square feet of floor
area. Per code, office buildings that have less than 6,000 sq. ft. of floor area are required to have one
parking space per each 200 sq. ft. of floor space.
Parking Breakdown
Total building sq. ft. – 3,132 square feet
- Kitchen and Food Storage approximately 1,500 square feet
- Office approximately 1,500 square feet
Parking Minimums
Office smaller than 6,000 square feet = 1 stall per 200 square feet
- Traditional minimum – 8 stalls
- Reduced minimum – 4 stalls
Restaurant fast food = 1 stall per 110 square
- Traditional minimum – 14 stalls
- Reduced minimum – 7 stalls
The site offers roughly 22 parking spaces, which is compliant with both the traditional and reduced
parking minimums, therefore City Staff has no concerns about parking for this site.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the APPROVAL of the Conditional Use Permit to allow a drive-through in a B4
– Shopping Center District at 1375 Robert Street South, subject to the following conditions:
1. The conditional use permit approval shall be limited to a pick-up window only, not a full drivethrough,
2. In order for the restaurant portion of the business to qualify as a permitted use, service of food to
the general public via the pick-up/drive-through window is required. Use of the kitchen solely as
a ghost kitchen is not permitted,
3. The parking lot shall be re-striped and signed to accommodate a right-in/entrance-only sign for
the Robert Street curb-cut, angled parking, a 15 foot wide one-way drive-aisle, and a 10 foot
wide pick-up window lane on the north side of the site, as well as the removal of the four parking
stalls on the east side of the site in front of the building,
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4. If/when additional stacking/queueing room becomes necessary, the property owner shall install
appropriate signage and striping, and
5. The hours of operation for the prep kitchen shall be consistent with the pick-up window hours.
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City Council November 22nd, 2021
Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to
Allow a Drive-Through at 1375
Robert St.
– Hawaii Poke Bowl

Robert Street

Proposal
Office, Prep Kitchen, and Pre-Order Pick-Up Window
(Not technically a full drive-through)

Conditional Use Permit Analysis
Access and Site Flow
Robert Street Access: 17 feet wide

•

Only wide enough for one lane/one way

Components North of the Building:
Parking
•

Re-paint to angled parking
•

•
•

60 FT

41 FT

One-way (driving west)
15 feet wide

15 FT

10 FT

As it was prior to 2015

Drive Aisle

17 FT

18 FT

10 FT

Pick-Up Lane
•
•

One-way (driving west)
10 feet wide, 60 feet long
• Stacking room for at least 3 cars
•

If/when needed there is room for queuing
counter-clockwise around the building

Drive-Through Only

Conditional Use Permit
Planning Commission Review
Reviewed and held a public hearing on November 16th, 2021
•

No one from the public came forward or called in to speak on the item

Planning Commission Discussed the Following Items,
• Site traffic flow and pick-up window stacking
•

Commission requested there be additional signage to clearly identify oneway traffic. This was added as condition #7

• Lack of awareness about pick-up only, no dine-in option
•

Applicant stated they would have signage to let the public know

• Pedestrian ability to utilize the pick-up window vs. cars
•

Further discussion lead to a consensus that walk-up traffic is unlikely due to
low pedestrian volumes in the area

• Desire to create separation between cars and pedestrians on the
Robert Street sidewalk
•

Commission and staff agreed that there was sufficient room and the
addition of landscaping would be beneficial to both cars and pedestrians

Planning Commission voted 6-0 to recommend approval of the CUP

Staff Recommendation
Conditional Use Permit
Staff recommends approval of the CUP to allow a drive-through lane
at 1375 Robert Street, subject to the following conditions
(PC Conditions in Red):
1. The CUP approval shall be limited to a pick-up window only, not a full drive-through,
2. In order for the kitchen portion of the business to qualify as a permitted use, service
of food to the general public via the pick-up/drive-through window is required. Use of
the kitchen solely as a ghost kitchen is not permitted,
3. The parking lot shall be re-striped/signed to accommodate a right-in/entrance-only
sign for the Robert St. curb-cut, angled parking, a 15’ wide one-way drive-aisle, and a
10’ wide pick-up window lane on the north side of the site, as well as the removal of
the four parking stalls on the east side of the site in front of the building,
4. If/when additional stacking/queueing room becomes necessary, the owner shall
install appropriate signage and striping,
5. The hours of operation for the prep kitchen shall be consistent with the pick-up
window hours,
6. The applicant shall install approximately ten feet of landscaping along the eastern
property line to create screening and separation between the foot-traffic on the
sidewalk along Robert Street and the vehicular traffic within the site, and
7. The applicant shall install signage on the east side of the site to clearly indicate that
it is north-bound, one-way traffic only and does not allow vehicles to drive south.

QUESTIONS?

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION NO. 21RESOLUTION APPROVING A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
TO ALLOW A DRIVE-THROUGH IN A B4 – SHOPPING
CENTER DISTRICT AT 1376 ROBERT STREET SOUTH
(STOCKMAN HOLDING LLC)
WHEREAS, a conditional use permit application has been submitted to the City for the
property currently legally described as:
CURRENT: LOT 3 BLOCK 1 OF BISANZ INDUSTRIAL PK NO 1
WHEREAS, a public hearing concerning the conditional use permit was held before the
West St. Paul Planning Commission on November 16, 2021;
WHEREAS, the West St. Paul Planning Commission recommended the City Council
approve the conditional use permit;
WHEREAS, a public hearing concerning the conditional use permit was held before the
West St. Paul City Council on November 22, 2021;
WHEREAS, the West St. Paul City Staff recommended the City Council approve the
conditional use permit; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the West St. Paul City Council that the
conditional use permit for 1375 Robert Street, requested by Liwei Liu (Owen) on behalf of
Stockman Holding LLC, is hereby approved subject to the following conditions:
1. The conditional use permit approval shall be limited to a pick-up window only, not a full
drive-through,
2. In order for the kitchen portion of the business to qualify as a permitted use, service of
food to the general public via the pick-up/drive-through window is required. Use of the
kitchen solely as a ghost kitchen is not permitted,
3. The parking lot shall be re-striped and signed to accommodate a right-in/entrance-only
sign for the Robert Street curb-cut, angled parking, a 15 foot wide one-way drive-aisle,
and a 10 foot wide pick-up window lane on the north side of the site, as well as the
removal of the four parking stalls on the east side of the site in front of the building,
4. If/when additional stacking/queueing room becomes necessary, the property owner shall
install appropriate signage and striping,
5. The hours of operation for the prep kitchen shall be consistent with the pick-up window
hours,
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6. The applicant shall install approximately ten feet of landscaping along the eastern
property line to create screening and separation between the foot-traffic on the sidewalk
along Robert Street and the vehicular traffic within the site, and
7. The applicant shall install signage on the east side of the site to clearly indicate that it is
north-bound, one-way traffic only and does not allow vehicles to drive south.
Adopted by the City Council of the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota, this 22nd day of November,
2021.
Attest:

David J. Napier, Mayor

Nicole Tillander, City Clerk

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nate Burkett, City Manager
Ben Boike, Community Development Director

From:

Melissa Sonnek, City Planner

Date:

November 22, 2021

Conditional Use Permit for a Drive-Through at 1907 Robert Street – Sasco
Investments
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Steve Shaller, owner of Sasco Investments LLLP (Southview Square Mall), has requested a Conditional
Use Permit (CUP) to allow a drive-through in the B4 – Shopping Center zoning district at 1907 Robert
Street South.

Subject Site

1|Page

PLANNING COMMISSION REVIEW:
The Planning Commission met in regular session and held a public hearing on November 16th, 2021.
No one from the public came forward to speak on this item.
The commission discussed the following items:
 Traffic patterns and frequency of vehicles traveling east into the site from Livingston Avenue
and how it could affect the drive-through stacking.
o Both staff and the applicant confirmed that while there is some traffic coming from this
direction it is not enough to create concern and should not limit the functionality of the
drive-through.


Future utilization of this site and the drive-through, if at some point a new tenant occupies the
space but requires a more intensive utilization of the drive-through.
o Staff mentioned that if the new tenant requires something drastically different from what
this conditional use permit (CUP) covers and includes, it may require an amendment to
the CUP.
o Additionally, Staff has seen that businesses are often likely to self-regulate their own
sites, as the businesses and owners tend to know how much stacking room they want and
need for their operation to be successful. Therefore if they needed a significantly more
room for stacking, they would likely make alterations or examine other sites.



The applicant mentioned that there could be a future interest in extending the hours of the drivethrough later than the currently allowable hours of 10 p.m.
o Staff mentioned that while this is currently not allowed, but that they are welcome to
speak with staff further on this topic if/when this becomes of interest to a tenant.



The tenant spoke to clarify that the island to the south of the drive-through is not currently
landscaped as it was shown in the submitted plans.
o Staff and the Planning Commission agreed to clarify this fact in the recommended
condition number four, to read “curbed islands” rather than “landscaped islands”.

Planning Commission voted 6-0 to recommend approval of the conditional use permit, with the
conditions as recommended by City Staff.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the City Council hold the public hearing and approve the Conditional Use Permit
application subject to the following conditions:
1. Applicant shall apply for and obtain all applicable building permits,
2. All signage must comply with section 153 of the zoning ordinance,
3. The site layout shall be altered to extend the landscaping buffer between the drive-through and
east-to-west drive aisles further east to increase the safety of traffic flow,
4. The two curbed islands immediately east of the cross-walk shall be squared off to allow the stop
signs inside the islands to be placed closer to the intersection, and
2|Page

5. The new building materials installed after the demolition of the southern ten feet of the 1907
suite, shall both comply with the current code requirements for building materials as well as
complement the existing building materials.

ATTACHMENTS:
Application and Public Notice
Planning Commission Memo
Site Plan/Layout
Resolution

3|Page

1616 Humboldt Avenue
West St. Paul, MN 55118
651-552-4100
www.wspmn.gov

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL, MN
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The item listed below will be a public hearing at the Planning Commission meeting on Tuesday,
November 16, 2021 at 6:30 p.m. and a public hearing at the City Council meeting on Monday,
November 22, 2021 at 6:30 p.m.:
PC Case 21-15 – Conditional Use Permit to Allow a Drive-Through in a B4 –
Shopping Center District at 1907 Robert Street – Sasco Investments
If you have any questions regarding the hearing item listed above, please contact Melissa
Sonnek, City Planner at (651) 552-4134.
If you need any type of accommodation to participate in the meeting, please contact the ADA
Coordinator at 651-552-4102 at least 5 (five) business days prior to the meeting.
______________________________________________________________________________
For Informational Purposes Only – Not for Publication
Nicole Tillander
City Clerk
City of West St. Paul

Published:

October 30, 2021
Twin Cities Pioneer Press

Posted:

October 29, 2021
City of West St. Paul

Planning Commission Report
To:

Planning Commission

Through:

Ben Boike, Community Development Director

From:

Melissa Sonnek, City Planner

Date:

November 16, 2021

PC Case 21-15 - Conditional Use Permit for a Drive-Through at 1907 Robert
Street – Sasco Investments
REQUEST:
Steve Shaller, owner of Sasco Investments LLLP, has requested a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to
allow a drive-through in the B4 – Shopping Center zoning district at 1907 Robert Street South.
ATTACHMENTS:
Application and Public Notice
Plans

Subject Site

1|Page

EXISTING LAND USES AND ZONING:

Subject Property

Land Use
Commercial

Zoning
B4 – Shopping Center

(Southview Square Mall)

Properties to North

Commercial
(Holiday and Lowe’s)

Properties to East

Residential

B3 – General Business and
B4 – Shopping Center
R1B – Single Family Residential

(Single Family Homes)

Properties to South

Commercial

B3 – General Business

(Future Crew Carwash)

Properties to West

Commercial
(New Life Contracting,
Riverwood Group, and
Triple S Investments)

B4 – Shopping Center

ANALYSIS:
Zoning Ordinance
Section 153.156, states that no structure or land shall be used for the following uses, except by
conditional use permit
(D) – Drive-through lanes, subject to the following provisions,
(1) They are not permitted in a front yard or within the setback areas.
(2) Adequate stacking distance must be provided, as determined by the city, which does not
interfere with other driving areas, parking spaces or sidewalks.
(3) Electronic speaker devices must not be audible beyond the property line and must not be
operated between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.
(4) Screening of automobile headlights must be provided. Screening must be at least three feet
in height and fully opaque, consisting of a wall, fence, dense vegetation, berm or grade
change or similar screening as determined by the city.
(5) A by-pass lane must be provided, allowing autos to exit the drive-through lane from the
stacking area.
PROPOSAL:
After the 1907 building suite being vacant since August of 2019, Sasco Investments began looking at
more creative ways to utilize the site and attract new businesses and customers. Largely due to
convenience, as well as partially due to the COVID-19 pandemic, delivery and drive-through options are
becoming increasingly popular. It is estimated that 50-60% of the proposed business for this site will be
through the drive-through. Similarly, during their drive-through approvals, Jimmy John’s stated that as
much as 80-90 percent of their business was delivery even before implementing a drive-through. With
this in mind, a drive-through option offers a much more viable business option compared to strictly
walk-in business.
Drive-Through and Site Flow
Currently, there is 29 feet of space between the north and south buildings, which does not leave enough
room for an additional drive-through lane. Therefore, Sasco will be demolishing the southern 10 feet of
the northern (larger) building, as shown in in red in the image below.
2|Page

By removing 10 feet of the northern building, this creates a total width of 44 feet between the two
buildings. The new site dimensions are as follows, moving from north to south, 10 feet of drive-through
lane width, 5 feet 6 inches of landscaping/buffer (curbed island) between the drive-through and the east
and west drive aisles, 12 feet for each drive aisle, then 4 feet 6 inches of (existing) sidewalk along the
northern edge of the southern building. These dimensions can be seen in the submitted plans as well as
the diagram below.
With the proposed layout, the queueing will allow for at least 8 vehicles, 5 vehicles between the menu
board and the pick-up/payment window. The applicant has stated that similar locations tend to see
stacking of 4 to 7 cars during peak hours, and 1 to 3 cars during off-peak hours; therefore, City Staff is
comfortable with the proposed spacing and queuing.

7
6
8
5
10 FT 4

3

2

1

5 FT 6 IN
12 FT
12 FT
4 FT 6 IN
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This layout allows for adequate stacking as well as preserving the north-to-south drive aisle behind the
mall. Although this area sees minimal traffic outside of trash haulers in the early morning hours, Staff
prefers to maintain the traffic flow and functionality throughout the site.
In order to optimize safety, City Staff is recommending as a condition of approval that the landscaping
buffer between the two drive aisles and the drive-through lane be extended further to the east (indicated
by the dark green box in the drawing below) to decrease the likelihood of traffic conflict between drivers
exiting the drive-through and drivers going south and making a right turn (turning west). Additionally,
City Staff is recommending a condition of approval that both the landscaped islands just east of the
crosswalk be squared off to allow the stop signs inside the landscaped islands to be placed closer to the
intersection, as shown in the image below.

Hours of Operation
Sunday – Saturday
- 10:30am to 9:00pm
Employees
Total staffing is anticipated to be 13 to 17 full time employees, with 4 to 6 employees working during a
typical shift.
4|Page

Parking
As a result of the recently approved ordinance allowing B3 and B4 zoned properties along Robert Street
to decrease parking minimums by up to 50 percent, I have included both the traditional minimum
parking requirements as well as the reduced parking minimums.
The site as a whole totals to 104,533 square feet, for retail and service buildings over 100,000 square
feet code requires a minimum of 360 stalls as well as one additional stall for every 300 square feet over
the 100,000 square feet. For fast food restaurants, the code requires one stall for every 110 square feet
of floor area.
Parking Breakdown
Total building sq. ft. – 104,533 square feet
- 1907 Suite – 1,600 square feet
Parking Minimums
Retail larger than 100,000 square feet = 360 stalls + 1 stall/300 ft over 100,000
- Traditional minimum – 375 stalls
- Reduced minimum – 188 stalls
Restaurant fast food = 1 stall per 110 square
- Traditional minimum – 15 stalls
- Reduced minimum – 7 stalls
The site offers roughly 500 parking stalls in total, which is well above both the traditional and reduced
parking minimums, therefore City Staff has no concerns about parking for this site.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the APPROVAL of the Conditional Use Permit to allow a drive-through in a B4
– Shopping Center District at 1907 Robert Street South, subject to the following conditions:
1. Applicant shall apply for and obtain all applicable building permits,
2. All signage must comply with section 153 of the zoning ordinance,
3. The site layout shall be altered to extend the landscaping buffer between the drive-through and
east-to-west drive aisles further east to increase the safety of traffic flow,
4. The two landscaped island immediately east of the cross-walk shall be squared off to allow the
stop signs inside the landscaped islands to be placed closer to the intersection, and
5. New building materials installed after the demolition of the southern ten feet of the 1907 suite,
shall both comply with the current code requirements for building materials as well as
complement the existing building materials.
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City Council November 22nd, 2021
Conditional Use Permit (CUP)
to Allow a Drive-Through at
1907 Robert St.
– Hawaii Poke Bowl

Robert Street

Proposal
Minor demo and construction of a drive-through lane

Conditional Use Permit
Planning Commission Review
Reviewed and held a public hearing on November 16th, 2021
•

No one from the public came forward or called in to speak on the item

Planning Commission Discussed the Following Items,
• Traffic patterns and frequency, specifically cars coming from Livingston Ave.
and how it could affect drive-through stacking
•

Staff and applicant confirmed there is minimal traffic coming from Livingston and
should not negatively impact the drive-through

• Future utilization of the suite if new tenant requires a more intensive drivethrough (i.e. more cars)
•

Staff stated that anything drastically different could require an amendment

•

Often times, businesses and owners self regulate in determining if a site has
enough stacking room for their operation

• The tenant spoke to clarify that the island to the south of the drive-through is
not currently landscaped as it was shown in the submitted plans
•

Staff and the Planning Commission agreed to clarify this fact in the
recommended condition number four, to read “curbed islands” rather than
“landscaped islands”

Planning Commission voted 6-0 to recommend approval of the CUP

Staff Recommendation
Conditional Use Permit
Staff recommends approval of the CUP to allow a drive-through
lane at 1907 Robert Street, subject to the following conditions:
1. Applicant shall apply for and obtain all applicable building permits,
2. All signage must comply with section 153 of the zoning ordinance,
3. The site layout shall be altered to extend the landscaping buffer
between the drive-through and east-to-west drive aisles further east
to increase the safety of traffic flow,
4. The two curbed islands immediately east of the cross-walk shall be
squared off to allow the stop signs inside the islands to be placed
closer to the intersection, and
5. The new building materials installed after the demolition of the
southern 10’ of the 1907 suite, shall both comply with the current
code requirements for building materials as well as complement the
existing building materials.

QUESTIONS?

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION NO. 21RESOLUTION APPROVING A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
TO ALLOW A DRIVE-THROUGH IN A B4 – SHOPPING
CENTER DISTRICT AT 1907 ROBERT STREET SOUTH
(SASCO INVESTMENTS LLP)
WHEREAS, a conditional use permit application has been submitted to the City for the
property currently legally described as:
CURRENT: LOT 1 BLOCK 1 OF SHALLERS SOUTHVIEW SQUARE
WHEREAS, a public hearing concerning the conditional use permit was held before the
West St. Paul Planning Commission on November 16, 2021;
WHEREAS, the West St. Paul Planning Commission recommended the City Council
approve the conditional use permit;
WHEREAS, a public hearing concerning the conditional use permit was held before the
West St. Paul City Council on November 22, 2021;
WHEREAS, the West St. Paul City Staff recommended the City Council approve the
conditional use permit; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the West St. Paul City Council that the
conditional use permit for 1907 Robert Street, requested by Sasco Investments LLP, is hereby
approved subject to the following conditions:
1. Applicant shall apply for and obtain all applicable building permits,
2. All signage must comply with section 153 of the zoning ordinance,
3. The site layout shall be altered to extend the landscaping buffer between the drivethrough and east-to-west drive aisles further east to increase the safety of traffic flow,
4. The two curbed islands immediately east of the cross-walk shall be squared off to allow
the stop signs inside the islands to be placed closer to the intersection, and
5. The new building materials installed after the demolition of the southern ten feet of the
1907 suite, shall both comply with the current code requirements for building materials as
well as complement the existing building materials.
Adopted by the City Council of the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota, this 22nd day of November,
2021.
Attest:

David J. Napier, Mayor

Nicole Tillander, City Clerk

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nate Burkett, City Manager
Ben Boike, Community Development Director

From:

Melissa Sonnek, City Planner

Date:

November 22, 2021

Final Reading of an Ordinance Amending City Code Sections 153.433
and 153.434 Regarding Temporary Signs in Residential Districts
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Based on a ruling recently made by an Administrative Law Judge pertaining to signs in residential
districts, City Staff elected to recommend a simple ordinance amendment to better align the code
language with the historical intent and enforcement.
While discussion during the first reading at the November 8th, 2021 Council meeting identified the
desire for further review and discussion on this topic, the currently proposed language alters the code in
a minor way to allow more clear interpretation and enforcement of the code while also allowing
additional time to conduct a more thorough review of desired language.
PLANNING COMMISSION:
The Planning Commission met in regular session on November 16th, 2021 to review the proposed
ordinance changes and held a public hearing on the item. No one from the public wished to call in or
came forward to speak on the item.
The commission discussed the following items:
 The Commission expressed their desire to have a more comprehensive review of the sign code,
however they would also like to see added flexibility of allowing more than one sign while
currently reviewing the language.
o Staff detailed that the proposed language change was intended to be a minor
housekeeping item and a quick, short term fix to better align the code language with the
intent and current enforcement of the code. Staff also stated that additional and more
robust reviews and discussions of the sign code are anticipated at a later date.
o The Commission unanimously voiced the desire to allow at least two temporary signs, as
many properties currently have multiple signs. Also, that additional signs allow for the
communication of multiple messages, such as one sign that expresses personal and/or
political values, while also having one sign for other messages such as a garage sale.

The Commission voted 6-0 to recommend the proposed ordinance be altered allow two temporary signs
rather than just one.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
City Staff is requesting that the council review the proposed ordinance amending sections 153.433 and
153.434, hold a public hearing, and approve of the final reading of the ordinance as it is currently
written (allowing only one sign).
While Staff appreciates the discussion and points made by the Planning Commission, Staff does
recommend continuing to limit the number of temporary signs to one at this time, with the
understanding that this item will be reviewed and discussed when the more comprehensive review and
update of the sign code occurs.
ATTACHMENT:
Ordinance (Redline)

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
ORDINANCE NO. 21AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTIONS 153.433 AND 153.434
OF THE WEST ST. PAUL CITY CODE REGARDING
TEMPORARY SIGNS IN RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS
The City of West Saint Paul does ordain:
SECTION 1. West St. Paul City Code Sections 153.433 and 153.434 relating to
Temporary Signs in the residential districts are hereby amended as follows:
§ 153.433 EXCEPTIONS.
The following signs shall not be required to obtain a license or permit for the installation of the
sign pursuant to §§ 150.105 through 150.110, and shall be permissible in all zoning districts; these
exceptions shall not be construed so as to excuse the installer of the sign, or the owner of the
property upon which the sign is located, from conforming to the other provisions of this chapter,
or the city code.
A. Building markers;
B. Noncommercial flags;
C. Official or public notices issued by a court or governmental agency;
D. One temporary sign Signs six square feet or less in gross area located on property used as
residential use and located in an R District;
E. Directional signs that are six square feet or less; and
F. Signs on bus shelters.
§ 153.434 PROHIBITED SIGNS.
The following signs are prohibited in all zoning districts:
A. Abandoned signs;
B. Balloon signs;
C. Flags other than noncommercial flags, as defined herein;
D. Illegal signs;
E. Permanent banners or pennants, except those permitted by Minn. Stat. § 412.221(34), as it
may be amended from time to time;
F. Permanent sale signs;
G. Portable (trailer) signs unless approved under §§ 150.105 through 150.110;
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H. Projecting signs other than awning signs or canopy signs that extend or project over the
sidewalk, street right-of-way or highway right-of-way;
I. Roof sign;
J. Rotating signs;
K. Search lights or strobe lights unless approved as a temporary sign under §§ 150.105 through
150.110;
L. Signs containing audio speakers or any form of pyrotechnics;
M. Signs painted, attached or in any other manner affixed to fences, roofs, other than integral
roof signs, trees, rocks or other similar natural surfaces, or attached to a post or pole in the
right-of-way, or bridges, towers or similar public structures;
N. Signs that appear in color or design to resemble a traffic sign or signal or that make use of
words, symbols or characters in such a manner as to interfere with, mislead or confuse
pedestrian or vehicular traffic;
O. Signs that are affixed to inoperable vehicles or trailers or signs that are affixed to vehicles
parked on a property and not intended to be moved for a period of 48 hours or more. At all
times, vehicles containing advertising and/or signage shall not be parked along the property
frontage or Robert Street;
P. Temporary signs, except as allowed by permit pursuant to §§ 150.105 through 150.110 or
one temporary sign per property in a residential district as exempted under § 153.433(D);
Q. Unsafe signs; and
R. Video display signs.
SECTION 2. SUMMARY PUBLICATION. Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes Section
412.191, in the case of a lengthy ordinance, a summary may be published. While a copy of the
entire ordinance is available without cost at the office of the City Clerk, the following summary is
approved by the City Council and shall be published in lieu of publishing the entire ordinance:
The ordinance amendment clarifies the City’s intent to allow one temporary sign in
residential districts.
SECTION 3. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from
and after its passage and publication according to law.
Passed by the City Council of the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota, this 22nd day of
November, 2021.
Attest:

David J. Napier, Mayor

Nicole Tillander, City Clerk

1616 Humboldt Avenue
West St. Paul, MN 55118
651-552-4100
www.wspmn.gov

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

Cc:
Date:

November 22, 2021

Subject:

Supplementary Memo - Temporary Signs in Residential Districts

Council is asked to consider an ordinance revision that aligns the city code to the historic
interpretation and enforcement. Staff recommendation is to maintain the city code at one sign per
residential lot instead of two as recommended by planning commission. Should the Council
decide to pass the ordinance with an increased sign limit, it also may limit the Council’s choices
in the future. Once the limit is set at two, it would be very difficult from a practical perspective
to change back to one.
While the Council may think that two signs per residential lot is an appropriate policy, there may
be alternatives the Council wishes to consider that are impeded by a two sign limit. For example,
after consideration of the sign code the Council may want to limit the number of signs to one, but
increase the overall size to allow for more information on a single sign. To keep the Council’s
options as open as possible, a one sign limit for the time being is the most practical.
In light of the Planning Commission recommendation as well as a clear general interest in the
sign code, the City Manager recommends, in addition to adoption of this ordinance that Council
make a formal direction by motion to direct staff to review the sign code and bring it forth to
Council within a specified time period.
The recommended motion should the Council wish to consider it is: Direct staff to review the
sign code, prepare recommendations and bring forth said recommendations to the City Council
for consideration no later than February 21, 2022.

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

Date:

November 22, 2021

Final Reading – Ordinance Increasing the Size of the Planning
Commission and Requiring Ward Representation
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The Council has discussed and directed that this ordinance change be brought forward. First Reading
was held on November 8, 2021.
Note that section 2 of the ordinance is effective immediately upon passage. Section 1 is not effective
until nine members are seated so that quorum requirements do not increase until all nine members are
seated.
Next steps after passage of this ordinance:
 No later than November 24, 2021, staff will announce via social media and the city website that
there are two vacancies on the Planning Commission, both vacancies will be announced as Ward
1 vacancies.
 On or about December 9, 2021 staff will again post notice of the vacancies via social media.
 30 days after the initial announcement, staff will provide all applications from individuals
residing in Ward 1 for Planning Commission appointment to the Mayor for consideration.
FISCAL IMPACT:
NA
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Review the ordinance amending Section 31.01 of the City Code, expanding the membership of planning
commission and setting forth a policy for equal representation among the city wards, hold a public
hearing and adopt the ordinance.

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
ORDINANCE NO. 21AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 31.01 OF THE WEST ST. PAUL CITY CODE
EXPANDING THE MEMBERSHIP OF PLANNING COMMISSION AND SETTING
FORTH A POLICY FOR EQUAL REPRESENTATION AMONG THE CITY WARDS
The City of West Saint Paul does ordain:
SECTION 1. AMENDMENT. West St. Paul City Code Section 31.01(C) is hereby
amended as follows:
Members. The Planning Commission shall consist of seven (7) nine (9) members who are
appointed by the Mayor and confirmed by the City Council. The City Attorney, Zoning
Administrator, Community/Economic Development Director and one member of the City
Council may be ex-officio members without the right to vote.

SECTION 2. AMENDMENT. West St. Paul City Code Section 31.01(C) is hereby
amended as follows:
(1) All vacancies on the Planning Commission shall be advertised for 30 days after a seat
becomes open, or before the expiration of a member(s) term.
(2) Vacancies shall be advertised as a vacancy in the ward(s) with the lowest number of
representatives.
(3) If the open seat(s) cannot be filled by a representative from the desired ward after 30 days,
the seat may be designated as “at-large”

SECTION 3. SUMMARY PUBLICATION. Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes Section
412.191, in the case of a lengthy ordinance, a summary may be published. While a copy of the
entire ordinance is available without cost at the office of the City Clerk, the following summary is
approved by the City Council and shall be published in lieu of publishing the entire ordinance:
The ordinance amendment increases the size of the planning commission from seven (7)
to nine (9) members and sets forth a policy that planning commission vacancies shall be
advertised and filled with equal balance when possible.
SECTION 4. EFFECTIVE DATE. Section 2 of this of this ordinance shall be in full
force and effect from and after its passage and publication according to law. Section 1 of this
ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and publication according to
law and after the Mayor has nominated and the Council has approved a total of nine planning
commission members.
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Passed by the City Council of the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota, this ________day of
__________________, 2021.
Attest:

David J. Napier, Mayor

Nicole Tillander, City Clerk

City Credit Card
Policy
Revision of Current Policy

Purchase Credit Card Policy
• Current policy has been in existence for
some time.
• Increase purchasing efficiencies
• Employees don’t have to pay up front
and then request reimbursement
several weeks later.
• Allows for accountability on the card
holder.
• Cards are issued to the employee
• Card holder agrees to safeguard
the card and report if lost or stolen.

Revision to Current Purchase Card
Program Cont.
• Safeguards are in place to reduce the possibility of fraudulent
charges.
• Statement is reviewed by the Finance department and paid monthly.
•
•
•
•
•

Cardholder agreement has been added.
Detailed receipts are required.
List of cards and accounts shall be updated frequently.
Daily and monthly minimums are in place.
Cards can be cancelled at any time.

Questions ?

Credit Card Purchase Policy

Formatted: Font: Not Bold

Approved by
City Council
History
Adopted: Unknown
Amended: November XX, 2021

Newly enactd Minnesota Statue 471.382 authorized and restrict the use of credit cards
by cities.









All City credit cards and charge accounts must only be used for City Purchaes.
All City credit cards and charge accounts must only be used by authorized
personnel and authorized elected officials to make City purchases.
NO personal use is allowed
If the purchase is not authorized by the City, the employee or electredf official
may ecome personally liabile for the amount of the purchases.
All charges presented for payment must be in writing and itemized. Bills received
from a credit card company lack sufficient detaio to compy with itemization.
Therfore, the City needs to have invoices and receipts to support the items
charged on the bill.
The City’s intent for these credit card charge accounts is to create an easier and
faster method of buying small purchase for the City.
It is not the intent of the City to create debt for the City. It is the City’s policy to
pay off meonthly credit card/charge accounts as soon as they become dule

A. Authority
Minnesota Statue 471.382 adopted into law on April 7, 2001, allows cities to make
purchases with credit cards. The use of Commercial Cards enables cardholders to
conveniently obtain goods and services, reduce petty cash payments and employee
reimbursements.
B. Purpose
The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines that the City of West. St. Paul and its
cardholders will follow related to the use of Commercial Cards for City purchases and
payments to help protect the City from potential loss or misuses of Commercial Cards.
The City’s intent for these credit card/charge accounts is to create efficiency in
purchasing items online or in nearby stores.
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C. General Restrictions, Limitations, and Requirements
1. Card Usage:
a. The credit card may be used at any vendor that accepts Visa, except
as the City may otherwise restrict or direct
b. A detailed receipt must be provided to Accounting for proper
documentation of the purchases. Email receipts to WSP Receipts or
Receipt@wspmn.gov and enter information into the Excel worksheet call
credit card tracker in the Shared drive.
2. Limitations and Restrictions:
a. Every card has a total monthly dollar credit limit assigned.
b. No card may be used for personal use or personal purchases.
c. No card may be used for purchases that may be considered
inappropriate use of City funds.
3. Authorized Purchases /Payments:
a. Purchases/payments may include all allowable
purchases/payments that are considered appropriate use of city funds.
b. No City card shall be used for any product, service or with any
merchant considered inappropriate use of City funds.
4. Lost, Stolen or Misplaced Cards:
a. Cardholders are responsible for the security of the card and any
purchases made on the account. If you believe you may have lost any City
credit card or it has been stolen, immediately report this information to Old
National through Elan. Immediately after reporting to Old National-Elan,
you must inform, the Finance Department. It is extremely important to act
promptly in the event of a lost or stolen card to avoid liability for fraudulent
transactions.
b. You will no longer be able to use this card after notifying Old
National-Elan. A new card should be issued within 48 hours of notice to the
bank.
Formatted: Indent: Left: 1"

5. Returns:
a. Do not seek or accept cash or a check for any items that were
purchased with the commercial card. When obtaining credit, the cardholder must
obtain a receipt. This receipt must be scanned into finance for processing.
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6. Disputed or Fraudulent Charges:
a. If there is a discrepancy between your record of invoices/receipts
and any statement, it is imperative that the discrepancy be addressed
immediately! Depending on the type of discrepancy, you may need to contact
the vendor or work with Old National-Elan to resolve the disputed
transaction.
b. If you believe the vendor has charged you incorrectly or there is an
outstanding quality or service issue, you must first contact the vendor and
try to resolve the error or problem. If you are able to resolve the matter
directly with the vendor, and the error involved an overcharge, a credit
adjustment should be requested from the vendor and should appear on the
next statement. Note: the item(s) should be brought to the attention of the
Finance Department.
c. If the vendor disagrees that an adjustment is necessary,
immediately contact Old National-Elan to resolve the dispute. Old NationalElan will request complete details of the dispute in writing in order to
research the item in question.
7. Request for Credit Limit Increases:
a. The Department head must make the requests in writing to the
Finance Director.
8. Suspension or Revocation of Cards:
If any of the following occur, immediate revocation of the Commercial Card
privileges my result:


The initial occurrence of the following will result in a warning, next occurrence
will result in a 30-day suspension of credit card privileges and subsequent
occurrence will result in revocation of credit card privileges.
o Failure to notify Old National-Elan and the Finance Department of a lost
or stolen card.
o Consistent failure to submit detailed invoices and receipts for payment
verification. Information is to be entered into the excel credit card
tracker and receipts emailed to WSP Receipts or receipt@wspmn.gov.
o Personal purchase of any item.
o Inappropriate use of City funds. This may also be required to be reported
to the Office of the State Auditor.
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Attachments
Exhibit A Cardholder User Agreement
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Card Holder Agreement

City employee you are being entrusted with a City of West St. Paul Commercial Card,
issued by Old National through Elan. Card member services is 1-866-552-8855. The
Card is provided to you based on your need to purchase and/or pay for goods and
services for the City of West St. Paul. The card may be suspended or revoked at any
time. Your signature below indicates that you have read and will comply with the terms
of this agreement.
1. I understand that I will be making financial commitments on behalf of the City of
West St. Paul and will strive to obtain the best value for the City of West St. Paul.
2. I have read and will follow the City of West St. Paul’s Commercial Card Policy.
Failure to do so could be considered misappropriation of city funds. Failure to
comply with this agreement may result in either suspension or revocation of my
use of the credit card program
3. I understand that under no circumstances will I use the Commercial Card to
make personal purchases, either for myself or for others. Using the card for
personal charges could be considered misappropriation of city funds, may result
in corrective action, up to and including termination of employment and may be
reported to the Office of the State Auditor.
4. I agree that should I violate the terms of this Agreement and use the Commercial
Card for personal use or gain that I will reimburse the City of West St. Paul for all
incurred charges and any fees related to the collection of those charges.
5. The Commercial card is issued in my name. I am responsible for all charges
against the card.
6. If I choose to share my Commercial Card, I understand that I am responsible for
all charges against the card.
7. The Commercial Card is city property. A such, I understand that I may be
periodically required to comply with internal control procedures designed to
protect the City of West St. Paul assets. This may include being asked to
produce the card to validate its existence and account number.
8. All charges will be billed directly to and paid directly by the City of West St. Paul.
The bank cannot accept any monies from me directly; therefore, any personal
charges billed to the company could be considered misappropriation of city
funds.
9. I agree to scan detail receipts to the email: WSP Receipts or
receipt@wspmn.gov in a timely fashion.
10. I agree to enter information in the Excel credit card tracker in the shared drive in
a timely fashion.
11. If the card is misplaced, I will immediately notify the Finance Department.
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Card Holder Agreement
12. If the card is lost or stolen, I will immediately notify Old National through Elan and
the Finance Department. Card member services number is 1-866-552-8855
13. I agree to surrender the Commercial Card immediately upon termination of
employment, whether for retirement, voluntary, or involuntary reasons.

___________________________
Employee Name (Print)

__________________________
Employee Signature

_____________________
Date

_________________________
Department Head Signature

_____________________
Date

_________________________
Finance Director Signature

_____________________
Date
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City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

Through:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

From:

Kori Land, City Attorney

Date:

November 22, 2021

Hazardous Building - 927 Charlton Street
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The City Staff is requesting that the Council initiate an action for abating a hazardous building at 927
Charlton Street. The house has been set on fire at least 3 times and as uninhabitable. We are recommending
moving forward with issuing an Order requiring the building on the property be demolished.
The process to pursue an action against a hazardous building or property is articulated in Minn. Stat.
§§463.15-463.251 and is as follows:
1. Building Official’s Report. The Building Official prepares a report on the status of the building to present
to the City Council, articulating the facts that make the building or property hazardous. The statute defines
“Hazardous building or hazardous property” as “any building or property, which because of inadequate
maintenance, dilapidation, physical damage, unsanitary condition or abandonment, constitutes a fire
hazard or a hazard to public safety or health.” (Minn. Stat. §463.15 subd. 3). The report includes pictures
to support the conclusion.
2. City Council’s Order. Based on the Building Official’s report, the City Council then adopts the
Resolution and Order requiring the owner to raze and remove the building, with a reasonable time to do
so.
3. Service of the Order. Once approved by the Council, the Order is served on the owner, any tenants and
all lienholders in the same manner as a civil court action. Within 20 days, the owner or a lienholder can
serve an Answer specifying any facts in dispute.
4. Default Judgment. If no Answer is served and the owner does not comply with the timeframe in the
Order, the City must file the Order with the court and ask the court for enforcement of the Order as a
default judgment. The court would hear the presentation of evidence and affirm or modify the Order and
enter a judgment.
5. Contested Cases. If an Answer is served, then the action must follow the Rules of Civil Procedure, which
involves discovery, trial and a judgment. If the City’s Order is upheld following a trial, the court would
enter a judgment and fix a time after which the building must be removed.

6. Enforcement of Judgment. If a judgment is not complied with in the time prescribed in the Judge’s
order, the City may perform the work and assess the costs as a special assessment. If the building is razed
or removed by the City, the City Council may sell any salvageable and valuable materials at public auction.
The City must keep an accurate account of the expenses incurred, including filing fees, service fees,
publication fees, attorney’s fees, appraiser’s fees, witness fees, including expert witness fees and traveling
expenses from the time the original Order was made, and can recover it as a special assessment against
the property.
A Resolution and Order has been attached which contains the Building Official’s report and photos, as
well as other supporting documentation.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Consider the evidence presented and adopt the Resolution and Order to Raze and Remove a Hazardous
Building at 927 Charlton Street in West St. Paul.

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION NO. 21RESOLUTION AND ORDER TO RAZE AND REMOVE A HAZARDOUS BUILDING
AT 927 CHARLTON IN WEST ST. PAUL
WHEREAS, the following Findings of Fact support the Order to Raze and Remove the
hazardous building at 927 Charlton Street, West St. Paul, Minnesota:
1. The Property located at 927 Charlton Street, West St. Paul, Dakota County, Minnesota,
legally described as:
Lot Three (3) in Block One (1) of Cecelia Re-arrangement according to the plat
thereof on file and of record in the office of the Register of Deeds in and for said
County and State, Dakota County, Minnesota.
(“Property”), is owned by Randip E. Satoskar (“Owner”) (see Deed at Exhibit A);
2. On or about July 12, 2019, the West St. Paul Police Department was called to the Property
regarding a house fire. There was smoke coming out of the house, the front windows were
all broken out and firefighters were attempting to extinguish the fire. The Owner was found
inside the house (see West St. Paul Police Incident Report dated 07/12/2019 at Exhibit B);
3. On or about July 14, 2019, the West St. Paul Police Department was called to the Property
regarding another fire. There was a large amount of smoke coming out of the house. South
Metro Fire was called to the scene and put out the fire. The Owner was found inside the
house (see West St. Paul Police Incident Report dated 07/14/2019 at Exhibit C);
4. On or about January 16, 2020, the West St. Paul Police Department was called to the
Property regarding another fire. Flames and heavy smoke were observed from the front of
the house. A neighbor reported seeing a good Samaritan carrying the Owner from the
burning house and setting him down at the neighbor’s house. The Owner admitted to
starting the fire (see West St. Paul Police Incident Report dated 01/16/2020 at Exhibit D);
5. On or about January 27, 2021, the Owner was convicted of Felony Arson in the 1st Degree
for intentionally setting the July 12, 2019 fire and on or about April 14, 2021, the Owner
was sentenced to 48 months in prison (see Sentencing Order at Exhibit E). The Owner is
currently being detained at the Minnesota Correctional Facility in Faribault;
6. On or about August 26, 2021, Chief Building Official Dennis Schilling inspected the
Property and determined that due to the extent of the fires, the house on Property was a
total loss and recommended demolition because the building is unsafe pursuant to Building
Code 1300.0180 (see Building Official Report and photos Exhibit F).

1

WHEREAS, on November 22, 2021 at the regular Council meeting, the City Council held
a hearing on this matter and considered the evidence presented.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that based on the hearing and the information
and evidence presented, the West St. Paul City Council adopts the aforementioned Findings of
Fact and finds that due to the significant extent of the damage from multiple fires, the structure on
the Property is a hazardous building that constitutes a hazard to the public safety, health and
welfare, as defined in Minnesota Statutes, Section 463, and therefore, the building must be razed
and removed.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDERED by the West St. Paul City Council as follows:
1. Randip E. Satoskar, Owner of the Property at 927 Charlton Street, West St. Paul,
Minnesota, must raze and remove the building and all related materials, returning the
Property to a safe condition by December 31, 2021.
2. Unless an Answer is filed within 20 days of service, as provided in Minnesota Statutes,
Section 463.18, a motion for summary enforcement of this Order will be made to the
District Court of Dakota County. If there is no compliance, the City will be authorized to
enter the Property and raze and remove the building immediately. All costs associated with
this action and of razing and removing the building may be a lien against the real estate,
which may be levied and collected as a special assessment, as provided by Minnesota
Statutes, Section 463.
Adopted by the City Council of the City of West St. Paul, Minnesota, this 22nd day of November,
2021.
Attest:

David J. Napier, Mayor

Nicole Tillander, City Clerk
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EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT B

EXHIBIT B

EXHIBIT B

EXHIBIT C

EXHIBIT C

EXHIBIT C

EXHIBIT D

EXHIBIT D

EXHIBIT E
The State of Minnesota

District Court
lst Judicial District

Dakota County
Dakota, Hastings - Criminal

State of Minnesota vs RANDIP

E SATOSKAR

ORDER

WARRANT OF COMMITMENT

Case Number: l9HA—CR-20—l46
,

g

CURRENT DEFENDANT INFORMATION

‘

Known Address:

927 Charlton Street
West St Paul, MN 55118

Phone Number:

None Provided

,

Correspondence Address: 1580 Highway 55
Hastings, MN 55033

Sex: Male

DOB: 01/09/1972

CASE CHARGES
Ct

Statute

Type

1

609.561.1

Charging

2

609.561.1

Charging

Description
Arson in the 1st Degree (Dwelling)
Arson in the lst Degree (Dwelling)

Disposition
Convicted
7

Dismissed

TERMS OF DISPOSITION OR SENTENCE: COUNT 1
Level of Sentence: Felony
Date Pronounced: Apri112, 2021
Oﬂense Information

I

Ct

Offense Date

Statute

1

07/12/2019

‘

609.561 .1

Description
Arson in the lst Degree (Dwelling)

Offense Disposition
Convicted

MOC at Filing

GOC

Controlling Agency

Controlling No.

F1110

Not applicable - West St. Paul Police Department

19002890

GOC

Sentence Details

Commit to Commissioner of Corrections - Adult
Report on: 04/12/2021

Commit to Commissioner of Corrections at the MN Correctional Facility - St. Cloud for 48 months.
Credit for time served amount is 478 days.
This sentence consists of a minimum term of imprisonment equal to two-thirds of the total
executed sentence, and a maximum supervised release term equal to one—third of the total
executed sentence, unless the sentence is life or life without the possibility of release.

Time to Serve: 48 months
Filed in District Court

Was this a departure from the sentencing guidelines? No
Status: Active
File: l9l-lA-CR-20—l46

Sis-ﬁe

Status Date: 04/12/2021
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EXHIBIT E
Fees

Law Library Fees

$5.00

County/Sheriff & Felony Fines
Grim/Trafﬁc Surcharge (once per case),
Restitution

$0.00

'

Subtotal

$75.00

$151,162.16

Due

05/12/2021

Amt

Effective

"$151,242.16

Conditions - Adult
‘

Defendant is placed under the following conditions:

Location

Condition
i

'

End
'

'

“Supply DNA sample

04/12/2021

Pay restitution

04/12/2021

'

‘

H

$145,908.34 to American Family Mutual Insurance. $5253.82 to South Metro Fire Department.

‘

,

Date of Sentence:

GRAND TOTALS

04/ 12/2021

Original Amount: $151,242.16

Due Date: 05/12/2021

The court may refer this case for collection it you fail to make a payment, and collection costs will be added. You have the right to
contest a referral for collection based on inability to pay by requesting a hearing no later than the due date. MS. §§ 480.15, subd.
10c; 609.104

‘

Count 1:

‘

CREDIT TIME SERVED

478 days

SIGNATURE

Momma/311m“

.

.

Judge Vlckl Taylor

Sentence pronounced on 04/ 12/2021 by District Court Judge

651-438-8100

Court Administrator: Maria Jost

Ifyou have questions regarding the terms ofyour sentence or disposition, please contact
PATRICIA TOMMY PHILL 612- 702-6524, your probation agent or court administrator.

File: l9HA-CR-20-146
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EXHIBIT
E
APPENDIX A

ﬂ-IM — If you

are placed on Electronic Home Monitoring as a condition of probation, you will be required to meet
eligibility requirements
and pay a daily fee to be on this program. If you do not meet eligibility requirements, you may be required to serve the EHM sentence in
If you violate the EHM Program rules or fail to pay the daily fee, you may be terminated from the Program and your probation may be
jaili
vio ated.
Work-release — If you are sentenced to serve jail time in the Dakota County Jail, you may, at the discretion of the sentencing Judge, be
permitted work-release privileges while serving this sentence. You must meet eligibility requirements of the Sheriff‘s Department and
DCCC and pay the daily work-release fee. If you violate the rules of this program, you may be terminated from the program and your
probation may be violated.
Jail Credit — If the sentencing Judge awards you credit for time served, you will be credited with the number of days speciﬁed in the
Sentencing Order. If the credit is not speciﬁed in the Sentencing Order, then the number of days credited will be determined by the Sheriff’s
Department and/or DCCC.
Good Time — If you are sentenced to the Dakota County Jail or a state prison, you will be eligible to earn good time off of your sentence.
Under normal circumstances, you will serve two—thirds of your sentence in jail. If you violate the rules of the correctional facility, you may
lose all or a portion of your one-third good time, and you may be required to serve the entire sentence injail.
Supervised Release — If you are sentenced to the custody of the Commissioner of Corrections to serve a sentence in a state prison, you will
serve at least two-thirds of that sentence in custody and the balance, one-third or less, on supervised release. If you violate a condition of
your supervised release, you may be returned to prison to serve the balance of your sentence.
Conditional Release — Felony DWI — If you are sentenced to prison for committing the crime of First Degree DWI, you will be required to
serve at least two-thirds of the sentence in custody. You will not be eligible for release until you have successfully completed a chemical
dependency treatment program while in prison. Once you are released from prison, you will be placed on conditional release for ﬁve years.
If you violate any of the conditions of conditional release, you may be returned to prison to serve the remainder of the conditional release
term in custody.
Conditional Release — Criminal Sexual Conduct — If you have been convicted of a criminal sexual conduct offense and you are sentenced to
prison, you will be placed on conditional release aﬁg you have served the sentence imposed, both in custody and on supervised release.
This period of conditional release is for ten years, minus the number of months you were on supervised release. If you violate your
conditional release, you may be required to serve all or a part of the remaining portion of the conditional release term in prison.
Sex Offender Registration — If you are convicted of a criminal sex offense, or a crime arising out of a sex offense, you may be required to
register as a sex offender. Failure to register as required is a crime, and you may be prosecuted and your probation/supervised
release/conditional release may be revoked.
Probation Fees — If you are placed on supervised probation to DCCC, you may be charged a probation fee. This fee is set by the Dakota
County Board of Commissioners and cannot be waived by the Court.
10. Surcharges — In addition to ﬁnes that may be imposed as part of your sentence, you will be required to pay a surcharge. The amount of the
surcharge is determined by the State and this amount cannot be waived by the Court.
ll. Restitution If you are ordered as a condition of your sentence to pay restitution, you will be required to compensate the victim(s) of your
behavior for out-of-pocket expenses. The amount of restitution will normally be determined by DCCC and a payment schedule will be
established. If you disagree with the amount determined, you may request the Court to review the amount. Restitution is joint and several.
This means that if more than one person is found to be responsible for the damage, they will share the responsibility. However, if one
doesn’t pay his/her share, the remaining person(s) will be responsible for the entire amount.
1.
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of Collections - All ﬁnes, surcharges, court costs, restitution, and/or fees imposed are due on the date imposed unless the
court otherwise establishes a due date or a payment plan. Under Minn. Stat. § 480.15, subd. 100, any portion of a ﬁne, surcharge,
court cost, restitution, or fee that you fail to pay by the due date may be referred for collection, and collection costs may be
added to the amount due. If you have agreed to a payment plan but fail to pay an installment when due, the entire amount
remaining becomes due and payable and may be referred for collection. You have the right to contest a referral to collections
based on inability to pay by requesting a hearing no later than the due date.
13. Revenue Regapture and Driver’s License Suspension — If you fail to pay your ﬁnes and fees as directed, you may be subject to revenue
recapture and, in the case of driving violations, have your driver’s license suspended. This basically means that you will not receive any
federal or state income tax refunds until your ﬁnes and fees are paid. Additionally, you will be assessed a fee if revenue recapture becomes

12. Notice

necessary.

— If
you are convicted of a felony offense, you will be required to submit to D.N.A. testing by DCCC or its designee. This is a
mandatory requirement under state law.
15. Stay of Adiudication or Guilty Plea Not Accepted — In this sentencing, the charge against you may be dismissed at the end of the
probationary period if you successfully complete or satisfy all conditions of probation, including the payment of any ﬁnes or fees in
accordance with payment arrangements. If you fail to meet any of the conditions of probation, the guilty plea may be accepted resulting in a
conviction for the offense.

14.

D.N.A.

Additional mandated fees will be assessed by Court Administration. Payment is due in full 30 days from the date of sentencing unless otherwise noted above. Financial
obligations are payable to: District Court by phone w/ Visa/MasterCard 8:00am-4:30pm M-F or by mail
District Court/Court Collector
District Court/Court Collector
District Court/Court Collector
I Mendota Rd West, Suite I40
14955 Galaxie Ave
1560 Highway 55
West St. Paul, MN 55118
Apple Valley, MN 55124
Hastings, MN 55033

By Phone 651—438-8141

PROBATION DEPARTMENT/DAKOTA COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONmCCC)
Hastings 651-438-8288

Apple Valley 952-891-7200

West St. Paul 651-554-6060
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CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL
1616 HUMBOLDT AVENUE, WEST ST. PAUL, MN 55118-3972
MUNICIPAL CENTER 651-552-4100
PARKS/RECREATION651-552-4150
FAX
651-552-4190

POLICE 651-552-4200
FIRE
651-552-4176
TDD
651-322-2323

Inspection Report
October 19, 2021
RE: 927 Charlton

Kori,
On 7/1/19 the owner broke all the windows out of the home, WSPD was called out.
On 7/12/19 the owner set fire to the home, SMF was called out.
On 7/14/19 the owner set fire to the home, SMF was called out.
On 1/16/20 the owner set fire to the home, SMF was called out.
I conducted an inspection of the home after the final fire. My findings are that the home
is a total loss. Best the best course of action at this time would be to demolish the
structure. The structure is unsafe per building code 1300.0180 UNSAFE BUILDINGS
OR STRUCTURES: All unsafe buildings, structures, or appendages are public
nuisances and must be abated by repair, rehabilitation, demolition, or removal
according to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 463.15 to 463.26.
1300.0110
DUTIES AND POWERS OF BUILDING OFFICIAL: Subpart 1. General. The building
official is authorized and directed to enforce the provisions of this code. The building
official has the authority to render interpretations of the code and adopt policies and
procedures in order to clarify the application of the provisions. The interpretations,
policies, and procedures shall comply with the intent and purpose of the code. The
policies and procedures shall not have the effect of waiving requirements specifically
provided for in the code.
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The damage done to the home is so extensive that it would be approximately 80-100k based on current
construction costs to bring that home back to habitability verse demoing the home which would be
approximately 15-20K. In the 15+ years I have been a CBO it has always been more cost effective to
demo the structure.
The property is currently boarded up and the owner is in prison for Felony Arson, scheduled to be there
for an additional three years.
I would like to move forward with demolition on this property and access the property to recover the cost
of the demolition that the city will have to pay. If there is anything else you need from me let me know.
Sincerely,

Dennis Schilling
Chief Building Official
651-552-4135
dschilling@wspmn.gov
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MINN. STAT. 463
ACTION FOR
927 CHARLTON
STREET

Nov. 14, 2012
• Property
Owner
purchased
property

July 12, 2019
• House fire

July 14, 2019
• House fire

HISTORY OF 927 CHARLTON

January 16,
2020
• House fire

January 27,
2021

August 26,
2021

• Property
owner
convicted of
Arson
(anticipated
release
8/22/22)

• City Building
Official
inspected and
determined
building is
hazardous and
must be
demolished

 The governing body of any municipality may

MINN. STAT.
463.16

order the owner of any hazardous building or
property within the municipality to correct or
remove the hazardous condition of the
building or property or to raze or remove the
building.

1
Obtain Building Official’s report that identifies the hazardous conditions
on the property.

463 ACTION PROCESS – MINN. STAT. SECTION 463.15-251

CURRENT CONDITION OF PROPERTY

CURRENT CONDITION OF PROPERTY SERVICE DOOR
UNATTACHED

463 ACTION PROCESS – MINN. STAT. SECTION 463.15-251

City Council passes a Resolution and Order
finding the building is hazardous and ordering the
property owner to raze and remove the building.

Serve Order on Owner, tenants, and lien
holders; they have 20 days to Answer.

463 ACTION PROCESS – MINN. STAT. SECTION 463.15-251

If there is no Answer,
the City files the
Order with the court
and obtains a default
judgment.

If Order is contested,
there will be a trial and
then the Court will
enter a judgment.

If judgment is not
complied with, City
may perform the work
and assess the costs as
a special assessment.

ASSESSMENT

All costs of implementing the Council action
from this point forward can be assessed
against the property

RECOMMENDATION

Adopt the Resolution and Order to Raze and Remove a Hazardous
Building at 927 Charlton Street in West St. Paul

City Council Report
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Nate Burkett, City Manager

Date:

November 22, 2021

Closed Session – City Manager Performance Evaluation
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Closed sessions to conduct performance evaluations are permitted by MN Stat. 13D.05 Subd 3(a).

FISCAL IMPACT:
Fund

Department

Account

Amount

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Close the meeting under MN Stat. 13D.05 Subd 3(a) to conduct the City Manager’s performance
Evaluation.

